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Abstract 

Fatigue is one of the most frequent and disabling symptom of Multiple Sclerosis (MS).  

Despite its incidence, the underlying mechanisms of MS-related fatigue are not 

completely elucidated. This is particularly the case of cognitive fatigue (i.e.  interfering 

with mental work) occurring in the early stages of the disease, even in patients showing 

mild lesion load and disability. The theoretical part of the thesis start with a description 

of MS disease, with a particular emphasis on cognitive symptoms. The concept of 

fatigue is introduced and defined. Several models of cognitive fatigue in healthy 

subjects and in neurological populations are developed, as well as the different methods 

used to study cognitive fatigue. Finally, the introduction of this work ends with a focus 

on cognitive fatigue in the context of MS. 

In the experimental section, the objectives and hypotheses of this thesis are described, 

before moving forward with the six studies carried out in this framework, which 

explores cognitive fatigue in the early stages of MS and in healthy controls from a 

cognitive, physiological (eye metrics) and cerebral perspectives. Namely, four research 

questions are considered across the studies:  

(i) Is there a link between fatigue and cognition in MS?  (Studies 1 & 2) 

(ii) What are the effects of long-lasting procedures and cognitive load on cognitive fatigue 

and which procedure triggers fatigue the most?  (Studies 3 & 4) 

(iii) Can eye metrics provide an objective measure of fatigue state? (Study 3) 

(iv) What are the functional and structural cerebral substrates of cognitive fatigue in the 

early stages of the disease? (Studies 5 & 6) 

Results obtained are further discussed addressing these main questions, the limitations 

of this work, and future directions that could be taken to expand our findings. Overall, 

five specific, but not mutually exclusive, causes of cognitive fatigue in early MS were 

proposed and discussed in the light of our results: decrease in motivation, increased 

perception of effort, decreased arousal, extra effort due to cognitive deficits and costly 

brain functional reorganization due to structural alterations. 



 
 

Résumé 

La fatigue est l’un des symptômes les plus fréquents et invalidants de la Sclérose en 

Plaques (SEP). Malgré sa forte incidence, les mécanismes sous-jacents à la fatigue dans 

cette pathologie restent largement incompris. Cela est particulièrement le cas pour la 

fatigue cognitive (i.e. qui interfère avec le travail mental) survenant dès les premiers 

stades de la maladie, chez des patients ne présentant par ailleurs que peu de troubles 

cognitifs et d’atteintes cérébrales. Après avoir décrit la pathophysiologie de la SEP, 

l’introduction théorique de cette thèse développe les différents symptômes cognitifs 

rencontrés dans cette maladie. Ensuite, une introduction au concept de fatigue est 

proposée, présentant plusieurs modèles tentant d’expliquer son apparition, à la fois 

chez les sujets sains et dans le cadre des maladies neurologiques. Les différentes 

méthodes permettant d’étudier la fatigue de façon expérimentale sont également 

décrites. Enfin, l’introduction de ce travail se conclut par une attention particulière 

portée à la fatigue dans le contexte de la SEP.  

La section expérimentale est composée des objectifs et hypothèses qui ont motivé ce 

travail, ainsi que d’une description générale du protocole que nous avons implémenté. 

S’ensuit la présentation des six études réalisées, visant une exploration approfondie de 

la fatigue cognitive chez des patients atteints de SEP récente et des sujets contrôles, sur 

le plan cognitif, physiologique (mesures oculaires) et cérébral. Concrètement, quatre 

questions de recherche sont abordées : 

(i) Y a-t-il un lien entre la fatigue et les performances cognitives dans la SEP ? 

(Etudes 1 & 2) 

(ii) Quels sont les effets de la longueur du protocole ou de la charge mentale sur 

l’apparition de la fatigue, et quelle méthode est la plus à même d’induire de la fatigue ? 

(Etudes 3 & 4)  

(iii) Certaines variables physiologiques en lien avec les paramètres oculaires permettent-

elles d’obtenir une mesure objective de l’état de fatigue ? (Etude 3) 

(iv) Quels sont les substrats cérébraux de la fatigue dans la SEP récente, sur le plan 

fonctionnel et structurel ? (Etude 5 & 6) 

 

Les résultats obtenus sont ensuite discutés sous le prisme de nos questions principales. 

Les limitations du présent travail et les directions futures qui pourraient être 

empruntées pour enrichir nos conclusions sont également détaillées. Globalement, 

cinq causes principales de fatigue cognitive dans la SEP récente sont identifiées et 

discutées : une perte de motivation, une perception de l’effort exacerbée, une 

diminution de l’état d’éveil, la nécessité de produire un effort supplémentaire pour 

compenser les déficits cognitifs, et une réorganisation cérébrale fonctionnelle coûteuse 

due aux atteintes structurelles. 
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General Introduction 

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a chronic disease, characterized by the occurrence of 

demyelinating plaques in the central nervous system (CNS). MS is the first cause of 

non-traumatic neurological disability in young adults in many countries (Browne et al., 

2014), interfering greatly with daily activities and quality of life (Weiland et al., 2015; 

Young et al., 2021). Among the numerous symptoms affecting people with MS (pwMS), 

fatigue is one of the most frequently reported (Kluger, Krupp, & Enoka, 2013; Krupp, 

Alvarez, LaRocca, & Scheinberg, 1988; Penner et al., 2020). Despite its incidence, the 

underlying mechanisms of MS-related fatigue are not completely elucidated. This is 

particularly the case of fatigue occurring in the early stages of the disease, even in 

patients showing mild lesion load and disability. This thesis focuses on the study of 

cognitive fatigue (namely, fatigue interfering with mental work) in the very early years 

following the first symptom of MS.  

Chapter I describes MS, providing an overview of its pathophysiology, incidence 

and symptomatology. Following a brief historical introduction, the current knowledge 

about MS pathophysiology is developed. Then, specificities about MS incidence 

etiology, and risk factors associated to the development of the disease are provided. 

Additionally, the different clinical courses characterizing MS are described, along with 

the large panel of associated symptoms. Finally, this chapter shortly addresses current 

treatment strategies.  

In Chapter II, an emphasis on cognitive symptoms is made, describing the 

neuropsychological processes frequently impaired due to the disease. Cognitive 

impairments are not seldom in pwMS (Chiaravalloti & DeLuca, 2008) and an in-depth 

description is truly needed to better understand how they relate to cognitive fatigue.  

The cognitive symptoms frequently observed in pwMS are described, as well as and 

their incidence. Then, the different factors identified as influencing cognition are 

discussed, namely cerebral alterations, associated symptoms (such as depression, sleep 

disorders and fatigue) and cognitive reserve. Finally, an overview of what is currently 

known about cognition in early-MS is provided. 
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In Chapter III, the concept of fatigue is introduced. It is challenging to describe 

the notion of fatigue, which has often been mistaken for other concepts such as 

boredom or sleepiness (Hockey, 2013; Mairesse et al., 2019). Therefore, a complete 

definition of what fatigue shall refer to in the present work is developed. Then, the 

different methods used to study fatigue in research protocols is described, along with 

some important findings about fatigue mechanisms. To illustrate those findings, several 

theoretical models of cognitive fatigue in the context of healthy subjects are discussed. 

Finally, Chapter III develops the complex construct of cognitive fatigue in neurological 

diseases. Fatigue is a prominent symptom of many neurological conditions 

(Dobryakova, Genova, DeLuca, & Wylie, 2015; Kluger et al., 2013; Penner & Paul, 2017), 

including Parkinson disease, stroke, and traumatic brain injury (TBI). Due to 

neurological burden, but also to comorbidities and associated symptoms (such as 

cognitive impairment, sleep disorder or depression), cognitive fatigue experienced by 

these patients is multifaceted (Penner & Paul, 2017). After introducing its probable 

causes, several theoretical models of cognitive fatigue in neurological disorders are 

presented.  

The specificity of cognitive fatigue in MS is brought to light in Chapter IV. By 

reviewing the current literature from the field of neurosciences, this chapter aims at 

providing a full overview of what is known about the cognitive mechanisms and brain 

substrates of cognitive fatigue in MS. A description of the few studies investigating 

cognitive fatigue in the early stages of MS closes the chapter.  

The experimental part starts with the presentation of the aims and hypotheses of 

the present work before moving forward with the six studies carried out in this 

framework. For each study, the objectives, the protocol used for experimentation and a 

presentation and discussion are provided. 

Due to several confounding factors, the link between fatigue and cognition in 

pwMS is still unclear. In Study 1, this relationship is explored for cognitive and physical 

fatigue in a sample of pwMS and matched healthy controls (HC), by taking also into 

account depression, anxiety and disability status. While this first study does not focus 

on pwMS in the early stages of the disease, the results nevertheless provide evidence of 
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the interplay between cognition and different fatigue modalities in pwMS, which lays 

the foundation for the following work.  

With Study 2, this thesis starts to focus on the early stage of the disease. An 

overview of the cognitive status of a sample of pwMS with a recent disease history is 

provided and compared to matched-HC. Additionally, this study investigates whether 

a full neuropsychological assessment is susceptible to trigger cognitive fatigue in 

patients and controls, and if such fatigue sensation could affect performance during 

cognitive testing. 

In Study 3, the effect of cognitive load on cognitive fatigue is investigated in early 

pwMS and HC. Participants performed a double-task in two load conditions (High and 

Low) during two separate sessions. Results on variables assessing subjective fatigue 

state, objective cognitive performance and eye metrics are discussed to determine how 

fatigue induction in early MS can be measured and whether physiological markers 

specific to the disease does exist. 

In Study 4, the effect of a long-lasting task on subjective fatigue and performance 

is explored and shortly described. Additional analyses compare the effects of cognitive 

load and task duration on the triggering of state fatigue in both groups. 

Study 5 was designed to investigate functional brain substrates associated to 

fatigue through a working memory task, with several difficulty levels, carried out after 

cognitive fatigue induction. We are particularly interested to determine whether 

cerebral activity correlates with trait fatigue in a disease-specific manner, already 

during the early years of the disease.  

Finally, with Study 6, this work shortly describes micro-structural correlates of 

fatigue obtained in HC and early MS using Multi Parameter Mapping (MPM) 

quantitative maps within different normal appearing tissue classes. 

In the last chapter of this thesis, results from the six studies are integrated and 

discussed, along with the limitations of this work and further research perspectives. 
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I. A Brief History 

The first convincing traces of Multiple Sclerosis (MS) can be found in the early 19th 

century throughout clinical cases and in reference to graphic medical representations 

showing patchy lesions of the spinal cord (Compston et al., 2006). Decades later, in 

1868, Jean-Martin Charcot describes the disease for the first time (Hayes & Donald 

Acheson, 2008). After nearly a century of varying nomenclature, such as “insular 

sclerosis”, “disseminated sclerosis” or “polynesic sclerosis”, a consensus was found in 

the mid-1950s with the term “Multiple Sclerosis”, following the same-named 

publication of McAlpine, Compston and Lumsden (Compston et al., 2006). Thanks to 

a close analysis of hundreds of clinical records, McAlpine and Compston provided a 

detailed description of the clinical course of the disease, noticing for example the 

reduction in relapses frequency with disease evolution or some aspects of prognosis 

(Compston et al., 2006). Since then, diagnosis criteria for MS constantly evolved.  

In 1954, Allison and Millar provided the first classification from clinical reports 

distinguishing “early”, “possible” and “probable” MS (Compston et al., 2006; Przybek, 

Gniatkowska, Mirowska-Guzel, & Członkowska, 2015). In 1983, the Poser criteria 

introduced laboratory measures (such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and 

Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF) examinations) as useful tools to supplement clinical 

observations and confirm the diagnosis of MS (Poser et al., 1983). Finally, thanks to the 

development of modern technic and the increasing access to MRI scanners, the 

McDonald criteria emerged in 2001, and has since become the gold-standard for MS 

diagnosis (McDonald et al., 2001). These modern criteria introduced the notion of 

“dissemination in space and time” of gadolinium-enhancing lesions in radiological 

examination (McDonald et al., 2001) and enabled a faster diagnosis of the disease. With 

the last revision of these criteria (Thompson et al., 2018), it is now possible to diagnose 

MS as soon as after the first demyelinating episode, which is particularly important 

considering that treatments are more effective when started in the early stages of the 

disease (de Seze & Bigaut, 2021).  
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II. Pathophysiology 

MS is as chronic disease of the Central Nervous System (CNS). It is characterized by 

inflammatory lesions, called plaques, disseminated in the withe matter (WM) of the 

brain and the spinal cord. Therefore, MS has long been considered as a disease of the 

WM. However, it is now acknowledged that grey mater (GM) alterations are also 

prominent in MS, showing both demyelination and atrophy (Chard & Miller, 2009). 

Demyelinating plaques are caused by activated lymphocytes crossing the blood-

brain barrier, or the subarachnoid space, and creating an inflammatory cascade leading 

to alteration of the myelin sheet (i.e. demyelination, Fig. 1), gliosis and axonal loss 

(Compston et al., 2006; Dendrou, Fugger, & Friese, 2015). Activated T cells (CD4+ and 

CD8+) and B cells release pro-inflammatory and cytotoxic molecules including 

antibodies, interferons and cytokines (Calabrese et al., 2015). This cytotoxicity alters 

the myelin sheath around axons, as well as the surrounding oligodendrocytes. In a 

healthy neuron, the myelin sheath enable a fast and efficient transmission of neuronal 

message along the axon throughout saltatory conduction, with electrical impulse 

traveling from a node of Ranvier to another (Gruchot et al., 2019). In MS, because the 

myelin sheath is altered, the electrical impulse is slowed down (Gruchot et al., 2019). 

The homeostatic disturbance will activate CNS-resident cells, and activated microglia 

will also release neurotoxic inflammatory mediators  (Dendrou et al., 2015). In order to 

compensate from homeostatic imbalance, several ion channels are redistributed along 

the demyelinated axons. These ions channels, along with excessive concentration of 

glutamate due to neuronal damage and inhibited reuptake by activated astroglia 

(Stampanoni Bassi et al., 2017), worsen the ionic imbalance, thus perpetuating 

neurodegeneration (Dendrou et al., 2015). Increase of glutamate transmission and 

reduced GABA signaling are thought to result in synaptic hyper-excitation (Rossi et al., 

2012; Stampanoni Bassi et al., 2017), leading to excito-toxic neurodegeneration. This 

imbalance leads to retrograde (toward cell body) and anterograde (toward axon 

termination, also known as Wallerian) degenerations, leading to neuronal loss 

(Calabrese et al., 2015; Dendrou et al., 2015). 
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Figure 1. Inflammatory process in Multiple Sclerosis 

In the central nervous system, activated B cells, T cells and Microglia release inflammatory 
mediators such as antibodies and cytokines (A). This inflammation will damage the myelin 
sheath around axons (B), leading to alteration of signal transmission. By comparison, electrical 
impulse in the healthy neuron travels quickly, jumping along nodes of Ranvier. In the 
demyelinated axon, the reorganization of ionic-channels repartition (C) will worsen homeostatic 
imbalance and promote neuronal degeneration. 

 

MS white matter plaques are focal, sharply delimitated lesions showing hyper-

intensity of signal in T2 FLAIR MRI sequences (Fig. 2) and gadolinium enhanced when 

they are recent (usually less than 3 months, Brochet, 2017). Plaques are usually small, 

around 1 to 2 cm, but can aggregate into larger lesions (Fontaine & Lyon-caen, 1996). 

They appear randomly within the CNS, yet certain areas show greater lesion 

susceptibility. Lesions to periventricular and cortico-subcortical white matter of the 

forebrain are commonly observed (Lumsden 1970 and Steiner 1931, both cited by 

Compston et al., 2006). The optic nerves, midbrain, pons and cerebellum are also often 

impacted (Field 1979 cited by  Compston et al., 2006; Fontaine & Lyon-caen, 1996). 

Following acute inflammation, a process of myelin regeneration, known as 

remyelination, can occur and improves signal conduction and metabolic support 
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(Lubetzki, Zalc, Williams, Stadelmann, & Stankoff, 2020).  Remyelination was often 

described in animal models, but the exact underlying mechanisms of this process in 

pwMS is currently not understood due to the difficulty to study this phenomena in vivo 

(Lubetzki et al., 2020). Indeed, conventional MRI sequences used in clinical settings 

are not specific enough to observe myelin reconstruction. Advanced technics, and 

especially quantitative MRI, are promising to better understand this process in 

laboratory environment (Lubetzki et al., 2020). Hence, Magnetization Transfer (MT) 

sequences are highly sensitive to myelin (Zivadinov, 2007), and a restoration of MT 

signal in the white matter can be assessed voxelwise. In a longitudinal study, Chen and 

colleagues (2008) showed that MT signal changed significantly following 

demyelination and remyelination, and that remyelination process can be at play for at 

least 3 years following acute demyelination. Likewise, radio-tracers found to bind to 

myelin have been developed, allowing to observe the processes of myelin loss and repair 

in pwMS with Positron Emission Tomography (PET, Stankoff et al., 2011). Another PET 

longitudinal study (Bodini et al., 2016) found high inter-subject variability in terms of 

myelin restoration, and that remyelination was significantly and inversely correlated to 

the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS, Kurtzke, 1983), a well-known scale 

assessing disability status in pwMS. This result demonstrates that patients with more 

active myelin restoration show preserved abilities, suggesting a neuroprotective role of 

remyelination process (Lubetzki et al., 2020). The protective effect of myelin repair was 

further demonstrated with another PET study showing that remyelination is associated 

to a less severe damage of the surrounding tissue, which could prevent Wallerian 

degeneration  (Ricigliano et al., 2022).  

To date, it is unclear whether remyelination can also improve disability in restoring 

demyelinated axons, or if its role is limited to neuroprotection against further 

worsening (Lubetzki et al., 2020). Additional studies are needed, especially clinical 

trials targeting remyelination, to elucidate the role of myelin repair in disease 

progression.  

As abovementioned, GM pathology is also involved in MS, and is characterized by 

both demyelination and atrophy. It is only recently that advanced MRI techniques 

brought GM pathology to light. Since, it was shown that WM lesions are only the visible 
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part of the iceberg in MS pathophysiology, and that the normal appearing GM (NAGM) 

contains many focal lesions as well (Chard & Miller, 2009). Moreover, GM lesions have 

been shown to correlate with physical and cognitive impairments, and to independently 

predict disease evolution (Calabrese, Filippi, & Gallo, 2010).  

Figure 2. Brain alterations in Multiple Sclerosis 

 

T2 Flair sequences (3T MRI) of an MS patient (A & B) and a healthy subject (C) of same age and 
sex. Sagittal (A) and axial (B) views of the brain reveal hyper-intensities suggestive of plaques 
(red arrow) and periventricular lesions (orange arrow) as well of signs of atrophy (blue arrows, 
enlarged ventricles and widened sulci) 

 

The second pathological process, GM atrophy, does not seem to be determined by 

GM demyelination, as focal demyelination have a limited impact on cortical thickness 

(Chard & Miller, 2009). Cortical atrophy is present in the early stages of the disease and 

increases with disease progression (Chard & Miller, 2009). If it is not rare to observe 

cortical GM atrophy, deep grey matter (DGM) structures are particularly frequently 
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damaged (Chard & Miller, 2009; Eshaghi, Prados, et al., 2018; Lommers et al., 2021). 

Among them, the thalami seem especially vulnerable to atrophy (Schoonheim & Geurts, 

2019). Compared to HC, pwMS have smaller thalamic volumes, which correlates with 

disease duration, EDSS score, and score at the Symbol Digit Modalities Test (SDMT, 

Smith, 1982), a neuropsychological test that is highly sensitive to cognitive impairment 

in pwMS (Trufanov et al., 2021). In fact, abnormalities in thalami (being functional, 

morphological, or quantitative) have been linked to numerous clinical outcomes, such 

as cognitive decline, motor deficits, fatigue and pain (Minagar et al., 2013). The 

thalamus is a highly connected structure, which receives and projects neurons from/to 

plenty of cortical and sub-cortical regions. Consequently, the thalamus might be 

particularly sensitive to retrograde and Wallerian degeneration, but additional 

mechanisms seem to be at play, as lesions of the thalamic GM were observed, 

suggesting direct injury of the structure (Minagar et al., 2013).  

Interestingly, a recent longitudinal study on a large cohort of pwMS suggested that 

GM atrophy follows a pattern of progression (Eshaghi, Marinescu, et al., 2018). Their 

study pointed out that GM atrophy typically started in DGM nuclei (thalamus and 

pallidum) and the cortex around the midline (the cingulate and precuneus), to progress 

in more distal cortical regions (Eshaghi, Marinescu, et al., 2018).   

Beyond volume loss, microstructure of the NAGM is also affected. MT anomalies of 

the GM have been found in the early stages of the disease and were correlated to T2w 

lesion load and EDSS (Davies et al., 2004). Recently, Lommers and colleagues, (2021) 

showed that GM pathology in MS follows three configurations: (i) GM atrophy in DGM 

nuclei without significant microstructural changes, (ii) microstructural changes 

(showing reduction in MT and longitudinal relaxation rate: R1) without significant 

atrophy in hippocampus and paralimbic cortices and (iii) co-occurrence of the two 

phenomena in the primary cortices. Consequently, volumetric and microstructural 

alterations might be driven by different mechanisms.  

To conclude on MS pathophysiology, it appears that several mechanisms are at 

play, affecting both the WM and the GM of the CNS. Despite the growing body of 

literature investigating GM pathology in MS, its origins are unknown and whether GM 

damages are preceding, following, or even independent from WM damage (Calabrese 
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et al., 2015) remains unclear. Due to the high evidence of inflammatory processes in 

MS, the disease is considered as an immune-mediated disease. However, it is still not 

clear whether it is an autoimmune condition, or not (Roach, 2004). On the one hand, 

T-cells are present early in the disease (Dendrou et al., 2015) and positive responses to 

immune-based therapies in pwMS patients confirm the role of inflammation. However, 

immunomodulatory therapies are effective in alleviating disease activity, but do not 

stop disease progression and brain alterations (Dendrou et al., 2015). Moreover, 

alterations of the GM are observed in the early stages, suggesting that other 

mechanisms might be at play prior to inflammation of the WM (Chard & Miller, 2009). 

Consequently, it has been proposed that MS might be a neurodegenerative disorder 

caused by metabolic dysfunctions (Chaudhuri & Behan, 2004b). To date, this debate is 

still open. 

  

III. Incidence, etiology and risk factors 

In 2013, it was estimated that 2.3 million people live with MS worldwide (Browne et al., 

2014). Currently, the website of “Atlas of MS” estimates that this number is of 

2.8 million (“Atlas of MS,” https://www.atlasofms.org/, consulted on April the 1st, 

2022). According to this website, MS prevalence in France is currently of about 155/100 

000 people and of 104 in Belgium. In France, a recent report (Pivot et al., 2016) showed 

that MS prevalence varies from 68.1 in the southwest of France (Hautes-Pyrénées) to 

296.5 in the northeast (Moselle), which is much higher compared to what was 

previously reported (Kingwell et al., 2013). No recent peer-reviewed paper updated MS 

incidence in Belgium since a study conducted in Flanders in 1994 (Dubois, Kobelt, Berg, 

Capsa, & Gannedahl, 2017; Van Ooteghem, D’Hooghe, Vlietinck, & Carton, 1994). The 

mean age of disease onset is around 30 years for RRMS and around 40 for PPMS 

(Rommer et al., 2020).  

A particularly intriguing fact about MS is the geographic variations observed 

regarding its incidence. It has been widely described that MS incidence is distributed 

along a latitude gradient, with increasing disease rate as distance from the equator 

increases (S. Simpson, Blizzard, Otahal, Van Der Mei, & Taylor, 2011). Besides, it has 
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been shown that people migrating to low-risk or high-risk areas of the world 

respectively decrease or increase their risk of developing the disease, especially if the 

migration happens during the first 2 decades of their life (Gale & Martyn, 1995). 

Sunlight exposure, and especially vitamin D level, has often been suggested to be 

protective against MS and might explain this geographic gradient (Baecher-Allan, 

Kaskow, & Weiner, 2018; Hayes & Donald Acheson, 2008). Vitamin D has an immune-

suppressor effect. More precisely, vitamin D regulates lymphocytes and interleukin-10, 

and binds to pathogenic T cells to participate to their disruption (Hayes & Donald 

Acheson, 2008). This provides a neuroprotective effect of vitamin D which could 

explain why people highly exposed to sunlight are less subject to develop MS.  

The exact etiology of MS remains unknown, but several factors might be at play. 

Among them, genetic susceptibility is undeniable. This is evidenced by family studies 

showing that first-degree relatives of pwMS and monozygotic twins have an increased 

risk of developing the disease (Baecher-Allan et al., 2018). Overall, genetics accounts 

for about 30% of the risk factors to develop the disease and over 100 loci have been 

associated with its incidence (Baecher-Allan et al., 2018; Dendrou et al., 2015). 

Consequently, genetic factors might also contribute to geographic disparities in MS 

incidence (Baecher-Allan et al., 2018; Steele & Mowry, 2014).  

Many environmental factors have been identified as potential contributors to MS 

onset and progression. Among them, cigarette smoking is one of the most studied and 

has been identified since the 1990s. Smokers show an increased risk to develop MS and 

also present a more active disease course (Wingerchuk, 2012). Other factors that are 

currently studied are: Excessive body weight before adult age, night shifts, exposure to 

organic solvents (Baecher-Allan et al., 2018) and air pollution (Noorimotlagh, Azizi, 

Pan, Mami, & Mirzaee, 2021).  

A viral etiology of MS has often been proposed and one virus that drew particular 

attention is the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV). EBV infection during adolescence or 

afterward is a clear risk factor for developing MS (Baecher-Allan et al., 2018). Also, 

seropositivity rate to EBV is higher in pwMS compared to healthy adults (Steele & 

Mowry, 2014). In an interesting position paper, Hayes & Donald Acheson (2008) 

proposed that MS arises from a synergistic occurrence of vitamin D deficiency and EBV 
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viral infection. EBV may lead to a dysfunction of interleukin-10 production, which could 

in turn impede the neuroprotective role of vitamin D (Baecher-Allan et al., 2018). How 

EBV infection contributes to MS development is not known (e.g. if it has a causal role), 

but it could be related to its effects on the immune system (Baecher-Allan et al., 2018). 

In any case, since a high proportion of the general population presents a history of EBV 

infection without developing MS, it is unlikely that EBV infection alone causes the 

disease (Steele & Mowry, 2014).  

A rather new hypothesis regards the implication of the gut microbiome in 

modulating MS. These past years, research on the role of the microbiota in the Gut-

Brain axis has considerably increased (Cryan, O’Riordan, Sandhu, Peterson, & Dinan, 

2020). Numerous evidence supports the idea that gut microbiota have a direct effect 

on the CNS, modulating its physiological state and inflammation (Rutsch, Kantsjö, & 

Ronchi, 2020). Regarding MS, several studies have pointed out that microbial 

infections and gut bacteria are linked to the development of the disease (see Rutsch et 

al., 2020 for a review). More research is definitely needed in this promising field to 

better understand MS etiology.   

Intriguingly, women are more susceptible to develop MS than men, with a female-

to-male sex ratio above 2 that keeps increasing (Michel, 2017; Rommer et al., 2020; 

Steele & Mowry, 2014). Moreover, one study found that women are more frequently 

subject to cognitive impairment, depression and pain, regardless of disease courses 

(Rommer et al., 2020). Fatigue is also more frequent in females pwMS compared to 

males (Rommer et al., 2020). However, other studies suggest that men show a faster 

progression of the disease (Michel, 2017), which might be explained by the 

development of more progressive disease courses in men. The reasons behind this 

imbalanced sex ratio are unknown, but are thought to belong in an interaction of 

environmental, hormonal and genetic factors (Michel, 2017; Rommer et al., 2020). 

Since the sex ratio is rapidly changing, environmental factors are, indeed, likely at play 

(Michel, 2017). Among the numerous possible environmental factors, the increased 

consumption of tobacco and decreased exposure to sunlight in women (due to 

urbanization and increasing access to education) are particularly good candidates to 

explain this phenomenon (Michel, 2017). The implication of hormones, especially 
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estrogens has often been studied and a mild-level of estrogen was linked to an increased 

inflammation (Michel, 2017). The drop in relapses frequency during pregnancy and 

increased risk of relapse during postpartum support this hypothesis (Vukusic et al., 

2004).  

To conclude, MS most likely arises from a combination of environmental and risk 

factors, such as low sunlight exposure during childhood, cigarette smoking and viral 

infection, in persons presenting a genetic susceptibility to develop the disease. 

 

IV. Disease Courses 

MS is a heterogeneous disease, with different clinical courses. These clinical courses are 

defined according to the occurrence of relapses, remission and progression of the 

symptoms (Compston et al., 2006). Clinical history of MS is determined by three 

events: Acute episodes with full recovery, acute episodes with partial recovery and 

chronic progression (Compston et al., 2006). The term relapse refers to a sudden 

exacerbation or apparition of symptoms of varying severity, followed by a period of 

stability before partial or complete recovery (Compston et al., 2006). The event must 

last at least 24 hours. New symptoms occurring within a month are considered as 

belonging to the same relapse (Compston et al., 2006). By opposition, the term 

progression refers to a gradual, systematic increase in clinical status worsening, with 

occasional steady states and minor temporary improvements (Lublin & Reingold, 1996). 

It can be identified after 6 to 12 months of progression (Compston et al., 2006). 

Nevertheless, it is important to mention that relapses can superimpose progression, 

meaning that the two events are not necessarily independent (Compston et al., 2006).  

While gathering these observations, four different clinical courses (Fig. 3) were 

described (Lublin & Reingold, 1996). The first one is characterized by the occurrence of 

relapses with remission and is therefore named Relapsing-Remitting MS (RRMS). The 

frequency and severity of relapses are highly variable, and symptoms in the period 

between two episodes are clinically stable (Compston et al., 2006; Rotstein & 

O’Connor, 2014). Eventually, the disease will evolve and convert into an irreversible 

progressive disease course leading to Secondary Progressive MS (SPMS). However, a 
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small proportion of pwMS (about 10%, Lebrun-Frénay, 2017) present an insidious 

progressive course at disease onset (Primary Progressive MS, PPMS). A last progressive 

course is sometimes described (mainly until 2013) and referred to as Progressive 

Relapsing MS (PRMS) consisting in a progressive evolution at disease onset 

accompanied by clear acute relapses. This clinical course concerns approximately 5% 

of all pwMS (Rotstein & O’Connor, 2014). In this case, the period separating two 

relapses is characterized by a systematic progression. However, since 2013, this clinical 

course is recognized as belonging to the PPMS disease course (Lublin et al., 2014). 

Figure 3. Clinical Courses of MS 

 

Representation of the different clinical courses across time. Radiological Isolated Syndrome (RIS) 
appears on MRI sequences with no clinical manifestation. Clinically Isolated Syndrome (CIS) 
corresponds to the first clinical demyelinating episode. Relapsing-Remitting MS (RRMS) 
characterized by distinct relapses followed by complete or partial recovery. Secondary 
Progressive MS (SPMS) conversion from RRM with systematic disease progression and Primary 
Progressive MS (PPMS) with progression from disease onset 

 

With the 2013 revision of MS clinical courses, the concept of Clinically Isolated 

Syndrome has emerged (Lublin et al., 2014). This fifth category corresponds to the first 

clinical demyelinating episode (i.e. the first relapse). It is a precursor for definite MS, as 

the majority of patients with CIS will show additional relapses (Rotstein & O’Connor, 

2014).  
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The occurrence of plaques does not completely parallel clinical relapse. Indeed, 

demyelination can occur without triggering any clinically evident symptom, thus 

remaining unnoticed (Rotstein & O’Connor, 2014). These under threshold attacks are 

evidenced incidentally through MRI of the SNC without any history of neurological 

history evocative of MS (Lebrun-Frénay, 2017), and can occur prior to clinical outburst. 

MS activity is thus partly silent and the disease can start long before the first clinically 

assessed relapse. Accordingly, the idea of Radiologically Isolated Syndrome (RIS) was 

proposed, corresponding to the discovery of MS-specific demyelinating plaques in the 

CNS without any clinical expression (Lublin et al., 2014).  

 

V. The Symptomatology of MS 

Due to the spatial dissemination of SNC alterations, the symptoms of MS are 

heterogeneous across patients and unpredictable (Compston et al., 2006). Symptoms 

include cognitive impairment, alteration of mood, visual disability, motor symptoms 

and alteration of the autonomic nervous system (ANS), including bladder, bowel and 

sexual dysfunctions. However, some symptoms are more frequent than others.  

The most frequent presenting symptoms (i.e. at disease onset) are sensory 

disturbances, visual loss, weakness and ataxia (Rotstein & O’Connor, 2014). Sensory 

disturbance refers to several sensations including numbness, heaviness, sensation of 

cold or vibration and it often appears in a limb (Robb, Samkoff, & Goodman, 2014). 

Most of the time, this symptom has an asymmetric presentation, yet, symmetrical 

presentations can occur and will be suggestive of a lesion in the spinal cord (Robb et 

al., 2014). Visual loss is the second most common presenting symptoms. It usually 

follows optic neuritis (i.e. inflammation of the optic nerve) and typically affects one eye. 

Diverse alteration can happen, such as reduced visual acuity, photophobia, alteration 

of color vision and visual field cut (Robb et al., 2014). In MS, visual acuity loss due to 

optic neuritis shows, however, a good recovery (Rotstein & O’Connor, 2014). During 

disease course, visual complains are very common regardless of optic neuritis history 

(van der Feen et al., 2022). Risk for visual complains increases with disease duration 

and is more prevalent in SPMS than in other clinical courses (van der Feen et al., 2022). 
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Weakness at disease onset usually affects the lower limbs and, like sensory disturbance, 

a bilateral alteration is suggestive of spinal cord injury (Rotstein & O’Connor, 2014). 

Finally, ataxia is suggestive of cerebellar alterations. It can largely impede ambulation 

and it can be accompanied by other cerebellar symptoms such as nystagmus and 

dysarthria(Rotstein & O’Connor, 2014). 

Alterations of the ANS are not uncommon in MS, even in CIS patients (Crnošija et 

al., 2016). Both the parasympathetic and the sympathetic systems seem to be affected 

(Flachenecker, Reiners, Krauser, Wolf, & Toyka, 2001). Among the autonomic 

dysfunction observed, bladder, bowel and sexual dysfunctions are the more prevalent 

and have been highly documented. Sudomotor and cardiovascular abnormalities have 

also been reported (Gunal, Afsar, Tanridag, & Aktan, 2002; McDougall & McLeod, 

2003). Bladder dysfunction is frequent, affecting up to 70% of patients (Robb et al., 

2014). Urinary symptoms comprise urgency, frequency, incontinence and sensation of 

bladder fullness (Rotstein & O’Connor, 2014). When bladder dysfunction is 

characterized by a failure to empty the bladder, pwMS are at risk for urinary tract 

infections and renal dysfunction (Robb et al., 2014). Bowel dysfunction is also not rare 

in MS (yet not as frequent as bladder dysfunction). It relates to both constipation and 

incontinence and has a deleterious impact on quality of life (QoL) as patients 

considered bowel symptoms as equally disabling as mobility impairment (Robb et al., 

2014). A majority of patient is affected by sexual dysfunction. The dysfunction can be 

either primary (caused by demyelinating lesions), secondary linked to other MS-

associated symptoms (such as motor symptoms, fatigue and pain), or tertiary, i.e. due 

to psychological and emotional state (Robb et al., 2014). Dysfunction include reduced 

libido, erectile/lubrication disturbances, anorgasmia or dyspareunia (Robb et al., 2014). 

Sexual dysfunction has an adverse impact on QoL, can occur early in the disease and is 

likely to be underreported due to the private nature of the symptoms (Robb et al., 2014). 

Impaired gait, muscle spasticity and tremors are also common and disabling. These 

symptoms interfere with daily life and movements and can cause social embarrassment 

(Robb et al., 2014). Physical disability has been linked to cerebellar alterations, 

including gait and balance impairments as well as reduced walking speed (see Fietsam 
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et al., 2021 for a review). The high occurrence of plaques in the cerebellum (along with 

the spinal cord) could partly explain the prevalence of motor impairments in pwMS.  

Several MS symptoms are invisible. These symptoms are particularly distressing 

due to the lack of understanding from others (Parker, Topcu, De Boos, & das Nair, 

2021). Invisible symptoms are a source of stigmatization, alter confidence in symptom 

perception, impede help-seeking and lead to social isolation (Parker et al., 2021). These 

symptoms include pain, fatigue and cognitive impairment, three symptoms that are 

highly prevalent in pwMS. Pain prevalence increases with age, disease severity and 

disease duration (Robb et al., 2014). It impacts QoL and interferes with daily life (Robb 

et al., 2014). Yet, the underlying mechanisms of pain in MS are not understood. Fatigue 

and cognitive impairments will not be discussed here, as they will be thoroughly 

described in further sections of the present thesis. Heat sensitivity is another symptom 

that could be considered as invisible. It refers to worsening or appearance of 

neurological symptoms due to heat exposure (Marino, 2009). It was proposed that heat 

has a neuro-blocking effect. Namely, a small increase in body temperatures would be 

enough to hinder action potential in the demyelinated axon (Guthrie & Nelson, 1995). 

Heat sensitivity has disabling consequences and is linked to worsen fatigue, cognitive 

symptoms and pain (Flensner, Ek, Söderhamn, & Landtblom, 2011).  

Depression is a symptom of high incidence in pwMS (about 30.5%), which can 

worsen other symptoms such as fatigue, cognitive impairment and pain sensation 

(Boeschoten et al., 2017; Charvet, Kluzer, & Krupp, 2014). MS depression has been 

greatly documented (See Feinstein, Magalhaes, Richard, Audet, & Moore, 2014 for a 

review). Evidently, depression has a negative impact on QoL, alters social relations and 

work efficiency (Charvet et al., 2014). The pathogenesis of MS depression can be both 

primary (due to brain alterations and immunological factors) and secondary to the 

disease as a reaction to diagnosis and handicap (Charvet et al., 2014; Feinstein et al., 

2014). Psychosocial factors of uncertainty, feelings of helplessness, diminution of 

leisure activities and joy, alteration of social relationships quality, stress and inefficient 

coping strategies have all been linked to depression in MS (Feinstein et al., 2014). Less 

attention was brought to anxiety, but this symptom is also highly prevalent in MS 

(about 22%) and has a negative impact on QoL, cognition and fatigue (Boeschoten et 
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al., 2017; Rooney, Wood, Moffat, & Paul, 2019). Detecting and treating depression and 

anxiety is paramount in pwMS, not only because it can considerably improve the 

clinical picture, but also because pwMS are at high risk of suicide. Indeed, suicidal 

attempts are highly related to depression and social isolation (Feinstein & Pavisian, 

2017). Suicide rate is particularly high in the 5 years following diagnosis, in men and 

when age at onset is under 30 years (Feinstein & Pavisian, 2017). Additionally, pwMS 

showing a co-occurrence of depression and anxiety are more at risk for experiencing 

thoughts of self-harm and presents more somatic complains (Théaudin & Feinstein, 

2015). Psychological well-being in pwMS has been linked to positive illness perception 

and self-esteem, which could be promoted by psychological interventions (Timkova, 

Mikula, Fedicova, Szilasiova, & Nagyova, 2021).  

Finally, sleep problems are also common in psMS, including insomnia, restless leg 

syndrome, periodic limb movement disorder, circadian rhythm disorders and sleep 

apnea (see Veauthier, 2015 and Sakkas, Giannaki, Karatzaferi, & Manconi, 2019 for 

reviews). Particularly, restless leg syndrome (which refers to a sensation of discomfort 

in legs, especially during rest and in the evening, which can be relieved by movements 

of the limb) is more severe and five times more frequent in pwMS than healthy subjects 

(Manconi et al., 2008). If inflammatory processes are likely to cause sleep problems, 

the secretion of melatonin, the “sleep hormone”, could also be involved (Barun, 2013). 

Indeed, melatonin secretion is altered in MS, which could explain circadian rhythm 

disruption (Barun, 2013; Melamud, Golan, Luboshitzky, Lavi, & Miller, 2012; Skarlis & 

Anagnostouli, 2020). Besides, melatonin also seems to have an immune function, 

though both pro- and anti-inflammatory properties have been observed (Skarlis & 

Anagnostouli, 2020).  

Moreover, fatigue, pain, cognitive and sensory symptoms have been recently linked 

to productivity loss at work, which concerned 56% of the total sample of worker pwMS 

(Chen et al., 2018). Similarly, vocational status has been linked to cognition, 

conscientiousness, depression, disease duration and disability (Benedict et al., 2005; 

Povolo, Blair, Mehta, Rosehart, & Morrow, 2019). In turn, health-related QoL has been 

linked to fatigue, depression, and physical disability (Benedict et al., 2005). Some of 

the associated symptoms, such as cognition, depression and fatigue can be improved 
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with the appropriate clinical interventions. Consequently, it is crucial to detect them as 

soon as possible to preserve QoL (Benedict et al., 2005).  

To conclude, MS is characterized by a large panel of symptoms, ranging from 

motor, autonomic, mood and invisible symptoms. Symptoms can be overlapping and 

interacting and they can increase the risk of developing comorbid conditions. These 

symptoms are unpredictable and have a severe impact on quality of life. Receiving a 

diagnosis of MS is highly distressing and leads to incommensurable changes to one 

person’s life. Early in the disease, MS leads to social isolation and unemployment 

(Simmons, 2010). This diagnosis often occurs early in life, imposing a restructuration 

and reevaluation of one’s personal spheres including domestic, social, employment and 

life goal pursuit.  

 

VI. Quick Overview of Current Therapies   

To date, no curative treatment for MS exists. Current therapies aim at stabilizing or 

slowing-down disease activity, treating related symptoms and managing acute relapses 

with corticoids (Doshi & Chataway, 2016).  

Treatments targeting disease activity are called Disease-Modifying Therapy (DMT). 

The first pharmacological treatment was introduced in 1993 with interferon therapies 

and more than 10 DMT are now available (Montalban et al., 2018), including interferon 

beta, dimethyl fumarate, fingolimod, natalizumab and alemtuzumab (Doshi & 

Chataway, 2016). Unfortunately, most pharmacological treatments on the market 

present frequent side effects (> 1/100), including, amongst others, headache, fever, 

insomnia, nausea, depression, hair loss, and alterations of liver functions (Doshi & 

Chataway, 2016). If pioneers DMT were administered with injections, new therapies 

present an oral administration mode, which has the advantage of being less invasive 

and avoiding patient hospitalization for treatment (Le Page, Edan, & Veillard, 2017). 

Selecting the appropriate treatment for a patient can be rather challenging, especially 

considering the numerous available treatments and their side effects. The choice of the 

most efficient and safest treatment must be determined for each patient individually 

(Doshi & Chataway, 2016).  
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Symptomatic treatment are various, and not necessarily pharmacological. Many 

MS symptoms can be improved by a pharmacological treatment, such as fatigue (with  

Amantadine1), autonomic symptoms, pain, and spasticity (Doshi & Chataway, 2016). 

Among the non-pharmacological therapies of MS symptoms, kinesiotherapy is often 

recommended to pwMS suffering from spasticity, thought data supporting its 

effectiveness is lacking (Blanchard-Dauphin & Allart, 2017). Fatigue can be improved 

with exercise, psychoeducation and psychological interventions (Blanchard-Dauphin & 

Allart, 2017). Effects of yoga practice on mood and fatigue are not robust, as observed 

in a meta-analysis on studies investigating its effect  (Cramer, Lauche, Azizi, Dobos, & 

Langhorst, 2014). However, it is not associated with adverse events and can be a good 

recommendation for patients doing few physical exercise (Cramer et al., 2014). Finally, 

mindfulness interventions show beneficial effects on QoL, mental health, fatigue, 

balance and pain and are promising interventions for pwMS (Requier et al., in prep;  

Simpson et al., 2014). 

                                                           

1 Amantadine seems to significantly alleviate fatigue in pwMS, but presents several side-
effects such as nausea, dizziness and insomnia, see Yang, Wang, Deng, & Yu (2017)  for a recent 
meta-analysis. 
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I. Cognitive Impairment in pwMS 

Cognitive impairments are common in pwMS, with a varying prevalence of 43 to 70% 

depending on the study (Chiaravalloti & DeLuca, 2008). They occur at any stages of the 

disease and sometimes following the first demyelinating episode (Chiaravalloti & 

DeLuca, 2008; DiGiuseppe, Blair, & Morrow, 2018). Cognitive dysfunctions have 

deleterious consequences on daily life, interfering with vocational status and social 

relationships (Bobholz & Rao, 2003). The cognitive processes mostly affected are: 

Processing speed, attention, long-term memory, executive functioning, working 

memory and social cognition (Brissart et al., 2012; Chiaravalloti & DeLuca, 2008; Dulau 

et al., 2017). In most of cases, few cognitive domains are altered, with the most frequent 

impact being on processing speed and memory (Rocca et al., 2015).   

  

A. Cognitive processes affected by MS 

Processing Speed 

Slowed processing speed is the most frequent cognitive deficit in pwMS (Chiaravalloti 

& DeLuca, 2008). Information processing speed relies on three different components: 

Sensorial speed, cognitive speed and motor speed, with one or several that can be 

altered in pwMS  (Costa, Genova, Deluca, & Chiaravalloti, 2017). Increases in processing 

time in pwMS will affect working memory, learning and executive functioning 

(Chiaravalloti & DeLuca, 2008). Consequently, processing speed deficits are rarely 

observed alone and will interfere with many tasks of daily living (Chiaravalloti & 

DeLuca, 2008). A challenge in interpretation of neuropsychological profile in pwMS is 

to determine if lower performance on tasks assessing memory and executive functions 

is due to specific impairment of these processes, or to a global slowing down. 

Importantly processing speed is a strong predictor of cognitive decline (see, Bergendal, 

Fredrikson, & Almkvist, 2007 for a eight-year follow-up). Besides, in a large sample of 

pwMS, measures of processing speed significantly correlated with vocational status and 

self-reported social participation and satisfaction, well-being, and perception of stigma 

(Macaron et al., 2020). 
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Memory 

Long-term memory, the ability to learn, maintain and recall information, is impaired in 

about one pwMS out of two (Chiaravalloti & DeLuca, 2008). While a retrieval deficit 

was initially postulated, verbal memory impairments appear to be related to a learning 

deficit (Chiaravalloti & DeLuca, 2008), as pwMS need more learning trials to achieve 

similar retrieval performances than HC (DeLuca, Barbieri-Berger, & Johnson, 1994; 

DeLuca, Gaudino, Diamond, Christodoulou, & Engel, 1998). However both acquisition 

and storage processes seem impaired for visual memory (DeLuca et al., 1998). It has 

also been proposed that a lower retrieval performance comes from a binding deficit for 

contextual information2 at encoding   (Thornton, Raz, & Tucker, 2002). 

Autobiographical memory and future thinking are both often impaired in pwMS, even 

early in the disease (Ernst, 2020). Finally, procedural learning of motor sequences does 

not seem to be altered in pwMS, as studies did not find significant differences in 

learning curve between pwMS and matched HC (Borragán et al., 2022; Tomassini et al., 

2011). However, Borragán and colleagues (2022), found that overnight consolidation of 

learned procedural sequence might be impaired. 

Attention 

The prevalence of attentional deficits is estimated between 5 and 25% depending on 

the study (Islas & Ciampi, 2019). Attentional deficits in pwMS are not necessarily 

generalized and can concern specific processes (Penner, Rausch, Kappos, Opwis, & 

Radü, 2003). It seems that deficits concern mostly complex attention (such as 

sustained, divided, and selective attention) and that simple attention (e.g., alterness) is 

usually preserved (Chiaravalloti & DeLuca, 2008; Islas & Ciampi, 2019). Difficulties in 

selective and divided attention are expressed mainly as a slowing down of Reaction 

Times (RTs), but attentional deficits can also alter accuracy in tasks that require a high 

                                                           

2 The binding process seems nevertheless preserved when based on semantic information. 
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cognitive effort (Paul, Beatty, Schneider, Blanco, & 

Hames, 1998). The literature on attention deficits 

in pwMS can be confusing, because the definition 

of attention can vary across studies. Indeed many 

studies describing attentional deficits refer either 

to cognitive tests assessing processing speed, or 

working memory or even executive functioning 

(Chiaravalloti & DeLuca, 2008). As a consequence, 

description of attentional deficits in pwMS remains 

elusive.  

Working Memory  

Studies assessing working memory in pwMS 

consistently found lower performance in patients 

compared to controls (see Brissart et al., 2012 for a 

review). Slowing down of processing speed appears 

to be a recurrent cause of such dysfunction 

(Brissart et al., 2012). However, deficits in working 

memory are also closely related to impairment of 

processing speed (Chiaravalloti & DeLuca, 2008). 

Indeed, decreased processing span slows 

information processing down, while altered 

information processing speed slows information 

manipulation during working memory tasks. 

Accordingly, working memory performance in 

pwMS can be improved if the time available for 

processing is increased (Demaree, DeLuca, 

Gaudino, & Diamond, 1999; Leavitt, Lengenfelder, 

Moore, Chiaravalloti, & DeLuca, 2011). In pwMS, it seems that the central executive 

component of working memory is preferably altered, rather than the episodic buffer, 

phonological loop or the visuospatial scratchpad (Brissart et al., 2012).  

 

Box 1. A Few Definitions… 

Autobiographical Memory: The memory 
for events related to our self. 
 
Future Thinking: Mental projections into 
future events that can happen to ourselves. 
This function shows mechanisms, which are 
highly similar to autobiographical memory.  

Together, Autobiographical memory and 
Future Thinking are central in one’s personal 
life, as they are involved in problem solving 
and planning, guiding behavior, promoting 
self-continuity (they tell us who we are), and 
also have a social function (Rasmussen & 
Habermas, 2011). 

Working Memory: The immediate retention 
and manipulation of information for a short 
duration in order to accomplish a goal. 

Executive Functioning: To a set of higher-
order cognitive processes enabling a fast 
adaptation of behavior to environment and 
goal pursuit. Classically, three distinct 
processes are described: Mental shifting, 
information monitoring and updating, and 
inhibition of response (Miyake 2000). 
Together, these processes make us able to plan 
our actions, produce abstract or conceptual 
thoughts and allocate resources efficiently. 

Social cognition: A complex, multi-faceted 
concept referring to the cognitive abilities 
fostering social interactions, including the 
processes of emotion recognition, social 
conventions integration, empathy and the 
theory of mind. 

 Theory of Mind: The ability to understand 
others by constructing theories (i.e. 
assumptions) about their feeling, knowledge, 
thoughts… 
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Executive Functioning 

Though less frequent than deficits in memory or processing speed, impairment of one 

or more executive processes are not rare in pwMS. This might affect about one patient 

out of six (Chiaravalloti & DeLuca, 2008; Drew, Tippett, Starkey, & Isler, 2008). Deficits 

have been observed in the three components of executive functioning (shifting, 

updating and inhibition), and no typical pattern of deficiency can be drawn (Drew et 

al., 2008). Verbal fluency deficits are particularly frequent, both in semantic and 

phonemic conditions. They are actually quite a sensitive measure of cognitive 

impairment in pwMS (Drew et al., 2008; Henry & Beatty, 2006). However, this test is 

time-constrained and involvement of processing speed has thus to be taken into 

account.  

Visual Perception 

Few data are available on visual abilities in pwMS. Yet, the incidence of deficits in visual 

perception might be quite high (Marasescu, Cerezo Garcia, & Aladro Benito, 2016; 

Vleugels et al., 2000). Alterations of visual perception can be related to alterations of 

the visual system itself (e.g. following optic neuritis) but may also relate to the cognitive 

processing of visual stimuli (Chiaravalloti & DeLuca, 2008). Actually, Vleugels and 

colleagues (Vleugels et al., 2000) found that visual perception performances correlate 

significantly (though weakly) with cognitive status but not with disease duration, MS 

course or history of optic neuritis. As deficits in visual perception can alter performance 

on visual modality tasks its assessment should not be neglected.  
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Social Cognition 

Social cognition in pwMS is a field that gained increasing attention in the past years. A 

recent meta-analysis by Lin et al. (2021) on 45 

cross-sectional studies, confirmed that deficits of 

ToM and facial emotion recognition are both 

impaired in pwMS. Besides, medium effect sizes 

observed in this study  were not affected by 

demographics (sex and education), disease 

duration, EDSS score, severity of depression and 

several cognitive measures such as working 

memory (Lin et al., 2021). However, a study from 

Dulau and colleagues (2017) specifically 

investigating the association between social 

cognition and other cognitive domains found a 

clear link between ToM and executive 

functioning, working memory and episodic 

memory. Regarding facial emotions, recognition 

of fear and anger seem to be mostly impaired, 

while recognition of happiness seems preserved 

(Bora, Özakbaş, Velakoulis, & Walterfang, 2016; 

Lin et al., 2021). Additionally, the deficit in 

emotion recognition seems to be multimodal, as 

emotion recognition in vocal bursts has also been 

evidenced (Montembeault et al., 2022).   

 

B. The Effects of Disease Duration vs. Disease Course 

As a rule, the studies which investigated the effects of disease duration on cognition 

showed that impairments increase over years in pwMS (Brochet & Ruet, 2019). By 

means of longitudinal studies (including one with a ten-year follow-up), Amato and 

colleagues (Amato et al., 2010; Amato, Ponziani, Siracusa, & Sorbi, 2001) found that 

cognitive impairments are likely to develop and worsen in pwMS, and that SDMT score 

Box 2. Assessing Cognitive Impairment 
in pwMS 

Extensive Batteries: Several 
neuropsychological batteries have been 
developed to assess cognition specifically in 
pwMS, two of them are especially used 
internationally: 

The Brief Repeatable Battery of 
Neuropsychological Tests (BRBNT, Rao, 
Bernardin & Unverzagt, 1991) is composed of 
tests assessing processing speed, working 
memory, verbal and visuospatial memory, and 
verbal fluency. 

 The Minimal Assessment of Cognitive 
Function in Multiple Sclerosis (MACFIMS, 
Benedict et al., 2006), assess the same domains 
that the BRBNT, with additional measures of 
visuospatial perception and executive 
functioning. 

Brief Batteries:  As a full screening is not 
always possible in clinical settings, especially 
because it is time consuming and requires 
expertise in neuropsychological testing, brief 
batteries have been developed. The Brief 
International Cognitive Assessment for 
Multiple Sclerosis (BICAMS, Langdon et al., 
2012) is the gold-standard in many countries 
for a fast screening of cognitive state in pwMS. 
This battery encompasses the SDMT, the 
California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT) and the 
Brief Visuospatial Memory Test Revised 
(BVMT-R). If this fast screening raises concerns 
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is particularly sensitive to cognitive change. However, this observation seems largely 

driven by increase in age and disease burden rather than disease duration per se 

(Brochet & Ruet, 2019). In a cross-sectional design with pwMS and matched HC from 

different age groups, Tremblay and colleagues (Tremblay et al., 2020) explored the 

impacts of MS, age, and disease duration on cognition. They conclude that alterations 

of cognitive state are mainly driven by age, yet deficits in executive functioning, 

processing speed and working memory are accentuated by the presence of the disease 

(Tremblay et al., 2020). 

Beyond disease duration and age, disease course also affects cognition. Cognitive 

impairments are more frequent and severe in the progressive forms of the disease (see 

for example Ruet, Deloire, Charré-Morin, Hamel, & Brochet, 2013), with a prevalence 

of cognitive impairment varying from 20% in CIS pwMS to over 75% in SPMS (Charvet, 

Kluzer, & Krupp, 2014). In comparison to matched HC, PPMS show more severe deficits 

in a wider range of cognitive functions than RRMS (Brissart et al., 2013; Dulau et al., 

2017; Johnen et al., 2017; Ruet et al., 2013). Two recent reviews (Brochet et al., 2022; 

Johnen et al., 2017) showed that processing speed, verbal learning, working memory 

and verbal fluency are particularly impaired in PMS compared to RRMS patients, and 

that impairment in learning and memory cannot be attributed to difference in age 

(Johnen et al., 2017). 

However, one study assessing cognition with a wide range of cognitive tests across 

HC, RRMS and PMS matched on age, education and time since diagnosis, found no 

difference in cognitive performance between the two groups of patients (Costa, Deluca, 

Sandroff, Goverover, & Chiaravalloti, 2018). This suggests that disease course does not 

affect cognition when controlling for demographics and time since diagnosis, and that 

cognitive performance is mainly driven by disease severity, rather than clinical course 

(Costa et al., 2018). Yet, it is important to mention that their study was conducted in 

patients of approximately 50 years old with a rather long disease duration (average 

above 12 years in both groups) and that no difference in cognitive scores was obtained 

between patients and HC for information processing speed. 
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 Results from these studies led to consider that disease course could have an impact 

on cognition especially in the early stages of the disease, and that, as disease progresses, 

other factors such as disease severity and aging, are better explicators of cognitive 

status.  

 

  

Box 3. Understanding Cognitive Impairments in MS 
Pitfalls and methodological issues in research compared to clinic 

 

There is no such test that allows assessing one specific cognitive domain independently from the 
others. Accordingly, studies assessing cognition by means of one single measure (even if highly 
sensitive, for instance the SDMT in pwMS), cannot capture the complexity of cognitive functioning. 
Moreover, other components than the one explicitly studied with the cognitive task can influence 
performance (e.g. processing speed on executive functioning). Thus, in order to characterize 
cognitive profiles in pwMS, a good compromise between large neuropsychological testing and long 
time-consuming protocol is required.  

Another problem is that neuropsychological exam in experimental studies, contrary to clinical 
settings, has to be standardized, in terms of tests used and order of presentation. This type of 
assessment is necessary to statistical analysis, but this methodology is very distant from a flexible 
assessment of cognition enriched by qualitative observations as it is performed in clinical settings. 
Consequently, results from empirical studies can differ from what is actually observed clinically.  

Additionally, the definition of what should be considered as a cognitive impairment varies across 
experimental studies (in clinic, impairment is defined by a convergence of observations including  
lower than expected cognitive score, usually under percentile 5 or 1). To define cognitive 
impairment, some studies compare pwMS to a matched HC sample, while others use normative data. 
For instance, patients might be considered as cognitively impaired if one, two or three scores are 
above the normative cut-off. Hence, Patti et al. (2009) showed that about 60% of their sample 
(RRMS with mild impairment as assessed with the EDSS) showed impairment in one test or more 
(as defined as a Z-Score above 1 or percentile value below 5). This prevalence dropped to about 35% 
and 20% if cognitive impairment was refereeing to impaired score at 2 or 3 tests, respectively (Patti 
et al., 2009).Moreover, the definition of the cut-off itself can also vary (i.e. 1.5 vs. 2.0 standard 
deviation from normative samples for Z-scores; score under 5 vs. 10 for percentiles). This issue leads 
to discrepancies regarding the prevalence of cognitive impairments in the studied population. 
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II. Factors influencing Cognition in Multiple Sclerosis  

Several factors are influencing cognition in pwMS, such as brain alterations, 

psychological factors, physiological factors and lifestyle. 

A. Cognition and the Brain 

As discussed above, MS can lead to a wide range of cognitive symptoms. The links 

between demyelinating lesions and cognitive deficits have been extensively studied in 

these past decades (since Rao, Leo, Haughton, St. Aubin-Faubert, & Bernardin, 1989). 

Pioneering studies repeatedly (yet not systematically) found a link between T2w lesion 

volume and cognitive impairment at diverse cognitive tests. Yet, longitudinal studies 

rose conflicting results regarding the prognostic value of lesion load on cognitive 

functioning evolution (See Rocca et al., 2015 for a review). Later, the effects of lesion 

localization on cognition have been studied, leading to the conclusion that WM tracts 

disruption are at least partly responsible for clinical outcomes (Rocca et al., 2015). 

However, abnormalities within plaques alone do not fully explain the severity of 

cognitive impairment (Benedict, Amato, DeLuca, & Geurts, 2020). More recently, 

advanced imaging technics have provided insightful results on the determinants of 

cognitive state in pwMS. With the development of Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) and 

voxel-based statistics, the study of normal appearing WM tracts provided more 

evidences of a disconnection syndrome in pwMS (Rocca et al., 2015). Hence, tract-based 

analyses linked alterations of the corpus callosum and WM tracts connecting prefrontal 

regions with deficits in working memory, attention and processing speed (Rocca et al., 

2015).   

Regarding grey matter pathology, recent studies also implicated cortical GM lesions 

in determining cognitive state. Actually, cortical GM lesions volume seems to be more 

predictive of cognitive evolution than WM lesions (Calabrese et al., 2012).  

Interestingly, GM lesions in the hippocampus seem particularly frequent in pwMS, 

which could partly explain the high prevalence of memory impairments in this 

population (Roosendaal et al., 2008). Accordingly, volumetric and functional 

connectivity measures of the hippocampus have been linked to memory (González 

Torre et al., 2017). Moreover, both cortical GM and DGM volumes and thickness are 

linked to cognition (see for example Matías-Guiu et al., 2018). In a recent volumetric 
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study (Stellmann et al., 2021) cortical thinning in the left inferior insula, superior frontal 

gyrus, medial temporal cortices and the right intraparietal sulcus has been associated 

with cognitive impairment in attention, memory, spatial processing and executive 

functioning domains, depending on the exact region. Among DGM structures, the 

thalamus seems particularly targeted, and its alterations (atrophy and diffusivity 

changes) are linked to cognition (Benedict et al., 2020). Indeed, thalamic atrophy is a 

relevant biomarker of cognitive impairment in pwMS (Houtchens et al., 2007; Trufanov 

et al., 2021). It is worth noting that third ventricle width is also a good predictor of 

cognitive state and is often used as a proxy measure of global atrophy (Benedict et al., 

2006, 2004). Due to its close position to the thalamic nuclei, enlargement of the third 

ventricle could, in fact, reflect thalamus atrophy (Benedict et al., 2006). Finally, 

alterations of GM tissues microstructure have also been linked to cognition in pwMS. 

For instance, working memory score was linked to mean diffusivity in the cerebellum, 

while fractional anisotropy was linked to working memory and processing speed 

(Moroso et al., 2017).   

Besides structural alterations within the CNS, cognition in pwMS is also 

determined by functional cortical reorganization (Rocca, De Meo, & Filippi, 2016). 

Several evidences for cerebral compensatory mechanisms in pwMS have been provided 

by functional MRI (fMRI) studies, both in terms of increased brain activity and 

connectivity (Rocca et al., 2015). For instance, Penner and colleagues (2003) found that, 

while performing three attention tasks of varying difficulty (alertness, incompatibility 

and working memory), pwMS with mild cognitive impairment showed increased 

cerebral activity compared to healthy subjects (i.e. increased signal intensity and width 

of regions recruited), especially in frontal and posterior parietal regions. Importantly, 

this pattern of increased recruitment decreased with task complexity, and was not 

observed in patients that were cognitively impaired (i.e. patients who performed poorly 

at the tasks). This study provides evidences that compensation throughout increased 

brain activity (in intensity and topography) is observed in pwMS with preserved 

cognitive abilities, but that this compensatory mechanism is task-dependent and can 

collapse in patients with cognitive impairment. Bonnet et al. (2010) found similar 

results in their fMRI study using a Go/noGo task of varying complexity. They observed 
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that maintenance of cognitive performance in RRMS patients was obtained throughout 

a reorganization of cerebral activity, with decreased functional connectivity between 

the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the cerebellum, but increased connectivity with 

medial frontal regions (Bonnet et al., 2010). As in the study from Penner et al. (2003) 

they found that this cerebral reorganization collapsed in the more complex task, 

leading to performance decrement in pwMS compared to HC (Bonnet et al., 2010). 

Results suggests that the recruitment of regions associated with higher order cognitive 

processing is needed in pwMS to perform the task due to decreased ability to resort to 

automated strategies (Bonnet et al., 2010). Assessment of cerebral Resting State (RS) 

connectivity in pwMS also suggest that altered pattern of activation in several networks 

(including the Default-Mode Network, DMN) are related to cognitive impairments 

(Bonavita et al., 2011; Sjøgård et al., 2020; Tona et al., 2014). Yet these alterations are 

not clearly understood since studies appear to rise conflicting results (reduced vs. 

increased connectivity was found depending on the study and/or the brain regions). 

Functional reorganization in pwMS has been linked to brain alterations relating to 

demyelinating plaques but also in normal appearing brain tissues (Rocca et al., 2016). 

It has been proposed that, in the early stages of the disease, increased cerebral activity 

and connectivity promote maintenance of performances, but as cerebral alteration adds 

up, functional reorganization does not sufficiently prevent from cognitive decline 

(Rocca et al., 2015). In turn, these functional reorganizations can become maladaptive, 

leading to cognitive impairment and other clinical manifestations such as fatigue and 

mood disturbance (Rocca et al., 2016).  

To conclude, numerous brain measures have been linked to the severity and 

prevalence of cognitive impairment in pwMS. However, though very useful to 

understand the underlying mechanisms of neuropsychological impairments, these 

variables alone are not sufficient to fully explain cognitive deficits in pwMS. This 

observation brings us to the next sections, which will discuss the impact of other 

concomitant factors.  
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B. Depression, Anxiety & Fatigue  

Depression and anxiety, two symptoms of high prevalence in pwMS, have been linked 

to cognition. MS patients with associated symptoms of depression and anxiety are more 

at risk for cognitive impairment than patients free from those symptoms (Kalron, Aloni, 

& Allali, 2018). Anxiety seems to have a negative impact on processing speed, working 

memory, visuo-spatial memory, verbal learning abilities and social cognition (Genova 

et al., 2020; Morrow, Rosehart, & Pantazopoulos, 2016; Vissicchio et al., 2019; 

Whitehouse et al., 2019). In turn, depressive symptoms have been negatively associated 

with processing speed, executive functioning, attention, memory and social cognition 

(DiGiuseppe et al., 2018; Genova et al., 2020; Golan et al., 2018; Kalron et al., 2018; 

Morrow et al., 2016; Niino et al., 2022; Nunnari et al., 2015) However, some studies did 

not find a link between depression and cognition in pwMS (see Arnett, Barwick, & 

Beeney, 2008 for a review). This could come from the relatively small sample sizes used 

in those studies, or the fact that depression might relate to cognition when it is severe 

only (Arnett et al., 2008; Golan et al., 2018).  

Unfortunately, most studies exploring the effects of mood disturbances on 

cognition used cross-sectional paradigms, with an extensive number of correlations, 

sometimes with limited sample size and without controlling for demographic variables. 

Besides, cognitive domains of interest and neuropsychological assessment vary across 

studies. These methodological issues limit our understanding of the effects of mood 

disorder on cognition. Most particularly, because longitudinal studies in that field are 

scarce, it is still unclear whether cognitive impairments precedes mood disorder (due 

to their negative impact on quality of life and social interactions, or in relation to brain 

alterations), if mood disorders are a risk factor for cognitive impairment, or if the two 

phenomena interact with each other. A study from Hildebrandt & Eling (2014) in RRMS 

patients highlighted that baseline performance in executive functioning and memory 

significantly predicted depression after a follow-up of one year, and that depression was 

never improved suggesting that neurodegeneration is involved in mood alterations. In 

turn, in a heterogeneous sample of pwMS (RRMS and PWMS patients), Christodoulou 

and colleagues (2009), found that high negative affects (including depressive mood and 

anxiety) predict cognitive change after the same amount of time, especially in episodic 
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memory. Additional longitudinal studies are needed to better understand how 

cognition and mood relate to each other, but it is likely that the two symptom interact.  

The relationship between reported fatigue in everyday life and cognitive deficits, 

however, has been less studied and is still debated. In a study comparing a sample of 

cognitively impaired (CI) pwMS with cognitively preserved patients, Heesen and 

colleagues (Heesen et al., 2010) observed that both depression and fatigue were higher 

in the CI group. While depression was strongly correlated to memory, fatigue was found 

to be associated to attention (Heesen et al., 2010). Besides attention  (Heesen et al., 

2010; Anna Pokryszko-Dragan, Zagrajek, et al., 2016), fatigue has been linked to 

processing speed (Andreasen et al., 2019; Diamond, Johnson, Kaufman, & Graves, 2008; 

DiGiuseppe et al., 2018) and verbal memory (Anna Pokryszko-Dragan, Zagrajek, et al., 

2016). However, these results are challenged by other studies which did not find a link 

between fatigue and cognition, or found that this link was mediated by other factors, 

such as depression, disability and pharmacological treatment (Golan et al., 2018; 

Hildebrandt & Eling, 2014; Jougleux-Vie et al., 2014; Morrow, Weinstock-Guttman, 

Munschauer, Hojnacki, & Benedict, 2009; Parmenter, Denney, & Lynch, 2003). The 

relationship between, fatigue and cognition in pwMS is further described in Chapter 

IV.   

In conclusion, depression, anxiety and fatigue are frequent symptoms of MS that are 

thought to interfere with cognition. Further studies are needed in this field to better 

understand how these variables interact with each other, and with cognition itself.  

C. Cognitive & Brain Reserves 

The last determining factor of cognition that will be discussed is reserve. Initially 

proposed by Stern (2002), the theory of Cognitive Reserve (CR) has enjoyed a plethora 

of evidences from studies on Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, traumatic brain 

injuries and stroke (see for example Hindle, Martyr, & Clare, 2014; Nelson, Jester, 

Petkus, & Andel, 2021 for Parkinson's disease and Alzheimer's disease, respectively). 

This theory was proposed following the recurrent observation that brain damage does 

not necessarily lead to cognitive deficits and clinical manifestations (Stern, 2002). 

Concretely, the notion of reserve refers to the capacity of the brain to compensate the 
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effects of neurological alterations to maintain adequate functioning. It is thought that 

this reserve can be nourished during the lifetime thanks to a nurturing and stimulating 

environment as well as physical and cognitive exercising (Stern, 2009). Two distinct 

concepts are described: Active Reserve, which is a functional, evolving reserve that 

depends on environment and nourishing activities, and Fixed Reserve, which refers to 

the genetically determined inborn capacities and is also referred to as Brain Reserve 

(Stern, 2009). The two concepts can be understood as “What you’ve got, and how you 

use it” (Sumowski et al., 2013, cited by Brochet, 2018). 

With respect to Multiple Sclerosis, it is becoming clear that reserve plays a role in 

the evolution of cognitive functioning. Indeed, high intracranial volume (which is an 

estimate of maximal lifetime brain volume) and intellectual enrichment both lessen the 

effects of cerebral changes on clinical measures (Sumowski & Leavitt, 2013). In fact, 

pwMS with lower brain and/or cognitive reserves show a high correlation between MRI-

estimated disease burden and cognitive impairments (Sumowski & Leavitt, 2013, see 

however Bonnet et al., 2006 in which, on the contrary, cognitive performance in early 

MS correlated to cerebral alterations in patients with high cognitive reserve only). In a 

longitudinal study (Modica et al., 2016), decreased performance at the SDMT after a 3-

year follow-up was observed in pwMS with low CR score only (compared to HC and 

pwMS with medium and high reserve), and high CR was shown to protect pwMS against 

the effects of DGM atrophy on processing speed. It has been shown that patients with 

high premorbid Intelligence Quotient (IQ) might not be considered as cognitively 

impaired according to conventional cognitive testing, yet show decreased abilities 

compared to their premorbid state (Feinstein, Lapshin, O’Connor, & Lanctôt, 2013). 

Consequently, CR seems to attenuate the impacts of cognitive decline, leading to sub-

threshold cognitive impairment in some patients (Feinstein et al., 2013). In a 2-years 

longitudinal study, Rocca and colleagues (2018) show that CR explains a significant part 

of variance in verbal memory and verbal fluency abilities when controlling for cerebral 

atrophy. However, in this study, CR did not predict the evolution of cognitive score 

from baseline (Rocca et al., 2018). These results suggest that the protective role of CR 

may decrease as disease progresses. The effect of CR was further confirmed by a recent 

meta-analysis (Santangelo, Altieri, Gallo, & Trojano, 2019, with a synthesis of 72 
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studies) showing that CR proxies (education, vocabulary knowledge and CR 

questionnaires) significantly attenuate the effects of brain damage and physical 

disability on cognition, yet this was confirmed for only two cognitive processes: lexical 

access and cognitive flexibility.  

Some evidence for an effect of brain reserve on disease evolution has also been 

observed. For instance, estimated brain reserve (total intracranial volume) has been 

shown to modulate the effects of brain alterations on verbal memory (Ifantopoulou et 

al., 2019) and cognitive efficiency (Sumowski et al., 2014, 2013). However, Sumowski 

and colleagues (2013) proposed that CR (i.e. lifestyle) have an independent and superior 

protective role against disease evolution compared to brain reserve (i.e. genetic factor).  

Research on cognitive reserve is highly promising and could lead to intervention 

targeting a protection of cognitive decline through cognitive enrichment. 

Consequently, there is an urgent need to identify whether cognitive enrichment after 

disease onset (i.e. not only in early life) is effective in increasing cognitive reserve, and 

for how long. Further studies are also needed to determine which activities best protect 

again brain alterations, and if it is generalized to every cognitive domain or not (studies 

described above suggest that only a few of them may benefit from reserve). With regard 

to the type of cognitive activities which most likely protects against cognitive decline, 

Sumowski and colleagues (2016), found that among several leisure activities during 

early adulthood (reading & writing, art & music and games & hobbies), only literacy 

activities predicted hippocampal volumes and were the best predictor for memory 

performance.  

 

III. Clinical Management of cognitive deficits 

The effectiveness of pharmacological treatments are difficult to estimate as cognition 

is rarely a primary outcome of randomized control trials of DMT drugs, and effects on 

cognitive deficits are often assessed retrospectively in post-hoc analysis (Ruet, 2015). 

Overall, current studies suggest an effect of DMT drugs on the evolution of processing 

speed, working memory and attention (as assessed with the SDMT and the Paced 

Auditory Serial Addition Test: PASAT, Benedict et al., 2020; Gronwall, 1977). 
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Symptomatic treatments have also been proposed (i.e. treatments directly targeting the 

symptom), such as acetylcholinesterase and stimulant drugs, but studies assessing their 

efficacy are scarce and no robust data are supporting their effectiveness so far (Ruet, 

2015). Overall, evidences for the effects of drugs on cognitive impairment in pwMS are 

insufficient, and cognitive rehabilitation interventions provides more convincing 

results (Benedict et al., 2020).  

These neuropsychological interventions can be classified into two approaches 

(Benedict et al., 2020): the Restorative Approach (training of one particular cognitive 

domain throughout repetition) and the Compensatory Approach (relying on preserved 

cognitive domains and the use of strategy to compensate the deficit). Studies assessing 

the effectiveness of cognitive restoration extensively relies on computerized programs, 

and lead to encouraging results. Indeed, a recent meta-analysis (Lampit et al., 2019) 

observed that computerized cognitive training show a small to moderate effects on 

attention/processing speed, memory and executive functioning (effects on working 

memory were not significant, though assessed by solely four studies). However, the 

benefits of cognitive training appeared to vanish with time if a booster session was not 

administered (Lampit et al., 2019).  

The first published study supporting the effect of the compensatory approach in 

pwMS used context and imagery strategy-based encoding and showed effectiveness in 

improving verbal learning abilities for at least six months (Chiaravalloti, Moore, 

Nikelshpur, & DeLuca, 2013). Since, other studies have brought additional evidences 

for the effects of this approach, mostly in RRMS. Studies assessing its efficacy in PMS 

are scarce, but there are encouraging evidences suggesting that these technics are also 

effective in this disease courses (R. H. B. Benedict et al., 2020).  

Another treatment strategy raising promising results (yet requiring further 

investigations) is the multidisciplinary approach, combining cognitive rehabilitation 

with another type of intervention, such as psychoeducation, cognitive behavioral 

therapy, transcranial direct stimulation and aerobic exercises (R. H. B. Benedict et al., 

2020; Sokolov, Grivaz, & Bove, 2018). For instance, a recent study found that, compared 

to cognitive training alone, adding transcranial direct current stimulation during 

training sessions (1.5 mA for 20 min on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex) enhanced the 
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improvement observed on complex attention and reaction times variability (Leigh 

Charvet et al., 2018). Studies investigating the effects of physical exercise on cognition 

also show promising results, but several limitations should be addressed, including 

small sample sizes and type and dose of exercises included in protocol (Sokolov et al., 

2018).  

To conclude, non-pharmacological approach showed promising results in the 

clinical management of cognitive impairment in pwMS. Considerable efforts have been 

made to improve methodology and collect more robust data. Several practical points 

still need clarifications, such as intervention duration and frequency required for 

optimized efficiency, as well as the need of a booster session. From a clinical point of 

view, other factors influencing cognition such as depression, anxiety and fatigue, should 

be taken into account in psychological interventions. 

 

IV. Early Multiple Sclerosis 

Studying the specific case of early MS raises insightful observations. Due to the limited 

brain alterations following onset, it promotes a better understanding of the temporal 

dynamics of MS underlying neuropathology (see for instance Koubiyr et al., 2021). 

Focusing on early MS also limits the impact of interacting factors such as physical 

disability and severe depression.  

But what should we understand by early MS? According to Chard & Miller (2009), 

it is challenging to define what early MS is, especially because the pathological process 

of the disease might start years before its first clinical manifestation. Nevertheless, they 

suggested a cut-off of 5 years since the first clinical manifestation to consider the 

disease as being in its early stage, whatever the subsequent clinical course, but 

emphasize that this should be understood as “clinically early” and not “pathologically” 

(Chard & Miller, 2009). Most studies referring to early-MS have used this arbitrary 

duration of 5 years. 

As developed in the first chapter, grey matter pathology, and not only alterations 

of the WM, are already visible in early MS (Chard & Miller, 2009). MRI studies 
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investigating brain alterations found diffuse alteration of NAWM microstructure, 

frequent occurrence of cortical lesions and reduced cortical thickness and volumes 

(Granberg et al., 2017; Koubiyr et al., 2018; Nygaard et al., 2015).  

During the first years of the disease, cerebral reorganization is already at play. A 

monitoring of structural and functional connectivity evolution from the first clinical 

manifestation (CIS3) to 1 and 5 years following disease onset showed that structural 

connections first diminished within the first year and increased after 5 years (Koubiyr 

et al., 2021). After 5 years, this enhanced connectivity was reflected by an increased 

structural clustering associated to a decrease of characteristic path length, suggesting 

that a reorganization onto more constrained connectivity occurred (Koubiyr et al., 

2021). Moreover, structural-functional coupling increased over the five years and was 

negatively associated with cognitive and clinical worsening, suggesting a decreased 

plasticity ability to reconfigure functional connectivity due to structural constraint and 

alterations (Koubiyr et al., 2021). Indeed, in their preliminary study, CIS patients show 

decreased structural-functional coupling compared to HC after one year, especially in 

the sensorimotor, salience and visual networks, along with preserved cognitive 

performances suggestive of compensatory mechanisms due to functional 

reorganization (Koubiyr et al., 2019). 

Despite functional reorganization, cognitive impairments are already observed at 

disease onset in some cases. The prevalence of CI in CIS and early MS varies from 12 to 

57% depending on the study, the criteria used for cognitive dysfunction and the 

cognitive domain studied (Grzegorski & Losy, 2019; Bardia Nourbakhsh, Nunan-Saah, 

et al., 2016). Most of the time, CI is not the sole clinical manifestation of CIS, yet 

cognitive relapses (acute or subacute cognitive symptom without any other clinical 

manifestation) can occur in rare cases (Grzegorski & Losy, 2019). CI in CIS and early 

RRMS follows the same pattern of dysfunction than later in the disease, affecting 

memory, attention, processing speed and executive functioning (Kiraç, Ekmekçi, 

                                                           

3 As a reminder, CIS refers to patient with only one clinical manifestation (first clinical 
episode), and are by definition in the early stages of the disease, yet the presence of MS might 
have to be confirmed.  
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Yüceyar, & Kocaman, 2014). Information processing speed and memory seem especially 

impaired in the early stages of the disease (Deloire, Ruet, Hamel, Bonnet, & Brochet, 

2010; DiGiuseppe et al., 2018; Khalil et al., 2011). As for general cognition, prevalence 

of deficits in specific cognitive domains greatly varies. For instance, DiGiuseppe and 

colleagues (2018) found that almost one patient out of three present a deficit in 

processing speed within the first year following diagnosis, while another study assessing 

cognition in CIS and early RRMS showed that processing speed was altered in 13.6 and 

16.3% of the patients, respectively (Khalil, Enzinger, et al., 2011). In this last study, 

processing speed in CIS was linked to MT ratio in the cortex, suggesting that early 

microstructure changes of NAGM occur in relation to CI, while in RRMS, processing 

speed was associated to cortical volume and T2-lesion load (Khalil, Enzinger, et al., 

2011). Lesion location following the first demyelinating episode seems also critical, 

especially for memory deficits, as demyelination in Broca’s area, right frontal lobe and 

splenium have been linked to lower scores in verbal memory, and lesions to the deep 

WM to spatial learning (Reuter, Zaaraoui, Crespy, Faivre, Rico, Malikova, Confort-

Gouny, et al., 2011). Atrophy has also been linked to cognitive deficits in CIS patients, 

as for example in the study of Štecková and colleagues (2014), showing that several 

cognitive measures correlates with thalamic atrophy in CIS patients. Consequently, 

several markers of brain integrity are linked to cognitive deficits in CIS patients, 

comprising diffuse and focal alterations, which suggest that different 

pathophysiological mechanisms might be at play.   

Finally, assessing cognition early in the disease is crucial because it can predict 

disease evolution. Hence, information processing speed and memory performance at 

disease onset can predict EDSS score assessed 5 and 7 years later (Deloire et al., 2010). 

Besides, cognitive deficits are likely to worsen during the first years of the disease 

(Glanz, Healy, Hviid, Chitnis, & Weiner, 2012; Hankomäki, Multanen, Kinnunen, & 

Hämäläinen, 2014; Reuter, Zaaraoui, Crespy, Faivre, Rico, Malikova, Soulier, et al., 

2011). Therefore, they should be carefully monitored. Among the neuropsychological 

tools available to track evolution of cognitive deficits, the SDMT seems particularly 

sensitive to detect changes in longitudinal evaluations (Deloire et al., 2006; Glanz, 

Healy, Hviid, Chitnis, & Weiner, 2012).
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I. What is it that we call Fatigue? 

A. The History of Fatigue 

Perhaps one aspect of fatigue that is consistently acknowledged in our society is its 

negative impact and aversive dimension. However, no universal deffinition of fatigue 

exists. This chapter will describe this concept and provide a definition that should suit 

the present work. 

According to Robert Hockey (2013), the cultural perception of fatigue evolved 

drastically following the Industrial Revolution. During the pre-modern era, it is very 

likely that fatigue was considered as a natural sensation occurring in daily life, just like 

sleepiness or hunger. While fatigue was, indeed, experienced by our ancestors, there is 

no evidence suggesting that it would have been perceived as an aversive cause of 

complaint (Hockey, 2013). In fact, the first medical description of fatigue as a symptom 

can be found at the end of the 19th century, with the apparition of the expression 

“neurasthenia” (Léotard, 2021). Already, confusion emerged regarding fatigue 

symptoms, since neurasthenia was used as an umbrella expression referring to many 

conditions and etiology, including a symptom of psychosis, depression or fatigue 

(Torres-Harding & Jason, 2005). Later, several illnesses with fatigue as a primary 

outcome and overlapping symptoms have been described in soldiers (during the 

American Civil War and the First World War), including the DaCosta’s syndrome, 

neurocirculatory neurasthenia and the effort syndrome. These syndromes included 

symptoms of fatigue, headaches, palpitation, disturbed sleep, fainting, pain, breathing 

difficulties and more (Torres-Harding & Jason, 2005). If these symptoms were initially 

attributed to cardiovascular malfunction, the lack of physiological evidence led to the 

conclusion that they had a psychosomatic or psychogenic etiology (Torres-Harding & 

Jason, 2005). Back then, already, the psychological dimension of fatigue was suggested.  

In the early 20th century, fatigue was considered as the disease of modern age 

(Hockey, 2013). A particular attention was brought to this topic following the 

observation that factory workers showed decreased performance when fatigue arises 

(Torres-Harding & Jason, 2005). Consequently, scientific publications exploring fatigue 

fundamentally increased from 1900, reaching a peak in the 1930-1940’s (Hockey, 2013). 

According to Hockey (2013), the Industrial Revolution led to major changes in the work 
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environment. If work demand and effort were already high in the pre-modern era, the 

industrialization (i.e. factory work) led to an increased work rate, decreased support 

and control over work as well as a decreased reward and recognition of work. 

Importantly, work goal shifted from a task oriented to a time oriented process, and 

began to be externally paced, with the frequency and duration of breaks not being self-

managed anymore (Hockey, 2013). This high work demand combined to a loss of 

control most likely triggered the evolution of fatigue perception, which is now seen as 

aversive in our culture (Hockey, 2013). 

Following this widespread interest in exploring fatigue, characterized by numerous 

theoretical framework and lots of empirical studies, the mid-20th century showed a 

progressive decrease in fatigue-related publications (Hockey, 2013). However, since the 

80’s, a renewal of interest is observed, with an increasing body of literature exploring 

the effects of sleep deprivation on fatigue, but also (and maybe most importantly 

regarding the present thesis), investigating fatigue as a clinical outcome of neurological 

diseases (Hockey, 2013). 

B. Fatigue: A Multi-Faceted Concept 

Fatigue is non-specific. It can be a natural physiological signal indicating the need to 

rest or interrupt a task, but it can also become pathological, interfering with daily 

activities. Fatigue can be a reflection of physiological state, can be triggered by 

medication (for instance antihistaminic drugs) or by lifestyle (night shifts, lack of 

physical exercises, substance abuse…), but can also be caused by a medical condition or 

psychiatric disorder (Torres-Harding & Jason, 2005). In some cases, fatigue can even 

have no apparent etiology (Torres-Harding & Jason, 2005). Whatever the cause, fatigue 

can take several forms. It can be differently defined depending on its origin (central vs. 

peripheral), the modality it will affect (cognitive vs. physical), the way it will be 

expressed (subjective vs. objective4) and its transitory or persistent nature (state vs. 

trait).  

                                                           

4 The distinction between subjective fatigue and objective fatigability as being two different 
processes is still debated. Indeed, for some authors, these are two different constructs and are 
not necessarily concomitant (see for instance Hockey, 2013 or Burke et al., 2018), for some others, 
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Origin of fatigue: Peripheral vs. Central 

One dichotomy that has been widely proposed in fatigue’s taxonomy is whether it is a 

peripheral or central mechanism. This classification differentiates fatigue according to 

its origin, as arising from the muscle (peripheral) or the central nervous system 

(central). According to Chaudhuri & Behan (2000), peripheral fatigue is “the inability 

to sustain a specific force output or work rate during exercise” (p. 34) that is limited to 

physical/motor work and can be a symptom of neuromuscular or peripheral circulatory 

disorders. In contrast, central fatigue is “the failure to initiate and/or sustain attentional 

tasks […] and physical activities […] requiring self motivation” (Chaudhuri & Behan, 

2000, p. 35) and can arise without any muscle failure or cognitive disability. 

Consequently, peripheral fatigue will limit motor tasks only, while central fatigue can 

alter both motor and mental functioning. The possibility of central origin in motor 

fatigue was confirmed by several studies throught the demonstration that transcranial 

stimulation of the motor cortex can restore force decrement (Leavitt & DeLuca, 2010). 

Modality of fatigue: Physical vs. Cognitive 

Fatigue can be classified according to the affected modality. Physical Fatigue refers to 

the exhaustion of the body, as physically perceived or measured (for instance, reduction 

in volitional muscle activation, Dotan, Woods, & Contessa, 2021), while Cognitive 

Fatigue (sometimes also referred to as Mental Fatigue) corresponds to a lack of mental 

energy. The latest will be further defined in this chapter, as this thesis focuses on the 

cognitive aspects of fatigue.  

This duality is often pointed out in fatigue definitions, as for example the definition 

from the MS council (1998), describing fatigue as “a subjective lack of physical and/or 

mental energy”. Differentiating the two modalities is crucial, because the two domains: 

Show distinct interactions with other symptoms (such as depression); are not 

necessarily concomitant; and might rely on different mechanisms (Penner et al., 2009). 

However, the two mechanisms may interact. This is suggested by evidences of physical 

performances alteration (reduced endurance) subsequent to cognitive fatigue 

                                                           

subjective and objective fatigue are measures of the same mechanism (see for example Bafna & 
Hansen, 2021). In this thesis, the former hypothesis is favored. 
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induction, possibly due to a higher perception of exertion (see Van Cutsem et al., 2017 

for a review). Yet, the effects of cognitive fatigue on physical performances are still 

debated, as they might be driven by decreased motivation rather than fatigue itself 

(McMorris, 2020; McMorris, Barwood, Hale, Dicks, & Corbett, 2018). 

Figure 4. The taxonomy of fatigue 

Fatigue is a multifaceted concept of varying definitions. It can be defined according to 
its origin, the affected domain, its clinical/behavioral manifestations or its duration.  

 

From a psychological point of view, psychosocial fatigue can also be described and 

measured, referring to social disengagement due to fatigue (for instance, decreased 

participation to social events). However, this last classification can be seen as 

controversial, since it highly interacts with physical and cognitive factors (Daphne Kos 

et al., 2005) and should be seen as relevant mostly for clinical purpose (i.e. the impact 

of fatigue on daily living and QoL). 

Expression of fatigue: Subjective vs. Objective 

Whatever the modality affected (physical or cognitive), fatigue can have a subjective 

and/or an objective expression. Subjective fatigue is usually reported by means of self-

assessment questionnaires, scales and interviews, referring to how someone “feels” 

fatigued. Objective fatigue is mainly behaviorally assessed throughout the decrement 

in performance (cognitive or motor), following or during a fatiguing task, and would be 
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more accurately called “fatigability”. Due to its objective and measurable nature, 

behavioral fatigability was preferably studied in research protocols, while in the medical 

context, assessment of subjective fatigue is predominant as it directly relates to patients’ 

experience and complaints (DeLuca, 2005).  

One major difficulty to obtain a universal definition of fatigue lies in the 

observation that subjective and objective measures do not correlate well (DeLuca, 

2005). Measures of subjective feeling and actual performance decrement are not 

concomitant in many examples and even seem unrelated sometimes (Penner & Paul, 

2017, see for also Linnhoff, Fiene, Heinze, & Zaehle, 2019 for a review in MS). One 

possible explanation is that fatigue sensation arises prior to 

any performance decrement, reflecting an increased effort to 

maintain task goal (Hockey, 2013). This will be further 

developed below in this chapter. 

According to Penner & Paul (2017), distinguishing 

subjective fatigue and objective fatigability is essential to our 

understanding of fatigue symptoms. In fact, they suggest that 

the two phenomena might be preferably triggered by 

different mechanisms. Accordingly, altogether with Kluger, 

Krupp & Enoka (2013) they proposed that performance 

fatigability relates to peripheral and central factors, while 

self-perceived fatigue is mostly determined by homeostatic 

factors, environmental factors (e.g. medication, poor sleep) 

and psychological factors (Penner & Paul, 2017).  

 

Duration of fatigue: Trait vs. State 

One last distinction useful for the present work is whether fatigue is transient or 

persisting (Kluger et al., 2013). As no existing tool enables an objective measurement of 

persisting fatigue, this classification is meaningful for subjective fatigue only (physical 

or cognitive). State fatigue refers to a transient state of fatigue sensation that is caused 

by, and usually accompanies/follows, sustained effort (effort-dependent fatigue, 

Box 4. Peripheral, Central 

and Homeostatic Factors 

Peripheral Factors refers to the 

muscular-skeletal system and 

peripheral nerves, comprising 

loss of muscle force, peripheral 

neuropathy and myopathy. 

In contrast, Central Factors 

refers to factors directly linked to 

the central nervous system 

functioning integrity. 

Homeostatic Factors are linked 

to the regulation of the organism 

and maintenance of a steady 

state. It includes inflammatory 

reaction, regulation of physical 

activity and neuroendocrine 

changes. 
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Genova et al., 2013). Trait fatigue, however, is a persisting sensation, that is not 

necessarily caused by a specific event (effort-independent fatigue, Genova et al., 2013). 

It is a more stable state experienced in everyday life and it is not necessarily relieved by 

rest. Excessive trait fatigue is most of the time pathological and it is a complaint of many 

illnesses, including neurological conditions.  

C. Fatigue, Sleepiness and Boredom 

If a universal definition of fatigue does not exist yet, we can however discuss what 

fatigue is not. Sleepiness and boredom are two states that could be confused with 

fatigue (actually, in some studies, these terms are used interchangeably). These three 

states present overlapping signs, but they must be considered as distinct phenomena 

(see Table. 1).  

Fatigue and sleepiness can be confused because it can both emerge from precipitant 

factors such as sleep deprivation (Duntley, 2005). Sleep is a primary need that serves 

restorative functions, though its exact mechanisms are not completely understood. 

Sleepiness is a physiological state urging the need to sleep, which arises with increasing 

sleep pressure (for instance following sleep deprivation) and is modulated by the 

circadian clock. Sleepiness is expressed by a high propensity to fall asleep or difficulties 

to maintain wakefulness. In contrast to sleepiness, fatigue is relieved by rest, and not 

sleep per se (Mairesse et al., 2019). Sleepiness can be easily detected, because it goes 

along with numerous characteristic signs such as heavy eyelids, yawning and nodding 

off (Duntley, 2005). Fatigue, however, is not characterized by such signs. Similarly, 

sleepiness can be objectively measured (with sleep latency for example), while objective 

measure of fatigue only rely on dynamic evolution of performance due to fatigability 

(Mairesse et al., 2019). While sleepy people usually report fatigue sensation, it is clear 

that fatigue can be experienced without any sign of sleepiness (Duntley, 2005). 

Consequently, it is much likely that the two phenomena emerge from distinct 

neurophysiological mechanisms (Duntley, 2005). Sleepiness state depends on the 

balance between activity of the wakefulness-promoting and the sleep-promoting 

pathways. The wake-promoting pathways starts in cholinergic and monoaminergic 

regions of the midbrain (including the laterodorsal tegmental nuclei, locus coeruleus, 

raphe nuclei…) and splits into a dorsal pathway innervating the thalamus and a ventral 
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pathway to the hypothalamus, basal forebrain and the cortex (Scammell, Arrigoni, & 

Lipton, 2017). In turn, sleep is promoted by different routes depending on the ongoing 

sleep stage. Non-Rapid Eye Movement sleep is principally promoted by GABAergic 

neurons of the preoptic nuclei inhibiting the activity of the wake pathway (Scammell et 

al., 2017). According to Duntley (2005), increased wakefulness throughout the 

activation of the corresponding pathway may not improve the function of regions 

responsible for fatigue state. To date, no consensus exists regarding the fatigue 

pathway, but Duntley’s hypothesis relies on evidences showing that fatigue may arise 

from change in activity in the basal ganglia and its connections with the cerebral cortex 

(Chaudhuri & Behan, 2000), suggesting that change of cortical activity (for example in 

the cingulate) may trigger fatigue without affecting sub-cortical circuity of sleep 

pathways (Duntley, 2005). 

Table 1.  Proposal for differentiation between Fatigue, Sleepiness and Boredom  

 FATIGUE SLEEPINESS BOREDOM 

COGNITIVE SIGNS  Sometimes Yes Yes 

LOW MOTIVATION Sometimes No Yes 

INDUCED BY SLEEP 

DEPRIVATION 

Yes Yes No 

INDUCED BY SUSTAINED TASK Yes Sometimes Sometimes 

CHARACTERISTIC SIGNS None Yawning, nodding off Mind-wandering 

RELIEVED BY Rest Sleep Changing task/goal 

The three states, though presenting overlapping signs, must be considered as distinct. All of the 

three can be characterized by decreased cognitive performance (such as vigilance drop or slower 

reaction times), but these states are not necessarily co-occurring. This table presents some 

contrasting characteristics of these states. For characteristics signs, the difference between fatigue 

and boredom is more tentative and need to be formally assessed.  

 

Boredom is another psychological state, which highly overlaps with fatigue 

sensation. Studies assessing the effects of cognitive fatigue extensively used long-lasting 

protocols to induce fatigue, relying on the hypothesis that performance will inevitably 

decrease at some point (i.e. if the task is long enough). However, performance 
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decrement observed with time on task might also be attributed to a disengagement 

from the task due to boredom. According to Meyers (1937 cited by Hockey, 2013) 

boredom refers to a failure to find interests in a task, leading to a decreased 

spontaneous or voluntary attention. Boredom is highly linked to motivation and the 

conflict between maintaining or avoiding a specific task, but conversely to fatigue, it 

does not reflect an increased effort to remain engaged in the task (Hockey, 2013). 

Accordingly, boredom often arises in environmental context of low stimulation, leading 

to a state of underload (Hockey, 2013; Pattyn, Neyt, Henderickx, & Soetens, 2008).  

Hence, one alternative way to think about boredom, is to discriminate active and 

passive fatigue as proposed by Hancock and Desmond (2001). While active fatigue 

derives from an increased effort to adjust behavior to task demand in situations of 

overload, passive fatigue is caused by prolonged monotonous task, leading to a context 

of underload and triggering boredom (Pattyn, Van Cutsem, Dessy, & Mairesse, 2018). 

Despite this clear conceptual differentiation, discriminating between the two 

phenomena in empirical studies is challenging, as both mechanisms can be at play in 

long-lasting protocols (Hockey, 2013). In fact, Hockey (2013) argues that boredom is a 

component of a wider spectrum of fatigue state, and that boredom, just like fatigue, is 

an externally imposed situation and motivates individuals to change the environment 

or the ongoing task. Yet, in the context of this thesis, the two states will be considered 

as distinct. If boredom and fatigue may be considered as reflecting a unique mechanism 

in healthy subjects, this may not be the case for pathological fatigue. As it will be argued 

in this thesis, fatigue in neurological conditions does not necessarily arise from task 

engagement. It is thus a construct essentially different from boredom. 

D. Defining Cognitive Fatigue 

The present work is centered on the cognitive aspects of fatigue. So, what is cognitive 

fatigue? Fatigue can refer to many different constructs, depending on the field of study. 

This is why it is needed to provide a clear description of what one should understand 

by “cognitive fatigue” in this thesis.  

Agyemang and colleagues described cognitive fatigue as the “inability to maintain an 

optimal level of performance throughout a sustained cognitive task” (Agyemang, Berard, 
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& Walker, 2021, p.1). However, this definition is not specific enough and could relate to 

boredom, sleepiness or even cognitive impairment. For Tanaka and colleagues, “Mental 

fatigue can be defined as a psychobiological state caused by prolonged periods of 

demanding cognitive activity and manifests as a reduced efficiency in cognitive 

performance” (Tanaka, Ishii, & Watanabe, 2014, p.60). Though more specific, this 

definition can be seen as incomplete, because it lacks the important notion that fatigue 

is a subjective state that can arise without any performance alteration. By contrast, 

according to Van As and colleagues, cognitive fatigue is “a complex psychobiological 

state resulting from cognitive effort exertion and is characterized by feelings of low 

energy, low positive affective states and a reduced motivation to exert effort” (van As et 

al., 2021, p.2). In this definition, the subjective aspect of fatigue is at the forefront, but 

the idea of behavioral alterations or interference with the ongoing task does not appear. 

The definition of Slimani and colleagues, however, seems more complete, as they define 

cognitive fatigue as “a psychobiological state induced by prolonged periods of demanding 

cognitive activity” which “has subjective, behavioral and physiological manifestations“ 

(Slimani, Znazen, Bragazzi, Zguira, & Tod, 2018, p.1). In the present thesis, this last 

definition will be preferred in the context of “physiological” normal fatigue.  

Regarding pathological cognitive fatigue (which should be understood here as a 

symptom of neurological diseases), the definition will slightly differ. According to the 

MS Council (1998), fatigue in MS refers to “a subjective lack of physical and/or mental 

energy that is perceived by the individual or caregiver to interfere with usual and desired 

activities”. Thought highly relevant in clinical settings, the idea that the symptom can 

be perceived by caregivers will be secondary here. Maybe one definition which 

encompasses all the complexity of this symptom is the one provided by Bakshi (2003), 

according to whom fatigue is “an abnormal sense of tiredness or lack of energy, out of 

proportion to the degree of effort or level of disability, that significantly interferes with 

routine physical or intellectual functioning” and is “ an unusual and abnormal form of 

fatigue that differs from the fatigue experienced by healthy individuals after exertion” 

(Rohit Bakshi, 2003, p.2019). This definition is particularly elegant, because it suggests 

that fatigue is by essence a subjective state, which can lead to deleterious impacts on 

functioning in everyday activities. Besides, the notion of effort is present, distinguishing 
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fatigue from boredom and sleepiness, but is not constraining, complying with the 

special case of pathological fatigue. Similarly, the level of disability is taken into 

account, suggesting that physical and cognitive deficits can be concomitant but do not 

fully explain fatigue symptom. Finally, and importantly, it emphasises that pathological 

fatigue is fundamentally different from the normal physiological state experienced by 

healthy subjects. Therefore, this definition should be kept in mind when referring to 

cognitive fatigue in pwMS and other neurological disorders. 

 

II. The Markers of Fatigue and How to Study Them 

A. Subjective Fatigue 

As described earlier, subjective fatigue can be thought in terms of trait fatigue and state 

fatigue. The former can be assessed by means of interviews, fatigue diaries and fatigue 

scales. Numerous fatigue scales have been developed and validated, assessing for 

instance the severity of fatigue symptom (Fatigue Severity Scale, FSS, Krupp, LaRocca, 

Muir-Nash, & Steinberg, 1989) or the proportion to rest following diverse daily activities 

(Brugmman Fatigue scale, BFS, Mairesse et al., 2019). Some scales also enable a 

multimodal assessment of fatigue, as it is the case for Fatigue Scale for Motor and 

Cognitive Functions, Penner et al., 2009) and the BFS which encompasses a cognitive 

and a physical score. The Modified Fatigue Impact Scale (MFIS, Ritvo et al., 1997) is also 

a widely used scale with cognitive, physical and psychosocial components. These are 

just a few examples of widely used scales, many more exists. Quality of fatigue scales 

varies drastically and one should be aware of their psychometric characteristics (such 

as internal consistency, specificity and sensibility) when selecting one of them. One 

specific pitfall is the measurement of overlapping symptoms between fatigue and 

depression (for instance, decreased participation in social events), with some scales 

being highly correlated to depression score, thus presenting a low specificity. The 

choice should also be driven by the population studied and the question to answer. For 

instance, the FSS and the FSMC are two scales that have been originally designed to 

assess fatigue in Multiple Sclerosis, specifically (Krupp et al., 1989; Penner et al., 2009), 

and are therefore often recommended to study fatigue in this disease. Finally, some 

scales present the advantage of providing clinical cut-off (like the FSMC) or normative 
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data (M-FIS, Strober et al., 2020) to detect abnormal fatigue. Thought these tools come 

with some limitations, fatigue scales are very useful to assess fatigue incidence in 

general or specific populations. They are also valuable in experimental designs to screen 

fatigue symptoms in participants and refine results interpretation in fatigue studies.  

Regarding state fatigue, available tools are much more limited. Classically, 

evolution of fatigue state is assessed by means of Visual Analogue Scales (VAS). VAS 

are used to assess different current subjective states (pain, mood, motivation, effort…) 

and can be applied to fatigue assessment (Lee, Hicks, & Nino-Murcia, 1991). These 

scales consist on a horizontal line representing a continuum between two extrema, as 

for example “no pain/unbearable pain” or “feeling fresh / exhausted” and individuals 

are required to rate their current state by indicating where they situate themselves on 

the continuum. VAS are usually used to assess fatigue evolution with time on task or 

after induction of a fatiguing task compared to a control task. VAS are highly valuable 

because they quantify a subjective state and can demonstrate the effects of fatigue 

induction on perceived state. This is important because, as explained in the previous 

section, fatigue is a subjective, self-experienced sensation by essence. However, VAS 

might be difficult to interpret in some cases. Two methods of analyses can be 

considered: Using the “raw score” of the scale (usually from 0 to 100) to reflect fatigue 

state at a given time, or derive a “delta score” which will take into account baseline 

fatigue state of the participants (delta = current score – baseline score). Depending on 

the method used for analysis, outcomes might significantly differ. Indeed, as VAS are 

by definition highly subjective, assessment in a sample of volunteers will often lead to 

great inter-subject variability and puzzling results5. Hence, one major problem with 

                                                           

5 Consider that two participants obtained a score of 80/100 at a VAS assessing fatigue 

following fatigue induction, with a high score reflecting high fatigue. Now, consider that 
participant 1 had a score of 50/100 at baseline (i.e. before fatigue induction) while participant 2 
had a score of 20/100. Which participant was more affected by fatigue induction? Can we 
consider that they both experience the same level of fatigue? Similarly, in the situation where 
two participants showed an increase of 10 points on the VAS scale following fatigue induction, 
but that participant 1 increased from 10 to 20/100 while participant 2 increased from 80 to 90. 
Can we consider that the task had the same effects on both participants?  
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VAS scales is that, paradoxically, they are not linear (i.e., an increase in 10 points will 

not have the same implication depending on where we are situated in the continuum).  

To conclude, assessing fatigue by means of self-report scales and questionnaires is 

crucial, because fatigue is a subjective symptom. However, these tools present several 

limitations and may be difficult to interpret in research settings. Consequently, 

objective signs of cognitive fatigability are often preferred in research protocols.   

B. Objective Fatigability 

According to Christodoulou, almost every cognitive performance can be considered to 

assess fatigue (Christodoulou, 2005). Yet, the vast majority of studies used slowness of 

RTs and decreased accuracy to assess fatigability, often in attentional and executive 

tasks. Two different approaches have been classically used to measure fatigability: the 

Time on Task approach (ToT, or continuous work method) and the probe task approach 

(Hockey, 2013). The former aims at assessing the effects of a prolonged, continuous task 

on performance decrement or variations, while the latter investigates the effects of 

induced fatigue state on subsequent performances.   

The Time on Task Approach 

The ToT approach derives from the work curve, initially proposed by Kraepelin in 1902 

(Hockey, 2013), and consist in assessing performance evolution during a continuous 

task at different time points. The idea behind the work curve is that performance will 

necessarily drop as a function of time spent in a task and that this could be 

mathematically described (Hockey, 2013). One of the most famous applications of the 

work curve is the work provided by Arai (1912, cited by Hockey, 2013). Arai 

administered herself a set of difficult arithmetic problems (multiplication of four by 

four digits) over continuous 12-hour periods from 11:00 to 23:00, during four repeated 

days. To assess fatigability, she reported the time she needed to perform each problem. 

Impressively, she performed these arithmetic problems without exposing them in front 

of her eyes, thus highly relying on her working-memory abilities (Hockey, 2013). As the 

effects of practice were already suspected by then, she trained herself to solve such 

problems prior to her experimental investigation. The results of this experiment show 

clear evidence of a ToT effect on performance, as the time needed to resolve a problem 
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almost doubled after 12 hours (Hockey, 2013). Two important observations can also be 

mentioned:  Performance completely recovered after a night of sleep, and the effects of 

ToT gradually diminished from day 1 to day 4, suggesting that a practice effect still 

occurs. Since this early work, assessments of performance fatigability with ToT 

protocols were extensively carried out. Some of them will be presented in the following 

paragraph. 

In a study assessing the effects of cognitive fatigue on 

attention, a visual attention task was administered for 3 

hours without interruption (Boksem et al. 2005). This 

protocol lead to decreased performance, as evidenced by 

increased RTs and decreased accuracy (i.e. increased miss 

and false alarm rates) with time on task. Similar results were 

found by Lorist and colleagues (2008; 2005) with an 

attention and flexibility task of 2 hours, during which RTs 

and accuracy were gradually altered. Wang and colleagues 

(2014) administered a computerized Stroop task (Stroop, 

1935) of 3 hours to assess performance decrement in 17 

healthy young adults. Their results show that both mean 

and variability of RTs increased with ToT with a significantly 

greater effect size for the later. To assess the effects of breaks 

on cognitive fatigue, Gilsoul and colleagues (2021) also 

administered a computerized Stroop task (of 160 minutes in 

this case) in groups of young, middle-age and older healthy 

participants. As a function of time spent on the task, participants showed slower RTs 

with increased amount of extreme RTs (highly deviating above average), especially in 

younger and middle-aged people, and when no breaks were provided. In studies 

assessing the effects of long-driving sessions on fatigability, performance decrements 

are also observed. For instance, Guo and colleagues (2018) showed that participants 

performing a driving simulation for 90 minutes make more deviations from lane during 

the last 30 minutes. Hopstaken and colleagues (2015a) administered an N-Back 

working memory task (Kirchner, 1958) of varying difficulty (1 to 3-Back) for 2 hours. 

Box 5. Hit, Miss, Correct 

Rejection and False Alarm  

When ones should decide if a 

stimulus is a Target (i.e. stimulus 

to be detected) or a Distractor (i.e. 

irrelevant stimulus to be ignored), 

four types of answers can be 

provided: 

A Hit corresponds to the correct 

detection of a target stimulus 

A Miss corresponds to the 

absence of detection of a target 

A Correct Rejection corresponds 

to the absence of response 

following a distractor 

And a False Alarm corresponds 

to the erroneous response to a 

distractor 
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After 2H, motivation was ingeniously manipulated by informing the participants that 

the remaining duration of the task will depend on their performance (i.e. if they 

performed better than earlier, the task will last only 5 minutes. Otherwise, it could last 

for up to 40 minutes). Yet, task length was actually not depending on their performance 

and was set to another 18 minutes. Results clearly show that accuracy decreased with 

ToT for the easiest and the middle difficulty conditions (1 & 2-Back) but was fully 

restored following motivation manipulation (Hopstaken et al., 2015a). Accuracy for the 

most difficult task (3-Back) showed an overall improvement during the whole session, 

and no significant ToT was observed for RTs, regardless of task difficulty (Hopstaken et 

al., 2015a). These results support a strong link between decreased performance and task 

disengagement in cognitive fatigue, and suggest that motivation is a variable of high 

relevance (at least for tasks with low load level). If ToT protocols usually rely on tasks 

of long duration (i.e. over an hour), fatigability is also observed in designs with shorter 

task length. Borragán, Salma and colleagues (2017) succeeded in inducing performance 

fatigability with a dual task of 16 minutes only. Cognitive load was manipulated in their 

experiment by adjusting the time available to process stimuli. Results showed that 

performance decrement (drop in accuracy) was occurring more rapidly in condition of 

high cognitive load (i.e. when the time to process stimuli was short). Indeed, accuracy 

significantly decreased after only 8 minutes of performing the task in the high cognitive 

load condition, while it decreased after 16 minutes in the slow, low cognitive load 

session (Borragán et al., 2017). 

As pointed out by Borragàn (2016), the ToT method is particularly convenient 

because it reduces the amount of variables to be controlled for (e.g. work load, control 

task…). In fact, this method was usually preferred in laboratory studies, since it enables 

a control for the homogeneity of work amount during successive time periods (Hockey, 

2013). In turn, probe tasks were preferably used for field-studies, assessing the effects 

of fatigue in real life situations, where a ToT protocol is not easily set up (Hockey, 2013). 

Practically, the probe approach consists on assessing the effects of fatigue with a 

“probe” task administered before, after or during a “loading task” that is fatiguing. 

Difference in performance in repeated probe tasks (for instance before vs. after fatigue 

induction) enable assessing objective fatigue effects of the loading task. The probe task 
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approach derived from the need to develop a reliable, short and convenient test to 

assess fatigue during a working day in different industrial settings (Hockey, 2013). Of 

course, due to the complexity of fatigue symptom, such test does not exist and probably 

never will, especially if it is based on performance decrement only. However this 

approach has been often used as for instance to assess the effects of sleep deprivation 

or medication on cognitive fatigue (Hockey, 2013). Importantly, the probe approach 

refers to the idea that cognitive fatigue is transferable and can generalize to any 

cognitive task (i.e. from the loading task to the probe task). As we will see in the 

following paragraph, this might not be completely accurate.  

The Probe Approach 

One challenging issue often met in the probe approach is to find a suitable control task. 

Some studies assess performance at a cognitive task prior to and following the loading 

task. However, this method presents several limitations, including the confounding 

effect of practice contaminating the results on the repeated task. Another method is to 

recruit two groups: a group who will perform a fatigue-induction task and another who 

will perform a control task for the same amount of time (usually, watching videos, 

reading magazines…). This is the case of the study from van der Linden and colleagues, 

in which half of their sample completed a cognitively demanding planning task during 

two hours and a control group which had free time in the lab for 2 hours instead (van 

der Linden, Frese, & Meijman, 2003). A short-term memory task (forward digit span) 

was administered prior to and following the loading task in both groups, to assess the 

effects of fatigue induction. Both groups exhibited a similar increased performance at 

the digit span following the loading task, reflecting practice effect. However, compared 

to controls, participants in the fatigued group showed decreased performance at 

executive control tasks (the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test and the Tower of London) 

administered at the end of the protocol (van der Linden et al., 2003). Indeed, fatigued 

participants showed increased planning time and displayed more perseverations than 

control participants. These results are interpreted by the authors as indicating that 

cognitive fatigue alters executive functioning rather than short-term memory (van der 

Linden et al., 2003), but this could also indicate that cognitive fatigue is not 

contaminating task of different cognitive processes, as their loading task was relying on 
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executive processes. In their above-mentioned study, Guo et al. (2018) opted for a 

similar design. Half of their sample performed the fatiguing 90 minutes driving 

simulation, while the other half performed a control task which consisted on watching 

movies for the same amount of time (Guo et al., 2018). A Go/noGo task was 

administered prior to and following driving simulation and video watching. Only 

participants in the fatigue group displayed an alteration of performance (increased RTs 

and miss rate, but false alarm rate did not change) following the load task, as watching 

videos did not influence performance. In a study from Klaassen and colleagues (2014), 

each participant completed two sessions in counterbalanced order: A fatiguing session 

consisting in performing cognitively demanding tasks during 1.5 hours (working 

memory N-Back, Stroop, arithmetic and puzzle tasks) and a control session of same 

duration during which participants watched videos or read magazines. In both sessions, 

participant performed a working memory task after the loading task. Results show that 

accuracy was lower following the fatiguing session compared to the control session, 

while RTs did not differ across sessions (Klaassen et al., 2014). In the study from 

Esposito and colleagues (2014), participants were invited for two testing sessions: a 

fatiguing session during which participants were trained with a helicopter flight 

simulator during four hours, and a control session during which they could leave the 

lab and engage in any non-effortful activity they wanted for the same amount of time. 

The probe task was an N-Back task administered in the morning and in the evening, in 

both sessions. Performance obtained at the N-Back task did not differ across session, 

which was interpreted by the authors as related to the increased subjective effort 

reported by participants in the fatigue session compared to control (Esposito et al., 

2014). In other words, the authors suggest that performance was maintained due to a 

compensatory effort provided in fatigued participants. However, this result could also 

be in favor of a domain specific alteration of performance in cognitive fatigue. In a 

recent study from Gergelyfi and colleagues (Gergelyfi et al., 2021), participants were 

administered a working memory task following a modified Stroop task of 90 minutes 

(non-verbal number and arrow Stroop task) or a control task of the same duration 

(reading magazines) in two separated sessions. During the working memory task, 

motivation was manipulated through different monetary incentives. Accuracy at the 

working memory task was lower following fatigue induction compared to the control 
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condition, and higher reward led to better performances. Importantly, the effects of 

fatigue induction on accuracy were not modulated by reward manipulation, suggesting 

that motivation was not sufficient to restore accuracy following fatigue induction 

(Gergelyfi et al., 2021). To test the interacting effects of fatigue and motivation on lower 

order processes, a simple reaction time task was also administered in both sessions with 

reward manipulation, prior to and following the working memory task. Again, higher 

rewards were leading to better performances (shorter RTs), but this effect was not 

modulated by fatigue condition. Yet, the simple effect of fatigue condition was not 

significant for this task and participants showed a greater practice effect in the fatiguing 

condition compared to the control condition (greater decrease in RTs following the 

working memory task). The last study that will be presented in this section is the one 

from Borragàn and colleagues (2016) that provides an example of increased 

performance following fatigue induction, which might be counterintuitive at first sight. 

In their paradigm, high and low cognitive fatigue was induced during two separated 

sessions using a dual task with varying cognitive load (i.e. the high cognitive load 

condition led to high fatigue, and the low cognitive load to low fatigue). A serial 

reaction time task was administered after fatigue induction, during which participants 

displayed faster RTs following the high cognitive load compared to the low cognitive 

load sessions. This gain in RTs was due to a faster acquisition of the sequence to be 

learned. As discussed by the authors, this is a nice example of how cognitive fatigue can 

facilitate automatic procedural learning through decreased cognitive control (Borragán 

et al., 2016). 

Concluding Remarks 

Both the ToT and probe methods present advantages and inconvenients. The selection 

of one or the other mainly depends on the question. Ideally, both can be implemented 

in the same protocol to get a wider picture of the mechanisms at play. In the present 

thesis, the two approaches will be used in the same sample of participants.  

As pictured in this section, behavioral results suggestive of performance fatigability 

show discrepancies across studies. Some studies found evidences for an effect of 

cognitive fatigue on reaction times or/and accuracy (Gilsoul & Collette, 2018; Lorist, 

2008), others did not (Hopstaken et al., 2015a). Some studies are suggestive of a 
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generalization of the effects of cognitive fatigue across tasks (Guo et al., 2018), others 

are not (van der Linden et al., 2003). Finally, some studies proposed a restorative effect 

of motivation in fatigued participants (Hopstaken et al., 2015a), while others found that 

motivation is not sufficient to counteract fatigue consequences (Gergelyfi et al., 2021). 

To better understand the mechanisms at play, physiological markers of cognitive 

fatigue have been extensively explored in association to its objective and subjective 

behavioral manifestations. 

C. Physiological Measures of Fatigue 

Eyes, Skin & Heart Measures 

In the past years, eye metrics variable have gained increased interest in the field of 

fatigue. Measures such as blinks, eye movements, eyelids closure and pupil variations 

seem to be promising indicators of cognitive fatigue (see Bafna & Hansen, 2021; Cori, 

Anderson, Shekari Soleimanloo, Jackson, & Howard, 2019 and Rodriguez et al., 2018 for 

reviews). With increasing fatigue, a decrease in variables of pupil dilation (mean, peak, 

range) and saccade velocity (mean and range) and an increase in blink count and 

frequency was observed (Bafna & Hansen, 2021). For instance, it was shown that 

pupillary light reflex is reduced and delayed in fatigued participants (Bafna & Hansen, 

2021; Rózanowski, Bernat, & Kamińska, 2015). Pupil measures are particularly 

interesting because they relate to mental effort and task engagement (Zénon, 2019). 

Consequently, they have been used to test the link between fatigue and motivation. In 

a study from Hopstaken and colleagues (2015), stimulus-evoked pupil dilation 

diminished as a function of time in a fatigue inducing protocol. Following motivation 

manipulation, pupil size was restored to its baseline measure and stimulus-evoked 

dilation rose again, along with accuracy and subjective task engagement. In a recent 

study from Herlambang and colleagues (Herlambang, Taatgen, & Cnossen, 2019), eye 

metrics were extensively used to assess the effects of motivation on fatigue induction. 

In their design, participants were administered a working memory task of 2.5 hours 

with blocks alternating between providing reward or not. As expected, accuracy 

decreased in the non-reward blocks only while it remained high in the reward 

condition. Time on task, but not reward, had an effect on subjective fatigue, while 

subjective effort was linked to reward only. Regarding eye metrics, several measures 
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indicated that participants showed a disengagement from the task during the non-

rewarding blocks, to favor engagement during reward blocks (Herlambang et al., 2019). 

Indeed, as displayed in Figure 5, participants exhibited less visual distractions, less 

saccades, less and shorter blinks in rewarding blocks (Herlambang et al., 2019). 

Regarding pupil size variations, the authors suggest that pupil first decreases due to a 

learning effect of the task leading to diminishing workload and exploration, and then 

increases again with task engagement and reward expectation (Herlambang et al., 

2019). Overall, this study suggests that participant regulated mental effort to favor 

performance during the rewarding blocks, and might have rested during the non-

reward condition. However, several time*reward interactions were observed in this 

study, including in eye variables, suggesting that motivation throughout reward 

manipulation does not allow a full recovery of physiological state. Unfortunately, these 

interactions are not discussed by the authors.  

Skin conductance and heart rate measures are also used to physiologically assess 

fatigue. With time on task, decreased heart rate and increased heart rate variability 

(HRV) have been liked to fatigue (Mascord & Heath, 1992), while the opposite pattern 

is observed when mental effort increases, suggesting that fatigue might be related to 

lower effort investment (Gergelyfi, Jacob, Olivier, & Zénon, 2015). Skin conductance is 

highly sensitive to sympathetic activity due to changes in sweating activity. 

Electrodermal activity has been linked to arousal, cognitive fatigue and effort (Heaton 

et al., 2020; Pakarinen, Pietila, & Nieminen, 2019) and can discriminate between 

chronic fatigue syndrome and depression (pre-stimulus skin conductance is lower in 

patients with chronic fatigue syndrome compared to depressed patients and controls, 

Pazderka-Robinson, Morrison, & Flor-Henry, 2004). In a study from Gergelyfi and 

colleagues (2015), eye metrics, electrocardiograms and skin conductance were recorded 

during a fatiguing protocol (2 hours of Sudoku tasks) to explore how cognitive fatigue 

relates to task disengagement due to a drop in motivation. While subjective fatigue 

increased and performance in a working memory task decreased, blink rate and HRV 

increased, reflecting induction of cognitive fatigue. However, skin conductance and 

pupil response were constantly sensitive to reward manipulation during the whole 

experiment, and reward was not sufficient to restore performance. Consequently, this 
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study suggests that cognitive fatigue is not caused by task disengagement, as 

physiological markers of motivation remained sensitive to reward incentives during the 

whole task (Gergelyfi et al., 2015).  

Figure 5. Example of eye measures in fatigue protocol 

Effects of motivation and time on task on diverse eye metrics related to pupils, 
blinks and saccades. Odd blocks provided no reward, even blocks are rewarded. 
Adapted from Herlambang et al. (2019) 

 

Noteworthy, measures of pupil, heart rate and skin conductance have one common 

point: They all relate to the activity of the ANS. As already mentioned, ANS symptoms 
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are highly frequent in pwMS, and we will discuss later a recent hypothesis linking 

pathological fatigue in pwMS with ANS alterations.  

Electroencephalography & Magnetoencephalography 

Studies providing Electroencephalography (EEG) and Magnetoencephalography 

(MEG) data are plentiful in the field of cognitive fatigue. Due to its high temporal 

resolution and its convenience for long-lasting protocols, EEG are particularly suitable 

for ToT protocols. Boksem and colleagues (2005), found that several event-related 

potential (ERP) components are linked to performance decrement in cognitive fatigue. 

More precisely, performance change with ToT was accompanied by a decrease in error 

related negativity (i.e. large negative shift in amplitude following a mistake) and N2 

(i.e. negative shift prior accurate answer) amplitude, suggestive of impaired action 

monitoring in fatigued participants. Besides, contingent negativity activation 

amplitude (negative shift between warning and stimulus, reflecting anticipation and 

preparation) was also reduced, reflecting a decreased response preparation when 

cognitive fatigue rose (Boksem et al., 2005). In a very interesting EEG study, Wang and 

colleagues (2016) found evidences of a compensatory mechanism to maintain 

performance during fatigue induction. In their study, late ERP component (i.e. between 

640 and 1272ms) recorded in anterior frontal scalp mirrored performance. During the 

first half of the experiment (approximately 80 minutes) the amplitude of this ERP 

gradually increased while performance at the task was maintained. Afterwards, the 

amplitude decreased progressively until the end of the task and was accompanied by 

performance decrement. Consequently, this result suggests that a compensatory neural 

activity occurs, reflected by late ERP component located in frontal regions of the brain, 

but that such mechanism is limited and can be disrupted in prolonged cognitive tasks, 

leading to performance alteration (Wang et al., 2016).   

MEG investigations received particular attention by the team of Watanabe, leading 

to a series of studies published by their lab. For instance, they found that alpha power 

in the visual cortex decreased following fatigue induction during rest (eyes closed), 

especially following a 2-back fatiguing task compared to a 0-back task. This suggests 

that over-activations consecutive to fatigue induction are load-dependent (Ishii et al., 

2013). These results were replicated in another study showing that the decreased alpha-
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frequency band power in the visual cortex observed following fatigue induction was 

associated with decreased performance (Tanaka, 2015). Additionally, in a small sample 

of healthy subjects (n=10), they found that fatigue induced by a short auditory 

attentional task (10 min) led to increased event-related synchronization of beta-

frequency band in the right middle frontal gyrus, and that this increase was correlated 

to self-perceived boredom and sleepiness. This result was interpreted by the authors as 

reflecting a decline in brain arousal level during cognitive fatigue (Tanaka et al., 2014). 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging & Positron Emission Tomography 

Finally, MRI and Positron Emission Tomography (PET) studies also provide insightful 

results to our understanding of cognitive fatigue. Neuroimaging studies assessing the 

effects of cognitive fatigue in healthy subjects evidenced the implication of fronto-

parietal areas and deep grey matter nuclei in fatigue genesis, yet with conflicting results. 

For instance, in a H2
15O PET study, using a fatiguing visual attention task, Tajima and 

colleagues (2010) found that subjective fatigue correlated significantly and positively 

with regional cerebral blood flow in the medial orbitofrontal cortex, while performance 

remained stable. In another PET study, Paus and colleagues (1997) showed that the 

induction of an auditory vigilance task of one hour led to decreased activity in the 

thalamus and the putamen as well as cortical frontal (ventrolateral, dorsolateral and 

orbitofrontal cortex), parietal, and temporal areas. In a study from Lim and colleagues 

(2010) the administration of a 20-minute attention task (Psychomotor Vigilance Test: 

PVT) resulted in a decreased speed in RTs and increased subjective fatigue with ToT, 

along with decreased fronto-parietal network activation during post-task rest fMRI, 

which correlated to performance decline. Additionally, baseline rest activity was 

predictive of subsequent effect of ToT on performance. Namely, increased activity of 

the right middle frontal gyrus and the thalamus before the task were positively and 

negatively associated with subsequent performance decrement, respectively (Lim et al., 

2010). In Persson et al. (2013), the neural correlates of interference control depletion 

were explored, showing that executive resource depletion (as expressed behaviorally by  

reduced ability to resolve interference following a fatiguing working memory task) were 

accompanied by a shift in activity from left to right. Namely, Blood Oxygenation Level 

Dependent (BOLD) signal during the task decreased in the left inferior frontal gyrus, 
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striatum and cerebellum, but increased in the right hemisphere, including in the 

inferior frontal gyrus, the insula and the temporal cortex (Persson et al., 2013). 

Increased fronto-parietal activations with ToT was also observed by Lim and colleagues 

(2016). In their study, healthy participants performed a mentally demanding symbol 

decoding task in the scanner. With ToT, a shift was observed from left to bilateral brain 

activity, and activity steadily increased in several brain areas including in the left middle 

frontal gyrus and the bilateral paracentral gyrus. Additionally, they observed that the 

deactivation of regions belonging to the DMN gradually decreased with ToT (increased 

activation with ToT). The authors interpret the discrepancies in terms of hyper/hypo 

activations in fronto-parietal regions between the present study and their previous one 

(Lim et al., 2010) as being most likely a consequence of the cognitive task used for 

fatigue induction (Lim et al., 2016). Indeed, they suggest that simple decision-making 

tasks (binary target vs. non-target decision) will lead to decreased recruitment of the 

above-mentioned regions, while more complex processing, such as in the present study, 

will lead to an over activation when fatigue arises (Lim et al., 2016). In the same vein, 

Anderson and colleagues (2019) recently pointed out that most neuroimaging studies 

assessing the effects of cognitive fatigue on cerebral activity did so during effortful 

cognitive task. Yet, as cognitive fatigue might be task-specific, so might be its neural 

correlates. Consequently, results from specific fMRI studies might not be generalized 

to every cognitive task. To test this hypothesis and seek for task-general correlates of 

cognitive fatigue, Anderson et al. (2019) administered four different cognitive tasks in 

healthy older individuals during repeated fMRI sessions. Using a data-driven 

representational similarity analysis, they found that the right insula and the right 

putamen were relevant functional hubs reflecting subjective cognitive fatigue across 

tasks (Anderson et al., 2019). Additionally, bilateral caudate, left middle frontal gyrus, 

right inferior frontal gyrus and right parietal gyrus based networks were found to be 

implicated in not all, but the majority of the tasks. These results suggest that, if some 

cerebral substrates of cognitive fatigue are task-specific, some task-generalized pattern 

can be found.  

The decreased deactivation of the DMN observed by Lim et al. (2016) was also 

noted by others during fatiguing tasks. For instance, Gergelyfi and colleagues (2021) 
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found that changes in activation in regions of the DMN due to fatigue induction were 

correlated to subjective fatigue. More precisely, they found that, while performing a 

working memory missing number task, subjective fatigue positively correlated with 

activity of task negative regions (i.e. decreased deactivation in regions not implicated 

in the task, including in the DMN). Conversely, subjective fatigue negatively correlated 

with activity of task positive brain regions (i.e. decreased activity in regions activated 

to perform the task). Moreover, during RS sessions, connectivity between seed regions 

of DMN significantly and positively correlated to subjective fatigue (Gergelyfi et al., 

2021). Consequently, it appears that DMN activity mirror subjective feeling of fatigue, 

both during task and during rest (Gergelyfi et al., 2021).  

To conclude this section, it appears that fatigue can be studied with a plethora of tools 

and methods. Due to several factors (such as task length and motivation) objective 

fatigability does not necessarily mirror subjective feeling. Physiological measures of 

fatigue partly bridge the gap between these two measures and provide valuable 

information about the underlying mechanisms of cognitive fatigue. However, 

neuroimaging studies led to results that seem discrepant at first sight and to date, no 

consensus was reached to describe fatigue’s underlying mechanisms. In the future, 

increased knowledge on the reasons behind those discrepancies might, hopefully, 

provide a full picture of the mechanisms at play. To meet this ultimate goal, several 

theoretical models of cognitive fatigue have been proposed and evolved across years. 

Some of them will be described in the next section. 

 

III. The Theory of Fatigue in Healthy Subjects 

A. Energy Depletion 

As mentioned earlier, the Industrial Revolution lead to the Golden Ages of fatigue 

research, as it is called by Hockey (2013). In 1927, the Fatigue Laboratory of Harvard 

was created to better understand this phenomenon and attempt to provide a suitable 

and universal definition of fatigue and its contributing factors (Torres-Harding & Jason, 

2005). The awareness that fatigue was actually a common symptom among workers 

arose, and led to the postulation that fatigue might be triggered among employees 
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working over 100% of their capacity (Torres-Harding & Jason, 2005). This assumption 

refers to the energy depletion theory of fatigue, which was very popular in the 20th 

century. This theory postulates that the increased consumption of energy due to a 

highly demanding task will inexorably lead to the depletion of resources available. 

When resources are drained, fatigue will arise and performance will drop, just like a 

motor will stop without fuel. As the reader may already acknowledge at this point, such 

resource depletion model seems too simplisitc to be accurate.  

Hockey (2013) postulates that after the Industrial Revolution, factory-based work 

lead to a growing body of energy-based metaphors to describe our behavior, comparing 

the human body to a machine. Expressions such as “mental breakdown”, “everything is 

on track”, “running out of stream”, or “recharging my batteries” are actual reflection of 

this view (Hockey, 2013). This metaphor of the human machine coined the early 

theoretical construct of cognitive fatigue. However, the resource depletion theory is 

probably over-simplistic, because such state of complete resource emptiness has never 

been observed, even though brain metabolism can slightly change due to effort 

(Hockey, 2013). What is more, as it has often been mentioned in this thesis, the 

subjective sensation of fatigue is not necessarily accompanied by performance 

decrement. This suggests that some compensatory mechanisms might be at play, and 

that fatigue might be the direct consequence of the increased effort provided to 

maintain performance.  

B. Effort or the Compensatory Control Model 

In the view of Hockey (2013), fatigue should rather be conceptualized in terms of 

control. According to Hockey, fatigue is an emotion, which is “triggered by an automatic 

response to significant environmental events, leading to a set of changes designed to 

resolve the problem” (Hockey, 2013, p.21) and that “rather than interfering with our 

ability to carry out tasks by wearing down our energy or resources, fatigue makes us 

aware of the opportunity costs of current activities, and of the attraction of neglected 

needs and alternative goals” (Hockey, 2013, p.4). In his view, goal pursuit is clearly 

central. Hockey claims that a sustained cognitive task will lead to different 

consequences, behaviorally and subjectively, depending on engagement in the task and 

the effort provided (Table 2).  
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Table 2. The effects of fatigue during sustained cognitive task 

FATIGUE MODE SUBJECTIVE STATE PERFORMANCE DECREMENT AFTER-EFFECTS 

ACCEPTANCE Minor (transient) fatigue Yes No 

RESISTANCE Increased effort and fatigue No Yes 

STRAIN Sustained high effort and fatigue Slight Yes 

Effects of fatigue on subjective state, performance and after-effects (prolonged fatigue) 
depending on task’s engagement and effort provided. Adapted from Hockey (2013, p.15) 

 

According to Hockey (2013), effort is the key filling the gap between subjective 

feeling of fatigue and objective fatigability. When 

confronted to a sustained cognitive task, one should 

simply accept to interrupt engagement in the ongoing 

task when transient fatigue arises, leading to 

performance decrement but preserving from goal-

directed cost and aversive after-effects. Alternatively, one 

could resist against fatigue sensation, considering that 

goal-pursuit is crucial, thus providing extra-effort to 

comply with task demand. This fatigue mode preserve 

performance, but the increased effort provided will lead 

to increased fatigue, both during and following the task. 

In the last fatigue mode, the effort that has to be provided 

is so consequent due to task’s strain, that performance 

cannot be perfectly maintained. Additionally, subjective 

fatigue will be high and will persist after the task (after-

effects), leading to an aversive state for the task.  

Consequently, Hockey proposes that effort, and not 

task demand or duration, is the main cause of cognitive 

fatigue. Effort is modulated by task’s goal, and will 

depend on the cost-benefice balance of current goal compared to other alternative 

goals, such as, for instance, primary needs (Hockey, 2013). Following this hypothesis, 

Box 6. What is Effort? 

As is the case for fatigue, effort is a 

complex state, and would deserve an 

entire thesis to be fully described. 

Effort can be defined as an increased 

mental or physical activity to 

comply with goal-pursuit (Inzlicht, 

2018). For André and colleagues 

(2019), effort is associated to 

voluntary attention and will and refers 

to three interconnected constructs: 

Effort is a mechanism integrating 

information about the task 

constraints, the possible reward, and 

the current state of the subject. 

Effort is an output, modulating 

neuronal activity to select pertinent 

information, in relation to the 

Salience Network. 

Effort is a feeling emerging during 

effortful tasks and reflecting the cost 

associated with maintaining goals. 
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Hockey developed a new model to theorize fatigue, the Compensatory Control Model, 

which he gradually polished over the years, leading to its Motivational Control Model. 

Originally, the Compensatory Control Model was designed to bring a picture of 

cognitive performance under stress. It was composed of two systems leading to two 

options when confronted to a demanding cognitive task: Increasing effort to maintain 

performance, or reducing effort and allow performance decrement (Hockey, 2013). 

During the latter, the importance given to task goal is decreased to agree with lower 

performances.  

The revised model, integrating the concept of fatigue, is much more complex and 

elaborated (Figure 6). In this model, three central executives are at play (referred to as 

Executive Functions by Hockey): Goal regulation, that manage between the current goal 

and alternative options, and which is regulated by Performance Evaluation. The later 

send outputs to the last executive, Effort Regulation, which monitor the amount of 

effort to be provided to attain performance. As optimal performance can be costly due 

to effort, it will be maintained if the active goal is important enough, or if benefits 

override the costs. In this model, selection of the current goal G leads to the inevitable 

exclusion of the other competing ones (g1, g2…). The Goal Regulation system select and 

maintain the current goal throughout top-down control and inhibition of competitors. 

Under routine condition, the loop between goal regulation and performance works 

without any executive control and is not disturbed. In some cases, cognitive (i.e. the 

task is new or challenging), somatic (the subject feel fatigued, is hungry…) or 

environmental (external disturbance) events may challenge the execution of current 

task goal G throughout bottom-up distractions. A negative feedback loop detects 

deviations from goal by the Action monitor which compares the output with 

expectancies. If the task is well-learned, small adjustment can be made automatically 

in this lower loop, initiated by the Routine control. Otherwise, the upper loop will be 

involved. Conflicting events are detected by the Performance Evaluation system, which 

is the core feature of motivational control as it regulates activity. After detecting threats 

to goal pursuit, it sends output to the Goal Regulation controller to reinstate goal. 

Additionally, when the Performance Evaluation system perceives that an additional 

effort will be needed to maintain performance, it will activate the Effort Regulation 
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system which in turn will lead to subjective fatigue. According to Hockey (2013), this 

mechanism is at play during tasks of high load, when performance is maintained 

throughout increased effort. However, if the cost of effort becomes too high compared 

to benefices, it will not be increased (Effort monitor). In this case, effort will remain at 

the same level or decrease, allowing performance decrement or interruption of the 

ongoing task to pursue an alternative goal.  

Figure 6. Hockey’s Motivational Control Model of Executive Control, Effort & Fatigue 

Three Executive Functions regulate goal maintenance, performance and effort. Effort produced 
will trigger fatigue. Adapted from Hockey (2013, p. 144) 

 

From a neuroscientific point of view, Hockey (2013) proposes that the prefrontal 

cortex (PFC) is the main region responsible for the Goal Regulation system. Indeed, the 

PFC seems to be involved in goal selection, management and maintenance (Miller & 

Cohen, 2001). This hypothesis is corroborated by studies showing an involvement of 

frontal regions during fatigue induction. For instance, Hockey’s view is strongly 

supported by the study of Wang et al. (2016) described above, in which late components 

ERPs in frontal areas reflected compensatory mechanisms to maintain performance. 

According to André and colleagues (2019), the cerebral substrates of effort are probably 
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located in the Saillance Network, which identify relevant signals to maintain 

homeostasis and make decision. This network comprises the orbital frontoinsular 

cortex the dorsal Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC), the anterior insula and the superior 

temporal gyrus (André et al., 2019). The ACC is also implicated in effort regulation 

according to Hockey (2013). This region belongs to the limbic system and has been 

linked to conflict deflection, outcomes evaluation of actions and maintenance of high 

effort response to task (Hockey, 2013). Consequently, the ACC may play a major role in 

effort regulation and performance evaluation. However, as mentioned by Hockey (2013) 

his model of fatigue does not aim to describe actual cerebral substrates of fatigue, but 

rather provides a theoretical psychological model. 

To conclude, the Motivational Control Model of Hockey takes into account many 

internal and external factors leading to effort control and fatigue. As such, it offers rich 

support to explain behavior from a psychological point of view. In the next section, the 

mechanisms leading to decision for goal maintenance or substitution will be further 

developed.  

C. Cost Versus Benefit & Dopamine  

How do we decide which concurring goal should be favored? What drives the 

production of extra effort to maintain performance? From a psychological point of view, 

one major hypothesis is that goal-directed behaviors are determined by the internal 

evaluation of the energetic cost associated with an action and the consequent reward 

expected. As pointed out by Boksem & Tops (2008), reward seeking is essential from 

an evolutionary perspective. Hence, survival is very costly. For instance, chasing for 

food all day, looking for an appropriate mate, escaping from a potential predator will 

consume lots of energy. Yet, these behaviors are highly motivated, because they will 

lead to a reward or avoid unfortunate events. The cost-benefit model of goal-directed 

behaviors fundamentally rely on potential rewards and avoidance of punishment 

(Boksem & Tops, 2008), echoing the early works of Skinner on operant conditioning. 

According to Boksem & Tops (2008), three main processes are linked to reward: the 

pleasant feeling of receiving the reward (“liking”), motivation to obtain the reward 

(“wanting”) and the integration of behaviors leading to the reward (“learning”). To 

integrate these three components, our brain has evolved a much elaborated system 
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assessing the rewarding value of an action, which involves the dopaminergic neurons 

of the midbrain, the orbitofrontal cortex, the basolateral amygdala, the ACC and the 

nucleus accumbens (Boksem & Tops, 2008). These interacting structures evaluates 

potential aversive and rewarding consequences of an action (i.e. cost vs. benefit) and 

promote goal directed actions (Boksem & Tops, 2008).  

Consequently, Boksem & Tops (2008) proposed that fatigue sensation emerges 

from evaluation of the cost vs. benefit balance to expend or conserve energy. 

Accordingly, energy will be consumed only in situations that are worthy (i.e; when the 

benefits outperform the costs). If the task is prolonged and the goal not attained, energy 

depletion may exceed the predicted benefits, leading to fatigue sensation and a drive to 

interrupt the ongoing task (Boksem & Tops, 2008). However, if the motivation to 

complete task happens to be enhanced, the benefit suddenly increases and an extra 

effort will be provided. This is in line with results from the literature showing that 

performance recovers (at least partially, if not completely) when a motivational 

incentive is provided. Here, we can see how Hockey’s model and the one of Boksem & 

Tops are closely related: Both relating to concurring goals, increased energy/effort, and 

considering fatigue as a signal to interrupt the task. 

Regulation of motivation in continuous task might be mainly achieved by the 

dopaminergic system. In fact, dopamine has also been linked to cognitive fatigue and 

effort. According to Chaudhuri & Behan (2000, 2004), a reduction of the dopaminergic 

drive in the striato-thalamo-cortical loop might cause cognitive fatigue. In fact, basal 

ganglia alterations might be the primary cause of fatigue in neurological populations, 

such as Parkinson disease and MS (this model of pathological fatigue will be further 

describe in the last section of this chapter). In the same vein, Dobryakova and 

colleagues (2015) suggested that in neurological disease, a dopamine imbalance will 

lead to cognitive fatigue throughout a disruption between the striatum and frontal 

areas. In healthy subjects, it is thus possible that a down regulation of dopamine 

pathways relates to cognitive fatigue, as these pathways are projecting to the above-

mentioned regions associated with the cost vs. benefit balance (ACC, orbitofrontal 

cortex, insula and basolateral amygdala, Boksem & Tops, 2008). Specifically, Boksem & 

Tops (2008) proposed that perception of increasing effort and unreachable reward 
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leads to a down regulation of dopaminergic activity in the nucleus accubens and the 

midbrain, leading to decreased activity in their efferent regions and adaptation of goal-

directed behavior.   

D. The Dual Regulation System 

Another model of cognitive fatigue that is highly related to the notion of effort and 

motivation is the one proposed by Ishii and colleagues (2014). In their view, cognitive 

fatigue is regulated by two competing systems for cognitive performance: an inhibition 

system and a facilitation system. When fatigue arises due to work load, the mental 

facilitation system will be activated to maintain performance (figure 7, left panel). This 

system comprises the limbic system, basal ganglia, thalamus and frontal cortex that are 

interconnected and activated throughout a facilitating loop. Any motivational input 

(such as increased reward) will enhance the facilitation. However, and simultaneously, 

work load will also activate the inhibition system (Figure 7, right panel), composed by 

the insular cortex and the Posterior Cingulate Cortex (PCC), leading to performance 

decrement.  

Figure 7. The Dual Regulation System of Cognitive Fatigue (Ishii et al., 2014)  

In this model, two competing systems will determine if cognitive performance increases or 
decreases with work load when fatigue arises (Ishii et al., 2014) 

 

As a consequence, it is the balance between the two systems that will determine if 

performance is preserved or decreased (Ishii et al., 2014). When workload is high, a 

motivational input can boost the facilitation system to increase task engagement and 
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preserve performance. On the contrary, the inhibition system has a protective role 

against homeostasis disruption and will urge the need to rest. As will be described later, 

this dual regulation system is particularly relevant to explain the process of pathological 

fatigue.  

Evidence for the facilitation system is found in the fatigue and motivation 

literature, implicating the striato-thalamo-cortical loop and the limbic system as above 

described. In turn, evidence from the inhibition system mostly derives from a previous 

model proposed by the same team (Tanaka & Watanabe, 2012), involving the insular 

cortex and PCC, but this assumption would benefit from further supporting data. 

However, several studies found that these two regions are implicated in fatigue 

sensation and mental effort (Ishii et al., 2013; Otto, Zijlstra, & Goebel, 2014; Cook, 

O’Connor, Lange, & Steffener, 2007). This is consistent with studies implicating the 

insular cortex with monitoring of bodily state (Craig, 2002) and the PCC with self-

reflection and self-monitoring (Johnson et al., 2002; Vogt & Laureys, 2005).  

 

VI. Fatigue in Neurological Diseases: Specificities and Theoretical models 

A. Fatigue as a Major Symptom of Neurological Diseases 

In the general population, it is estimated that 5 to 45% of patients from primary care 

report debilitating fatigue (Kluger et al., 2013). In the neurological population, this 

prevalence rises to 27-91% (Kluger et al., 2013). Indeed, fatigue is a major symptom of 

numerous neurological diseases including in TBI, stroke, Parkinson disease and MS. 

Fatigue prevalence is estimated between 45 and 73% in TBI, 36 and 77% in stroke, 28 

to 58% in Parkinson disease and between 38 and 83% in MS (Kluger et al., 2013). 

According to Kluger and colleagues (2013) this prevalence is much more aggravated 

than what would be expected according to age, disability and chronicity of the disease. 

Pathological fatigue is more severe than the physiological fatigue experienced in 

everyday life by healthy subjects, as it is more persistent, not necessarily relieved by rest 

and is disproportionate in comparison to the effort provided (Rohit Bakshi, 2003). 

Pathological fatigue is debilitating, interfering with leisure activities, social duties and 

vocational status, and if often considered by patients as their worst symptom (Kluger 
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et al., 2013). Moreover, fatigue is an invisible symptom, and patients might feel hopeless 

when trying to explain this sensation to their relatives. This will lead to the difficult 

decision between accepting to be “seen” and alert others about the symptom, or remain 

“invisible” and endure advert consequences (Newton, Griffith, & Soundy, 2020; Parker 

et al., 2021). 

If fatigue in healthy subjects is a complex phenomenon, it is even more the case for 

fatigue in neurological diseases. As will be addressed in this section, numerous factors 

are related to and interacting with fatigue sensation in neurological diseases. 

B. Primary, Secondary & Comorbid Fatigue 

In the context of neurological diseases, the differentiation between primary and 

secondary fatigue should be specified. Primary fatigue refers to fatigue symptoms 

emerging from the disease itself (e.g. from tissue damage), independently from other 

factors. For instance, in MS, primary fatigue can emerge as a consequence of focal and 

diffuse brain damages, leading to disruption in structural and functional connectivity, 

from cytokine release and inflammatory processes, and/or from neuroendocrine 

dysregulation (Penner & Paul, 2017). In turn, Secondary fatigue results from 

concomitant factors associated to the disease. These include sleep disorders (Attarian, 

Brown, Duntley, Carter, & Cross, 2004; Braley & Chervin, 2010; Mills & Young, 2011; 

Riccitelli et al., 2021; Veauthier, 2015), depression (Bakshi et al., 2000; Corfield, Martin, 

& Nyholt, 2016), reduced physical activity (Kos, Kerckhofs, Nagels, D’hooghe, & 

Ilsbroukx, 2008), pain (Amtmann et al., 2015) and pharmacological treatments. A third 

category, Comorbid Fatigue is sometimes described and refers to fatigue occurring in 

the context of a disease, though neither primary nor secondaty causes can be identified 

(Penner & Paul, 2017).  

Accordingly, Penner & Paul (2017) developed a model of the causes and 

consequences of fatigue in neurological disease (Figure 8). In their model, performance 

fatigability is mainly driven by peripheral and central factors, such as decreased muscle 

force or brain atrophy. Subjective fatigue is principally resulting from homeostatic 

factors, such as hypothalamic dysfunction and impaired central regulation of physical 

activity (energy and neural feedback), as well as other secondary factors such as sleep 
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disorder and psychological factors (Penner & Paul, 2017). However, all these factors are 

interacting and can be a cause of both objective and subjective fatigue, as well as 

physical and cognitive fatigue. It might be challenging to accurately identify the 

primary and secondary causes of fatigue symptoms, but this examination is crucial to 

propose personalized treatment options. For instance, detecting and treating mood and 

sleep symptoms may alleviate fatigue. Regarding primary fatigue, many theoretical 

models have attempted to explain its main underlying mechanisms. Some of them will 

be described in the next section, focusing on cognitive fatigue.  

Figure 8. Causes and consequences of fatigue in neurological diseases, by Penner & Paul (2017) 

Fatigue in neurological diseases is complex, and is caused by primary and secondary factors, namely 
peripheral, central, homeostatic and psychological along with premorbid and predisposing factors. 
Consequences can be objective (fatigability) or subjective. HPA: hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal. 
Adapted from Penner & Paul (2017, p.664)  
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C. The Theory of Cognitive Fatigue in Neurological Diseases 

Tissue Damage and Compensation 

One possible explanation for fatigue in neurological diseases that has been proposed is 

the recruitment of compensatory functional reorganization and increased brain 

recruitment as a consequence of tissue damage (Kos et al., 2008; Manjaly et al., 2019). 

This hypothesis is closely related to theoretical models associating fatigue in the healthy 

population to an increased effort to perform the task. Over recruitment of cerebral 

activity has been observed in neurological illnesses, both in terms of additional regions 

recruitment and increased activity of regions associated to the task or to physiological 

fatigue (Manjaly et al., 2019; Scheibel, 2017). For instance, Tartaglia and colleagues 

(Tartaglia, Narayanan, & Arnold, 2008) found that pwMS show increased fMRI activity 

in several brain regions during a simple motor task compared to controls, including 

frontal areas, premotor and supplemental motor area (SMA). Such over-activations 

have been linked to cognitive fatigue level in pwMS (see for example DeLuca, Genova, 

Hillary, & Wylie, 2008 and Engström, Flensner, Landtblom, Ek, & Karlsson, 2013). 

Control-related activations are enhanced in TBI patients compared to controls 

(Scheibel, 2017), which could reflect  an increased effort to perform the task in relation 

to fatigue (Kohl, Wylie, Genova, Hillary, & DeLuca, 2009). Yet, to date, the causality 

and temporality of such link is not clear. One possibility is that higher brain activity is 

detected by self-monitoring mechanisms (i.e. metacognition of interoception, network 

function and effort) leading to building-up of fatigue sensation (Manjaly et al., 2019). 

For instance, it has been show that fatigue induction with cognitive tasks in pwMS leads 

to subsequent increase in fMRI activations during a motor task in the bilateral cingulate 

and the left primary sensory cortex in (Tartaglia et al., 2008), two regions which are 

associated to metacognition (Manjaly et al., 2019).  

Cytokine and Endocrine Influences 

The influence of cytokine and endocrine levels on fatigue have often been proposed, 

especially regarding MS. Starting from the observation that production of pro-

inflammatory cytokines will always lead to fatigue sensation (for instance, during any 

common infections, following vaccination or as a side effect of immunomodulatory 

drugs), the inflammatory origin of MS fatigue has been suggested (Manjaly et al., 2019). 
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Indeed, this is consistent with studies showing that fatigue complaint in pwMS is 

exacerbated during a relapse (see for instance Hanken et al., 2019). However, studies 

assessing inflammatory markers in pwMS did not demonstrate a consistent association 

between inflammation and fatigue level (Penner & Paul, 2017). It is very likely that 

immune dysfunction is at least partly related to MS-fatigue, but this factor alone does 

not fully explain fatigue symptom. Hence, fatigue can be severe even distant from a 

relapse and without any inflammation (Krupp, Christodoulou, & Schombert, 2005).  

In turn, increased pro-inflammatory cytokines level may cause a deregulation of 

the HPA axis. Such dysregulation was extensively linked to chronic fatigue syndrome, 

and has been proposed to explain fatigue in stroke and MS (Stulemeijer, Fasotti, & 

Bleijenberg, 2005). The HPA axis regulates stress by releasing corticosteroid hormones 

from the adrenal gland. This response to stress enables a mobilization of available 

energy in emergency situations to promote fight or flight responses. When this reaction  

becomes chronic, it is maladaptive and lead to energy depletion and dysregulation of 

immune functions (Klimas, Fletcher, Maher, & Lawrence, 2005). Implication of the 

HPA axis in MS fatigue led to conflicting results, and to date, no reliable biomarker of 

fatigue has been identified (Penner & Paul, 2017).  

The Striato-Thalamo-Cortical Loop and Dopamine Imbalance 

One very influential theory of cognitive fatigue in neurological disease relates to basal 

ganglia alterations and neurotransmitter disturbances, including dopamine. According 

to Chaudhuri and Behan (2000, 2004), cognitive fatigue in neurological disorders can 

be a consequence of BG alterations and their disconnection from prefrontal cortex and 

the thalamus. The basal ganglia (BG) is composed of six sub-cortical structures: The 

caudate & putamen (forming the striatum), the subtantia nigra, the pallidum, the 

subthalamic nucleus and the amygdala. The BG are highly connected to the limbic 

system and show numerous afferent and efferent connections forming feedback loops, 

thus conferring an important role of BG in cognitive functioning (Chaudhuri & Behan, 

2000). Among the functional loops involving the basal ganglia, the associated loop 

integrating Striatio-Thalamo-Cortical loop (STC) fibers seems particularly implicated 

in central fatigue, and structural alterations within the loop or change in thalamic 

activity would predispose to fatigue (Chaudhuri & Behan, 2000). Such alterations 
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would interfere with cognitive performance, sustained attention and motivational drive 

through dopaminergic pathways (Chaudhuri & Behan, 2000). Evidences from several 

neurological diseases, including Parkinson disease and MS, support this hypothesis, as 

BG are particularly targeted in both conditions (Chaudhuri & Behan, 2000). In MS, 

there exists evidence that cerebral correlates of subjective fatigue are linked to the STC 

loop, including atrophy and lesions located in the frontal lobes, thalamus or BG as well 

as within WM tracks connecting those regions (Kluger et al., 2013).  

Interestingly, several regions from the STC loop are also implicated in 

dopaminergic pathways (the substantia nigra, amygdala, striatum, and prefrontal 

cortex). As mentioned earlier, the reward system is highly related to fatigue in healthy 

subjects. Consequently, it is relevant to question the role of dopamine in the 

pathophysiology of fatigue. According to Dobryakova and colleagues (2015) cognitive 

fatigue in neurological disorders may result from a dopamine imbalance. Hence, 

dopamine medications seem to improve fatigue symptom and structural alterations 

within the dopaminergic mesocorticolimbic pathway (“reward pathway”, from the 

ventral tegmental area to the striatum, limbic areas and orbitofrontal, prefrontal and 

cingulate cortices) is linked to fatigue in several clinical populations (Dobryakova et al., 

2015). For instance, fatigue in MS and in TBI was associated with WM pathology of the 

ventromedial prefrontal cortex and/or the internal capsule (Dobryakova et al., 2015). 

In stroke, fatigue is associated with infarcts in the striatum (Tang et al., 2010). From a 

functional perspective, fatigue associated to neurological disease has been linked to 

abnormal activation and connectivity (both increased and decreased, depending on the 

study) of regions belonging to the mesocorticolimbic pathway (Dobryakova et al., 

2015).   

Conditioning and Sensitization 

The last model of fatigue that will be presented in this section is an extension from the 

dual regulation system model (Ishii et al., 2014) presented above. In this model, 

repeated and prolonged workload will lead to a dysfunction of the mental facilitation 

system (Figure 9). Namely, energy decrement or repeated oxidative stress will lead to 

reduced activity of the facilitation system. In turn, the inhibition system can be over 

activated throughout sensitization and classical conditioning due to a maladaptive over 
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expression of alarm signal to interrupt the task. Hence, according to Ishii and colleagues 

(2014), classical conditioning is observed in the context of fatigue, resulting from the 

repetition of fatigue signal in the system, and leading to a lowering of the threshold for 

fatigue sensation (i.e. sensitization). In this case, fatigue sensation will be exacerbated, 

even in a context with low cognitive demand. According to Ishii and colleagues (2014) 

alterations of the dual regulation system (dysregulation of the facilitation, inhibition or 

both systems) will leed to chronic fatigue and drastic performance decrement.  

 

Figure 9. The dual regulation system and chronic fatigue 

In case of repeated mental workload, chronic fatigue can be triggered by impaired energy 
metabolism, oxidative damage, central sensitization or conditioning. Adapted from (Ishii et al., 
2014).  
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I. The Fatigue Problem in MS – Incidence, Associated Factors & Impact 

As already mentioned, the incidence of fatigue in pwMS varies between 38 and 83% 

depending on the study6 (Kluger et al., 2013). By means of an international online 

survey, Weiland and colleagues (2015) found that about two thirds of their large sample 

of pwMS (n = 2138) presented a clinically significant fatigue (i.e. FSS score above or 

equal to 4). In this study, several Stable and Modifiable factors associated to fatigue 

severity were identified (Weiland et al., 2015). Compared to non-fatigued patients, 

fatigued pwMS were older, had a longer disease duration, a lower education level, QoL, 

physical health, and mental health and a higher number of comorbidities. Other stable 

factors associated to severe fatigue were being a woman, being separated, divorced or 

widowed, having several children and being unemployed or retired due to disability. 

Patients with a progressive course were four times more at risk to report severe fatigue 

than RRMS patients. In the latter, fatigue was associated with disease activity (i.e. 

increasing, stable or decreasing activity as determined by relapse rate during the last 12 

months in comparison to average rate across the past 5 years). Regarding the modifiable 

factors that could be targeted and may reduce fatigue symptom, fatigue severity was 

positively associated to smoking, alcohol consumption, DMT (currently or previously 

prescribed), low level of physical activity, unhealthy dietary habits and overweight or 

obesity. Additionally, social isolation (having less than 6 close relationships) was 

associated to fatigue. The result highlight the fact that fatigue in pwMS interacts with 

numerous life spheres, including domestic, social and professional activities (Penner et 

al., 2020). Consequently, it is not surprising to observe that about one over three 

patients consider fatigue as being their worst, most bothersome symptom (Krupp et al., 

1988; Penner et al., 2020). 

In a longitudinal study, Lerdal and colleagues (2007) were interested in the 

evolution of fatigue in pwMS. By collecting three FSS reports within two years, they 

found that more than a third of their sample (38%) presented a persistent fatigue (FSS 

score above or equal to 5, at every time points), and another 37% presented sporadic 

                                                           

6 Most studies on MS-fatigue did not provide a differentiation between cognitive and physical 
fatigue symptoms. In this chapter, when the modality of fatigue is not specified, it will refer to a 
global fatigue score / symptom.  
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fatigue (FSS score above or equal to 5, at one or two time points). Overall, only 25% of 

their sample never presented significant fatigue across the 3 years. Among patients who 

reported severe fatigue, intensity of fatigue varied between two time points in about 

half of them. This suggest that fatigue is not a static symptom and should be monitored 

(Lerdal et al., 2007).  

When taking a closer look at fatigue prevalence depending on the modality 

affected, Broch and colleagues (Broch et al., 2021) found that in a sample of 1454 

patients, 77% had mild to severe cognitive fatigue, and 82% for physical fatigue (as 

assessed by the FSMC). Additionally, physical fatigue was more prevalent than 

cognitive fatigue in patients above 40 years old, but this difference was not observed in 

younger patients. In this study again, fatigue was associated with female gender, older 

age and worse disease severity. Report from another study which included a control 

group (Marchesi et al., 2020) showed a prevalence of 31.4% for cognitive fatigue and of 

53.8% for physical fatigue in pwMS. As for cognitive impairment, prevalence of fatigue 

in pwMS seem to be highly variable depending on the assessment tool and the cut-off 

used. Yet, in this study, pwMS presented higher scores in both sub-scales compared to 

HC (Figure 10), and fatigue was higher in PMS compared to RRMS, in both modalities. 

In their study, cognitive fatigue in RRMS was associated to female gender, depression 

and disability, while it was associated to age and depression in PMS. Regarding physical 

fatigue, the subscale was associated with age, depression and disability in RRMS, but 

also with several brain variables (normalized brain volume, WM volume and thalamic 

volume). In PMS, physical fatigue was associated to disability and normalized WM 

volume only. The observation that the two subscales correlates to distinct explanatory 

variables suggests that the two modalities are triggered by different mechanisms.  
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Figure 10. Distribution of M-FIS global, physical and cognitive scores in HC and pwMS 

Healthy Controls (blue) obtained lower scores for each scale compared to pwMS (red). The 
dashed lines represent clinical cut-off for fatigue as proposed by the authors. Adapted from 
Marchesi et al., 2020. 

 

Overall, and as mentioned in the previous chapter, fatigue symptom in pwMS is 

associated to numerous features characterizing the disease. Among them, factors of 

secondary fatigue are highly predominant, including sleep disorders, anxiety and 

cognitive impairments (Berard, Smith, & Walker, 2019; Braley & Chervin, 2010; Hu, 

Muhlert, Robertson, & Winter, 2019; Rooney et al., 2019; Strober & Arnett, 2005). 

Depression is often described as the major one. As above mentioned, scales of 

depression and fatigue are often correlated, partly due to overlapping signs between 

the two (such as lack of energy, sleep problems, interference with social duties…), but 

these two symptoms are nevertheless distinct. In a recent study from Sparasci and 

colleagues (2022), fatigue and depressive mood in pwMS showed a great overlap, as 

94.8% of the depressed patients also had severe fatigue according to the FSS. Yet, 
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fatigue without depressive symptom was present in 43.6% of their sample, and 25.4% 

of the sample had a co-occurrence of fatigue and depression.   

Impact on Employment  

Clearly, MS has a negative impact on vocational status. Several studies observed that 

pwMS show a deterioration of work status compared to controls (see for instance 

Jaworski et al., 2020) and unsurprisingly, fatigue is a strong predictor of such 

deterioration. In a recent study, Jaworski and colleagues (2020) found that about one 

patient out of four in their sample had a deterioration of employment status (decreased 

working hours or occurrence of negative work events) within the three past years, and 

that this deterioration was predicted by several factors, including fatigue (score at the 

FSS).  In the early stages of the disease, fatigue is already associated to a deterioration 

of professional duties in RRMS, as assessed by disease-related absenteeism and loss of 

productivity (Sainz de la Maza et al., 2022).  

Impact on Quality of Life 

Similarly, QoL of pwMS is also deteriorated, and highly related to fatigue. In a cross-

sectional study assessing QoL in a very large sample (n = 5695) of pwMS from any age 

and disease course, Young and colleagues (2021) attempted to provide a comprehensive 

model of factors associated to QoL. The final model explained above 80% of the 

variance of the QoL score. In this model, fatigue clearly was the predominant 

explanatory factor, mostly due to its indirect effects on QoL throughout other variables 

including self-efficacy, perceived health, and pain (Young et al., 2021). Similarly, 

Rodgers and colleagues (2021), found that fatigue strongly mediates the effects of 

depression on QoL, and this was the case for both physical and cognitive domains of 

fatigue. 

To conclude, it clearly appears that fatigue is a major symptom of MS, due its high 

prevalence and drastic consequences on daily living. This chapter will further develop 

important findings regarding cognitive fatigue in pwMS, from a behavioral and cerebral 

(structural and functional) point of view. The current knowledge on cognitive fatigue 

in the early stages of the disease will be developed at the end of this chapter.  
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II. Empirical Studies on Subjective Cognitive Fatigue and Fatigability 

A. Is Subjective Fatigue Linked to Cognition in pwMS? 

Spontaneously, it seems very likely that subjective fatigue and cognitive performance 

are strongly related. Numerous studies attempted to evidence a link between trait 

fatigue and cognition in pwMS, and this search was often unsuccessful. However, some 

studies (though often with smaller sample size) do suggest a link between the two. In 

this section, we will review findings supporting both hypotheses.  

Trait Fatigue Does Not Predict Cognition 

In a retrospective study, Morrow and colleagues (2009) assessed the link between 

scores obtained at the MACFIMS and fatigue severity (FSS) with a cross-sectional and 

a longitudinal approach (follow-up > 1.5 years). In both approaches, no correlation was 

found between fatigue severity and cognition (Morrow et al., 2009). Golan and 

colleagues (2018) assessed the link between cognitive scores from a computerized 

neuropsychological battery as well as scales of depression and cognitive fatigue. Both 

scales were correlated to processing speed, executive function, attention and memory. 

However, when evaluating the concurrent effects of both symptoms on cognition in a 

same model, only depression was independently correlated to cognitive scores. Similar 

findings were observed in another study assessing the effects of subjective fatigue on 

verbal memory, showing that subjective fatigue is associated to memory complaint, but 

does not predict objective memory score when controlling for depression, 

pharmacological treatment and EDSS (Jougleux-Vie et al., 2014).  

Trait Fatigue Does Predict Cognition 

Niino and colleagues (2014) assessed the correlations between cognitive scores 

obtained at the BRBNT battery and measures of depression, anxiety and fatigue in a 

sample of pwMS and HC. In the patients group, all cognitive tests correlated 

significantly with apathy and depression, while fatigue score was correlated to verbal 

fluency only (word list generation test). However, when assessing the effects of group, 

apathy, depression and fatigue on cognition in the same model (by means of multiple 

regression analyses), fatigue significantly predicted several cognitive scores. Namely, 

fatigue was associated to verbal memory, processing speed (SDMT) and the word list 

generation test (Niino et al., 2014). Similarly, Pokryszko-Dragan and colleagues ( 2016), 
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assessed the link between fatigue and cognition using the same neuropsychological 

battery. Depression and anxiety were not considered in their study, but fatigue was 

considered as multidimensional (cognitive vs. physical fatigue). Scores at the SDMT 

and the PASAT were both correlated to all measures of fatigue, whatever the modality 

(physical or cognitive). Moreover, global fatigue scores remained associated to 

cognitive performance when controlling for MS-related variables (disease duration, 

disability and disease severity), but unfortunately, this last analysis was not performed 

on physical and cognitive subscales. These results are supported by a study from 

Andreasen and colleagues (Andreasen et al., 2019) using a comprehensive 

neuropsychological assessment (SDMT, trail making test, working memory, visual and 

verbal memory tasks, executive functioning and attention tests). Results showed that, 

when controlling for depression, disability, age and sex, total score at the FSMC remains 

significantly associated to the SDMT and the trail making test part A (assessing 

processing speed). The cognitive sub-score of the FSMC was also predictive of the 

SDMT when controlling for the same confounding variables. Similarly, Heesen and 

colleagues (2010) assessed the link between fatigue and depression questionnaires and 

several cognitive measures, namely the PASAT, verbal memory, attention (alertness, 

divided attention and shifting) and verbal fluency. While depression was significantly 

correlated to the SDMT, the verbal memory task, as well as alertness and shifting 

performance, fatigue was correlated to every measure studied, except for the PASAT 

and the delayed recall of the memory task. Overall, depression showed higher 

correlations with memory scores, while fatigue was strongly correlated to measures of 

attention (Heesen et al., 2010). When assessing the effects of fatigue depending on its 

modality, the same pattern of correlations were observed for both sub-scales, thought 

correlations were somewhat stronger for cognitive fatigue. However, one strong 

limitation of this study is the lack of correction for multiple testing.  

To conclude, studies raised conflicting results regarding the link between general 

fatigue and cognition. When a link was found, fatigue was mostly related to task 

assessing processing speed. Yet, this is also the cognitive domain that has been most 

extensively studied. Additionally, only few studies assessed the effects of cognitive 
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fatigue specifically. Thus, to date, the relationship between cognitive fatigue and 

cognitive performances in pwMS is still not clear.  

B. Effects of Prolonged Cognitive Effort on Performance and Subjective State, 

and the Link between the Two 

The first study to explicitly mention the effects of prolonged task on performance 

fatigability in pwMS is one from Jennekens-Schinkel and colleagues (1988). In this 

study, RTs at a simple attention task were recorded before and after a 4H 

neuropsychological assessment. After the task, RTs in pwMS significantly increased in 

comparison to HC, providing the first evidence for a fatigue susceptibility in pwMS as 

assessed by performance fatigability. Since, many studies have explored the effects of 

prolonged cognitive effort in this population. Some of them are described below.  

Bailey and colleagues (2007) assessed the effects of cognitive fatigue induction on 

subjective state and performance of pwMS with an advanced progressive clinical course 

(mean disease duration: 27.21 years) and HC. Participants performed an N-Back task 

(0- and 1-Back, in two separate sessions and 15 to 20 minutes each, depending on 

participant’s response speed) prior to and following the accomplishment of diverse 

cognitive tests for executive functioning (the loading task, see Chapter III, section II). 

For the 0-Back, pwMS showed decreased performance with time on task, while a ceiling 

effect was observed in HC. This suggests that pwMS present an increased performance 

fatigability even in attentional tasks of low complexity and relatively short duration.  

Regarding the 1-Back (which is a bit more complex and rely on short-term memory) 

pwMS obtained lower accuracy compared to HC, especially during the second 

presentation of the task (following the executive functioning tasks). Hence, pwMS 

decreased their performance at the 1-Back following fatigue induction, while HC did 

not. In turn, this result shows that fatigue induction with a loading task can alter 

performance on a subsequent task. Accordingly, pwMS were more sensitive to fatigue 

induction compared to control, and this was demonstrated by both the ToT and the 

probe methodological approach. Regarding subjective fatigue, it increased similarly in 

both groups in the 0-Back session. However, during the 1-Back, pwMS showed an 
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enhanced fatigue increase compared to controls, again supporting that pwMS present 

an increased sensitivity to fatigue induction. Finally, in this study, increased subjective 

feeling did not correlate with performance decrement, 

for both groups and both conditions. 

In an attempt to determine if subjective fatigue is 

caused by cognitive load, specific cognitive processes, 

or task’s length, Sandry and colleagues (2014) 

administered a processing speed and a working 

memory task in pwMS and HC, in different cognitive 

load levels. Results showed that pwMS presented 

higher subjective fatigue than HC, especially as time 

on task increased and preferably during the processing 

speed task. However, cognitive load did not influence 

fatigue sensation. Hence, pwMS presented a stepper 

increase in subjective fatigue during the processing 

speed task, whatever the cognitive load, suggesting 

that MS fatigue depends on task’s length rather than 

cognitive load. Interestingly, when splitting the pwMS 

group according to their trait fatigue score (Fatigued 

MS vs. non-Fatigued MS), no between-group 

difference was observed regarding evolution of 

subjective state. Most patients presented a high fatigue 

complaint, so the non-Fatigued sample was relatively 

small (Sandry et al., 2014). However, this result was 

supported by an additional analysis showing that trait 

fatigue score, including MFIS cognitive sub-score, was not correlated to state fatigue 

(Sandry et al., 2014). This result suggests that trait fatigue and actual fatigue 

susceptibility are not necessarily related in pwMS.  

Interestingly, Claros-Salinas and colleagues (2013), provided evidence that physical 

effort, as well as cognitive effort, can have a deleterious impact on cognitive 

performance. In their study, pwMS and HC performed attention tests prior to and 

Box 7. The PASAT and The N-Back 

Two Cognitive Tasks that Are 
Extensively Used 

PASAT: The PASAT is an attention and 
processing speed task that also rely on 
working memory and arithmetic 
abilities. In this test, the subject is asked 
to add the last two digits (1 to 9) of a 
continuing auditory series of 61 items 
(60 answers are thus expected). The task 
difficulty can be manipulated by 
changing the pace at which stimuli are 
presented. Usually, the 2 seconds and 3 
seconds conditions are used. The first 
one is more difficult as it is more time-
constrained. 

N-Back: the N-back is a working 
memory task in which the subject is 
presented with a series of letters (usually 
administered visually). The subject is 
asked to determine if the current letter is 
the same as the one presented N 
positions before (e.g. the previous one 
for the 1-Back, the second last in the 2-
Back, etc). In some cases, a 0-Back is 
administered. In this version of the task, 
participants are usually required to 
detect a target letter in a series of stimuli. 
This version does not involve working 
memory but relies on attentional 
processes.  
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following a 2.5-hour session of either treadmill training or various cognitive tests. In 

both sessions, pwMS showed increased RTs at the tonic alertness task, while HC 

remained constant in this test. In both conditions, patients’ subjective feeling of fatigue 

increased, though the increase was worse following neuropsychological testing. Again, 

subjective fatigue evolution did not correlate with objective performance decrement.  

In a study from Agyemang and colleagues (2021), an analysis of the cumulative 

error rate obtained during the administration of the PASAT (in its 2 and 3 seconds 

version) was performed in pwMS and HC. Again, this study suggests that pwMS present 

an increased susceptibility to cognitive fatigue, as they obtained a higher error score 

than healthy subjects as a function of time. This was especially true when the slower 

version (3-seconds) of the test was administered, as the faster version (2-seconds) was 

highly challenging for both groups. Interestingly, cumulative error rate increased 

steadily in pwMS, showing no specific breakthrough. According to the author, this 

finding might reflect increased cognitive effort in pwMS during the task (i.e. due to 

cognitive impairment), leading to increased performance fatiguability. 

For that reason, one study challenges all the results described above. Borragán and 

colleagues (2018) were interested in exploring if pwMS show an increased fatigue 

susceptibility when cognitive status is taken into account. In their study, cognitive 

fatigue was induced by means of a dual task (the Time Load Dual Back), in which the 

cognitive load of the task was adapted to the abilities of each participant. By doing so, 

pwMS showed similar performance decrement that HC with time on task, as well as 

similar level of perceived fatigue. Thus, the increased susceptibility to cognitive fatigue 

previously observed in pwMS compared to HC might, in fact, relate to methodological 

settings. Indeed, in cases where cognitive fatigue is iduced with an identical protocol in 

patients and healthy subjects, pwMS might need an increased effort to perform the task 

if they are cognitively impaired, leading to increased fatigue. However, the sample size 

in this study was limited, and the MS group comprised patients with mild impairment 

only and these results, though highly interesting, need further confirmation.  

In order to clarify the conflicting results obtained in the literature, one meta-

analysis (Loy, Taylor, Fling, & Horak, 2017) aimed to summarize findings on 

performance fatigability and subjective fatigue. This study found that perceived fatigue 
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and fatigability are, indeed, positively associated through a medium effect size, such 

that pwMS that report higher fatigue state also show high performance decrement. 

However the authors stipulate that this link is not strong enough to assume that these 

two processes reflect the same construct, and emphasis on the need to assess both 

variables independently (Loy et al., 2017).  

To summarize, studies assessing the effects of prolonged cognitive effort in pwMS 

clearly show that this population exhibit a higher susceptibility to cognitive fatigue. 

Both subjective feeling and performance decrement show a steeper aggravation with 

time on task, compared to control. Interestingly, physical effort can also trigger 

enhanced cognitive fatigue in pwMS. While most studies did not evidence a clear link 

between subjective feeling of fatigue and performance decrement, a recent meta-

analysis suggests that the two measures are indeed correlated. Importantly, one recent 

study suggests that the increased fatigue susceptibility observed in pwMS might be due 

to the extra effort provided to complete the fatiguing task compared to healthy subjects.  

 

III. Structural Brain Correlates of Cognitive Fatigue in pwMS 

As one can consider from the previous section, behavioral studies alone, though very 

useful, are not appropriate to elucidate the underlying mechanisms of cognitive fatigue 

in pwMS. In this section, we will describe current knowledge about the structural 

substrates of cognitive fatigue in pwMS.  

A. Global Brain Measures 

Global measures of brain integrity, such as brain volume, global cortical thinning, WM 

volume or cortical and WM lesion burden are not related to fatigue score most of the 

time (see Palotai & Guttmann, 2020 for a review). However, some studies did find a 

link between global brain measures and fatigue. For instance, in a longitudinal study, 

Sanders and colleagues (2016) found that patient with cognitive fatigue at baseline 

showed increased brain atrophy (i.e. parenchymal loss and enlargement of lateral 

ventricles) compared to non-fatigued patients after a follow up of approximately 1.5 

years. Regarding lesion load,  its association with fatigue is debated, with no evidence 

in early research work, contrary to  more recent studies (see ARM, Ribbons, Lechner-
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Scott, & Ramadan, 2019 for a review). Tedeschi and colleagues (2007) found that, in a 

large sample of mildly disabled patients, fatigued pwMS had higher T1 and T2 lesion 

volume compared to non-fatigued patients. However, when entering lesions volume, 

abnormal WM, NAWM and NAGM fractions as well as disease-related and 

demographic variables in the same model for multivariate analysis, only WM and GM 

fractions were significantly and negatively associated to fatigue severity. Nevertheless, 

studies finding a link between global brain measures and fatigue are rare. As a 

consequence, regional measures of brain pathology might be stronger predictors of 

fatigue symptom (Maria A. Rocca et al., 2014). 

B. Regional White Matter Pathology 

As the WM is greatly altered in MS, abnormalities within this brain tissue in relation to 

fatigue symptom have been extensively studied (Palotai & Guttmann, 2020). 

Continuing on the relevance of lesion load, one study found that among periventricular, 

juxta cortical, frontal lobe, deep white matter and basal ganglia lesions, only lesions 

located in the frontal lobes were more frequently observed in fatigued pwMS compared 

to non-fatigued patients (Morgante et al., 2011). Similarly, Sepulcre and colleagues 

(2009) found that fatigue in pwMS was correlated to lesions within the right 

parietotemporal and the left frontal WM regions. Regarding WM regional volumes, 

progression of corpus callosum atrophy over time seem to be especially predictive of 

fatigue symptom (Yaldizli et al., 2011, in a follow-up of about 5 years).  Similarly, a large 

range of data have been provided with the recent study of WM microstructural 

integrity. This is especially the case of DTI studies, in which fatigue in pwMS has been 

linked to the integrity (reduced fractional anisotropy and increased axial diffusivity or 

mean diffusivity) of an extensive number of WM tracts (Figure 11, ARM et al., 2019). 

According to Palotai and colleagues (2020), discrepancies among studies might be due 

to the different fatigue measure used (often FSS and MFIS) and the variety of pwMS 

included (from different disease courses, disease duration and level of disability). 

Indeed, in most studies, patients were compared according to their fatigue level (high-

fatigue vs. low-fatigue patients group), but other factors associated to fatigue that have 

not been controlled for (such as depression or disability) might lead to the observed 

inconsistencies. 
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Figure 11. White Matter Neural Tracts Associated to Fatigue in pwMS 

WM tracts that have been associated to fatigue in pwMS in DTI studies. A: Arcuate fasciculus; B: 
Forceps minor; C: Corpus callosal tracts; D: Cingulum bundle; E: Ulcinate fasciculus; G: Thalamic: 
Fibres between posterior hypothalamus and mesencephalon; H: Anterior internal capsule; I: the entire 
fibre tracts. Adapted from ARM et al., 2019. 

 

Overall, in DTI studies, fractional anisotropy was particularly linked to fatigue, 

especialy in fronto-striatal and parieto-striatal networks (ARM et al., 2019).  These 

results support the hypothesis that a disruption of the striato-thalamo-crotical network 

(Chaudhuri & Behan, 2000) might be associated to cognitive fatigue in pwMS (see for 

example Genova et al., 2013).  

C. Regional Grey Matter Pathology 

Due to the lack of consistencies across studies assessing the link between fatigue and 

WM integrity, recent studies started to investigate the role of cortical and DGM nuclei 

(Palotai & Guttmann, 2020). Overall, fatigue in pwMS has been associated to atrophy 

of frontal, temporal, parietal, occipital and insular cortices, as well as of the caudate, 

the putamen, the pallidum, the accumbens, thalamus, amygdala, cerebellum and 

brainstem (see Palotai & Guttmann, 2020 and ARM et al., 2019 for recent reviews). For 
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instance, Sepulcre and colleagues (2009) found that fatigue score at the MFIS in a wide 

range of pwMS from different disease courses was correlated to atrophy in the left 

superior frontal gyrus and the middle frontal gyrus, bilaterally. In a sample of RRMS, 

Damasceno and colleagues (2016) found that, among numerous MRI measuresn only 

the volumes of the caudate and the accumbens significantly predicted fatigue when 

controlling for disability level. Similarly, a multicenter cohort study with a large sample 

of pwMS from disease onset and on a 4 years follow-up, found that fatigue was 

associated to decreased volumes of the caudate, the putamen, the pallidum (all 

bilaterally) and the pons (Fleischer et al., 2022).  

Again, few studies assessed cognitive fatigue specifically. Those studies found a link 

between cognitive fatigue and cortical thinning in the right inferior parietal and the 

middle cingulate, as well as volume loss in the right rostral, middle frontal, pre and post 

central gyrus, the PCC, the middle cingulate gyrus and the frontal lobes (ARM et al., 

2019). Calabrese and colleagues (2010) found that the cognitive sub-scale of the MFIS 

was significantly correlated with the volume of the striatum, and with cortical thickness 

of the posterior parietal cortex and the middle frontal gyrus. In turn, physical fatigue 

was linked to striatum volume and superior frontal gyrus cortical thickness (2010). 

Recently, Saberi and colleagues (2021) used thalamic shape analysis to better 

understand the role of this structure regarding fatigue in MS. They found that cognitive 

fatigue, but not physical fatigue, was correlated to a smaller volume of the left thalamus, 

which corresponded to an inward deformity of the left anteromedial thalamic surface. 

The authors suggest that structural alterations of the anteromedial thalamus could 

impede its role in reward processing and estimation of effort, thus leading to increased 

cognitive fatigue (Saberi et al., 2021).  

Overall, as is the case for analyses of the WM, GM tissues provide additional 

evidences for the STC loop hypothesis in MS-fatigue pathophysiology. Indeed, atrophy 

of the frontal cortex as well as structural alterations within the striatum and the thalami 

are often observed in fatigued pwMS, and have been linked to the cognitive aspects of 

fatigue.  
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IV. Functional Brain Correlates of Cognitive Fatigue in pwMS 

Surprisingly, fMRI studies assessing the functional substrates of MS-fatigue are quite 

rare (see ARM et al., 2019 for a review). Most of them studied the link between fatigue 

questionnaires and networks functional connectivity during rest, and a handful of fMRI 

studies assed brain activity related to cognitive fatigue during the administration of a 

cognitive task. As will be developed in this section, fMRI studies also provided 

conflicting results, showing hyperactivity in some cases, hypoactivity in some others. 

However, these results suggest again that the STC network is involved in fatigue  

A. Resting-State Activity 

Several studies evidenced functional connectivity (FC) modifications correlating with 

fatigue scales during RS. Notably, increased FC between the caudate and several brain 

regions have been found, including the motor cortex, sensori-motor corex and 

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, while some authors found a decreased functional 

connectivity between the cingulate and the sensory motor cortex (ARM et al., 2019). 

The same observation is made for regions belonging to the DMN (for instance increase 

connectivity in the PCC but decrease in the ACC in Bisecco et al., 2017, yet decreased 

FC between basal ganglia and prefrontal cortex, precuneus and PCC in Finke et al., 

2015). There is also discrepancies for FC related to the  thalamus during rest in fatigued 

patients (see Capone, Collorone, Cortese, Di Lazzaro, & Moccia, 2020 for a review on 

the role of thalamus in fatigue). For instance, both patterns (hyper/hypo FC) were 

observed in a study from Hidalgo de la Cruz and colleagues (2018): by comparison to 

HC and fatigue-free patients, fatigued pwMS showed reduced RS FC between the 

thalamus and frontal areas (superior, middle), the PCC, anterior insula, the postcentral, 

middle temporal and occipital cortices, but increased FC between the thalmus and the 

sensorimotor network as well as the precunueus, posterior insula and the cerebellum. 

When considering fatigue modality, cognitive fatigue score in all pwMS was positively 

correlated with FC between the thalamus and the precuneus, while a negative 

correlation was observed with the FC between the thalamus and the posterior 

cerebellum. In turn, physical fatigue in pwMS was associated to an increased FC 

between the thalamus and the sensorimotor network. Hence, different functional 

alterations (hyper vs hypo) might be observed depending on (i) the modality of fatigue 
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and (ii) the thalamo-crotical connection studied, which could reflect different 

componants of MS-fatigue (Hidalgo de la Cruz et al., 2018). Additionally, these 

inconsistencies might relate to two mechanisms: decreased activity due to structural 

alterations or increased activity due to compensatory, but costly, mechanisms (Capone 

et al., 2020).  

B. Task-Based fMRI studies 

Regarding task-fMRI studies, the same conclusion can be drawn. Studies evidenced 

both hyper and hypo activity of cerebral regions, either in areas involved in the ongoing 

task or in regions known to be implicated in fatigue symptom (e.g. the thalamus and 

basal ganglia). For instance, DeLuca and colleagues (2008) studied the effects of time 

on task while performing a modified version of the SDMT in the scanner. As ToT 

increased, compared to HC, brain activity in pwMS increased in the basal ganglia, 

frontal areas (superior, medial, middle and inferior), parietal regions (precuneus and 

cuneus) as well as in occipital lobes. Importantly, RTs gradually decreased with ToT, in 

both pwMS and HC. This suggest that pwMS displayed the same learning effect than 

HC, thanks to an increased cognitive effort (i.e. increased cerebral recruitment) to 

counteract the effects of cognitive fatigue, or alternatively, that this increased effort 

would trigger fatigue (DeLuca et al., 2008). Similar fatigue-related regions were 

observed in a study from Engstrom and colleagues (2013) during which pwMS and HC 

performed a working memory task, thought with constracting results regarding pattern 

of brain activity. In this study, pwMS showed lower brain activity within the thalamus 

and the BG and more extended brain activity in the parietal posterior cortex compared 

to control, during the whole task. When correlations with state fatigue scales were 

assessed, a positive correlation with activity in the posterior parietal cortex and in the 

right substentia nigra were observed, in all participants (Engström et al., 2013). 

Unfortunately, these correlations were not tested in pwMS specifically. However, in a 

study from Genova and colleagues using a switching task (2013), state fatigue in pwMS 

was positively associated to activity in the bilateral prefrontal cortex, left postcentral 

gyrus, precuneus, precentral gyrus and the inferior temporal gyrus. Brain activity was 

in turn negatively associated to state fatigue in the left superior frontal gyrus, right 

cuneus and bilateral temporal regions. In comparison to HC, pwMS showed increased 
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activity of the caudate during the task, suggesting that increased activity in this region 

may induce enhanced fatigue sensation (Genova et al., 2013). In a recent study form 

Chen and colleagues (2020), the effects of cognitive load on cerebral activity in relation 

to state fatigue was assessed with an in-scanner modified SDMT task. While HC 

recruited more anterior regions (superior and middle frontal gyri, insula, superior 

temporal gyrus) as cognitive load and fatigue increased, pwMS continued to activate 

posterior regions (precuneus, lingual gyrus, occipital gyrus). Importantly, participants 

in the HC group benefited from a learning effect during the task (RTs decreased with 

ToT), but pwMS did not improve their performance. The authors conclude that pwMS 

may not efficiently allocate cerebral resources while performing the task, which could 

lead to an increase in fatigue feeling (Chen et al., 2020). 

To sum up, most off the time, increased brain activity associated to fatigue during 

a cognitive task was interpreted as a maladaptive functional reorganization to comply 

with task demand (ARM et al., 2019). This increased brain activity can manifest itself 

either by a recruitment of regions that are usually not associated to the task (interpreted 

as reflecting new connections to compensate from structural damage) or an increased 

activation within existing networks, mainly the STC, the DMN and the sensori-motor 

networks. In turn, when a decreased activity was observed during the task, it was 

usually attributed to structural alterations and network collapse or by a disruption of 

the BG functions, leading to increased fatigue (ARM et al., 2019).   

 

V. Fatigue in Early MS – What do we know?  

The large majority of studies described in this chapter so far were conducted on 

heterogeneous samples of pwMS with various disability, disease course, disease 

duration and age. Only a hand-full of studies was specifically interested in 

understanding the underlying mechanisms of fatigue in early MS. Yet, this is 

paramount, because patients in the first stages of the disease can already present a 

persisting and disabling fatigue symptom (Runia, Jafari, Siepman, & Hintzen, 2015). To 

note, patients in the early stages of the disease are younger and present a lower disease 

burden and disability level than patients in the later stages of the disease, which are all 
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factors that have been associated to fatigue prevalence in pwMS (see for instance 

Weiland et al., 2015). For these reasons, the prevalence of fatigue symptom in the early 

stage of the disease is particularly puzzling.  

 Runia and colleagues (2015) investigated the prevalence and severity of fatigue 

symptom in a sample of CIS patients. Fatigue prevalence in this sample was about 46%, 

and this symptom was an independent risk factor to develop subsequent clinical 

manifestations (i.e. dissemination in time). Additionally, fatigue in early MS may 

already have an impact on cognition. In a study from Simioni and colleagues  (2007), 

fatigue in patients with low disability and short disease duration was predictive of 

cognitive impairment, though this link was not significant anymore when controlling 

for disability or QoL. Hence, QoL and fatigue seem already linked in early MS. In a 

longitudinal study, disability, depression, cognition and fatigue were assessed during 

the year of clinical onset, and all those variables independently predicted QoL at a 36-

months follow up (Nourbakhsh, Julian, & Waubant, 2016). Similarly, Håkansson and 

colleagues (2019), found that fatigue score correlates significantly with reported 

anxiety, depression and quality of life at baseline and at 1-year follow-up in patients 

with recent disease history. However, fatigue was neither associated to cognition 

(except for one working memory task), disease duration, disability, lesion load, brain 

volume nor inflammatory markers. The authors concluded that fatigue in early MS is 

associated with self-report questionnaires but not with objective measures of clinical 

severity (Håkansson et al., 2019).  

This poor association between brain structural alterations and fatigue in early MS 

was also noticed by others (Bardia Nourbakhsh, Azevedo, et al., 2016; Wilting et al., 

2016). In these studies, early fatigue was not significantly associated to lesion volume 

and location as well as GM, WM, BG and total parenchymal volumes. However, in both 

studies, abnormalities within the thalamus was linked to fatigue symptom. Nourbakhsh 

and colleagues (2016) found that baseline thalamic volume predicted subsequent 

evolution of physical fatigue, but that cognitive fatigue was not significantly associated 

to brain measures. However, in Wilting et al. (2016), only the cognitively fatigued 

patients (according to FSMC) exhibited structural abnormalities within the thalamus. 

Namely, compared to fatigue-free patients, cognitively fatigued patients showed 
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reduced fractional anisotropy and increased mean diffusivity in the thalamus. In a study 

from Derache and colleagues (2013), fatigue score of newly diagnosed patients was 

associated to decreased GM density of the thalami. Additionally, patients showed a 

reduction of cortical GM located in the frontal (middle, superior and inferior, 

bilaterally) and the left temporal cortices, and this reduction was significantly greater 

in fatigued pwMS. Another brain region that has been linked to early fatigue from a 

structural point of view is the cerebellum. Accordingly, Lazzarotto and colleagues 

(2020) found that fatigue severity in newly diagnosed RRMS with fatigue and 

depressive symptoms had smaller Vermis Crus I cerebellar volume compared to 

depressed patients without fatigue. Additionally, volume of the cerebellar lobule right 

V significantly predicted fatigue severity, while the Vermis Crus I predicted depression 

(Lazzarotto et al., 2020). Noteworthy, the Vermis Crus I has been previously associated 

to affective functions, which is consistent with its early relationship with depression in 

pwMS (Lazzarotto et al., 2020). In turn, cerebellar lobule V is implicated in motor 

processing (Guell & Schmahmann, 2020). 

Few studies investigated the functional substrates of early MS-fatigue, but those 

study suggest that functional alterations are alreay present and associated to fatigue. 

For instance, Derache and colleagues (2013) found that trait fatigue is negatively 

associated to cerebral metabolic rate of glucose within the BG. In a study from Stefancin 

and colleagues in young  pwMS (mean age of 26 years old) and relatively early disease 

course (mean disease duration between 5 and 6 years), fatigue score was significantly 

and negatively correlated to RS FC between the left insula and the PCC as well as 

between the right thalamus and the left parietal operculum (Stefancin, Govindarajan, 

Krupp, Charvet, & Duong, 2019). Consistently, a decreased FC was observed in fatigued 

patients compared to non-fatigued between the left insula and the PCC, the right 

thalamus and the left parietal operculum, as well as between the thalamus and the right 

superior frontal gyrus. Finally, fatigued pwMS exhibited a stronger FC between the right 

thalamus and the right precentral gyrus, and a trend following the same direction was 

observed between the left hippocampus and the left precentral gyrus. As far as we know, 

no other functional study has been conducted in early pwMS to specifically explore 

fatigue substrates.  
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In a study assessing the effects of cognitive load on pupil size in early pwMS, Rodez 

Benavent and colleagues (2017) found that patients do not exhibit an increased 

pupillary response to cognitive load. In this study, HC who exhibited low cognitive 

scores during neuropsychological testing had an increased task related pupil response 

(i.e. dilation), likely due to an increased cognitive load. In patients, however, task 

related pupil response was not enhanced, even in cognitively impaired pwMS. 

Interestingly, a statistical trend was observed between smaller pupillary response and 

fatigue in pwMS, sugesting that pupillary response may be an objective measure of 

fatigue in early MS.  

To conclude, little is known about fatigue in early pwMS. However, despite the 

small number of studies exploring this field, results obtained appear to be less 

discrepant that what was observed in pwMS with longer disease duration. Hence, the 

reduction of confounding factors concomitant to the specific exploration of the early 

stages of the disease (age, disability, comorbidities…) might prevent from several 

methodological issues and provide more robust results. As a consequence, studying the 

underlying mechanism of MS-fatigue in samples with short disease duration seems very 

promising, and more studies are needed. As the reader might have notice, behavioral 

and fMRI studies using fatigue induction protocols are especially lacking in the field of 

early MS. 
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Objective and Hypotheses 

 

Cognitive fatigue (CF) is a very frequent complaint in patients with Multiple Sclerosis 

(MS), at any stage of the disease. However, the mechanisms leading to pathological 

mental fatigue remain poorly understood, especially in the early stages of the disease. 

This thesis aims at exploring the effects of cognitive fatigue in the early stages of MS 

compared to a population of matched healthy controls, from a cognitive, physiological 

(eye metrics) and cerebral perspective. 

In order to explore cognitive fatigue in early pwMS, an extensive research protocol 

was designed. Patients with early MS and matched healthy subjects were invited to 

participate to the FCSEP study (Fatigue Cognitve dans la Sclérose en Plaques), which 

comprised five appointments (Studies 2 to 6). By doing so, we collected a large amount 

of measures to investigate how fatigue variables relate to each other in a single sample 

of pwMS and HC. Namely, our participants performed three different cognitive tasks: 

two fatigue inducing task: The Time Load Dual Back (TLDB, Borragán et al., 2017) and 

a computerized Stroop task (Stroop, 1935), and a probe N-Back task (Kirchner, 1958). 

Besides, measures of subjective states and eye metrics were collected, as well as brain 

functional and structural MRI data. Finally, each participant performed a full 

comprehensive neuropsychological assessment. Another set of cognitive data7 was also 

obtained from a sample of pwMS with varying disease courses and duration and 

matched healthy subjects (Study 1).  

With this large set of variables, several research questions will be addressed. In 

studies 1 & 2, we will attempt to better characterize the link between cognition and 

fatigue depending on its characteristics (Cognitive vs. Physical, Trait vs. State). In 

Studies 3 & 4, we will investigate the consequences of two CF induction methods 

(manipulation of cognitive load and long lasting task) on subjective state and cognitive 

performances. Additionally, the relevance of eye metrics data as objective measure of 

                                                           

7 These data were collected in the context of a previous PhD thesis conducted in our lab 
(Lommers, 2019) 
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physiological fatigue state will be evaluated (Study 3). Finally, the functional and 

structural brain substrates of cognitive fatigue will be explored by means of Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging (MRI) acquisitions in Studies 5 & 6. The rationale for these 4 

research questions is detailed below  

 

1. Fatigue and Cognition in Multiple Sclerosis: 

Is there a link between trait fatigue and cognition in pwMS? In other words, can daily 

fatigue symptoms affect cognitive scores during neuropsychological assessment? 

Alternatively, does cognitive impairment worsen fatigue symptoms? Results from 

previous studies raised conflicting results. Some authors found a clear association 

between trait fatigue and cognitive scores (Andreasen et al., 2019; Heesen et al., 2010), 

while others did not (Morrow et al., 2009), or found that this link was mediated by 

other factors such as depression (Golan et al., 2018; Jougleux-Vie et al., 2014). 

Surprisingly, the multimodal aspects of fatigue have rarely been considered in such 

studies. Study 1 will explore the link between performance in several cognitive domains 

(attention, processing speed, verbal and visual learning, working memory and executive 

functioning) and mental fatigue, physical fatigue, depression, anxiety and disability. 

Stepwise regression analyses will be performed to determine which variable of interest 

better predicts cognition, in pwMS and in HC. We hypothesize that fatigue, and 

especially mental fatigue, will significantly predict cognition beyond disability and 

mood symptoms in pwMS.  

In Study 2, we will shortly explore the cognitive status of a sample of early 

pwMS by comparison with matched HC. Besides, we will determine if a full 

comprehensive neuropsychological assessment (approximately 2H) is susceptible to 

increase state subjective fatigue. We will then explore if subjective fatigue changes due 

to assessment alter neuropsychological performance. We hypothesis that the prolonged 

cognitive effort required to perform the entire neuropsychological assessment will 

induce subjective fatigue, in both groups, but will not be related to cognitive scores, as 

compensatory mechanisms might be sufficient to preserve against performance 

fatigability in the early stages of the disease.  
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2. Exploring and Confronting the Effects of Cognitive Load and Long Lasting Protocols 

In the FCSEP study, fatigue has been induced by means of two cognitive tasks assessing 

the effects of Time on Task on performance and subjective state. In Studies 3 & 4, we 

will assess if the effect of CF in early pwMS occurs as a function of tasks’ characteristics, 

namely: Duration and cognitive load. We hypothesize that if mental fatigue in pwMS 

relies on the same mechanisms as in controls, we should observe a similar decline in 

performances between groups during the cognitive tasks. However, if fatigue in pwMS 

depends on disease-specific mechanisms, even early in the disease, we should observe 

a faster and/or steeper decline in performances for MS patients. According to the 

current literature, the second hypothesis should be favored. Indeed, several studies 

showed that pwMS present a faster and/or steeper decrease in performance when 

performing a prolonged cognitive task, by comparison with healthy subjects 

(Agyemang et al., 2021; Sandry et al., 2014). However, little is known about such effects 

in early MS.  

 In Study 3, we will compare the ToT effects of a relatively short dual task (32 

minutes) on CF, as a function of the cognitive load induced. Importantly, cognitive load 

was individually adjusted to control for eventual cognitive deficits in pwMS.  

Participants performed the Time Load Dual Back task (TLDB, Borragán et al., 2017) 

during two sessions, and cognitive load was manipulated across sessions. We 

hypothesize that performance (accuracy and RTs) will decrease with ToT, especially in 

the high cognitive load condition. Besides, we expect subjective fatigue to increase in 

the high cognitive load condition only, since it should require more effort to be 

performed. As we controlled for cognitive demand, we expect that pwMS will not show 

a stepper/faster performance decrement with ToT. However, we expect that pwMS will 

show an increased fatigue sensation following the task compared to controls, in both 

conditions, suggesting an increased sensitivity to fatigue.  

 In Study 4, we will describe the effects of a long-lasting Stroop task (Stroop, 

1935) of 96 minutes on performance and subjective state in both groups. We expect 

performance to decrease and subjective fatigue to increase as a function of ToT. As we 

will not control for cognitive demand here, we expect that the task will be more 
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challenging for pwMS compared to HC, and that the effects of CF will consequently be 

enhanced in this group (steeper or faster performance decrement and increased 

worsening of subjective state). Additionally, we expect performance at items requiring 

the most resources to be especially altered, in both groups. Next, we will investigate 

which fatigue induction protocol has the most deleterious effect on subjective fatigue 

(cognitive load vs. task’s duration). To do so, results from subjective scales administered 

following the TLDB task and at the Stroop task (at 32 and 96 minutes) will be compared. 

As subjective fatigue seems particularly dependent of effort, we hypothesize that the 

HCL condition of the TLDB will induce more subjective fatigue compared to the LCL 

condition or the Stroop task after 32 minutes, in both groups. However, comparing 

results from the 32 minutes HCL condition with those obtained at the end of the 96 

minutes Stroop may lead to a different conclusion. This last analysis is more exploratory 

but will interesting to determine which frequently used CF induction protocol is more 

effective: a task of short duration but inducing a high cognitive demand, or a relatively 

less demanding and monotonous task of long duration. We tentatively propose that the 

former will be more effective.   

 

3. Can Eye Metrics Provide an Objective Measure of Cognitive Fatigue in early MS? 

As developed in the introduction, eye metric variables are very valuable and promising 

in the field of CF. In Study 3, eye metrics were recorded while participants performed 

the TLDB in the HCL and LCL conditions. We aim to determine if blinks frequency, 

pupil size and pupil response speed could be used as objective predictors of CF in early 

MS. Hence, pupil variables reflect the activity of the ANS, which is often disrupted in 

pwMS and may relate to fatigue symptom (Adamec, Crnošija, Junaković, Krbot Skorić, 

& Habek, 2018; Crnošija et al., 2016; de Rodez Benavent et al., 2017). Here, we expect 

that pupil variables, rather than blink frequency, will be particularly sensitive to CF 

induction. Measures of pupil response speed, which are less conventional, were added 

for an exploratory investigation as it would be of great interest to observe that pupil 

dilation and/or constriction speed is affected by ToT and cognitive load.  
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4. Exploring the Brain Substrates of Cognitive Fatigue in Early Multiple Sclerosis 

Finally, this thesis also aims to clarify the cerebral substrates of CF in early MS. In Study 

5, pwMS and matched HC performed an in-scanner fMRI N-Back task (Kirchner, 1958) 

of varying difficulty (1 to 3 Back) following fatigue induction with the TLDB task (see 

Study 3). As already mentioned, we hypothesize that the HCL condition of the TLDB 

will be more fatiguing than the LCL condition. Consequently, in Study 5, we will 

compare the cerebral activity of pwMS and HC following the fatiguing HCL condition 

and the control LCL condition. We hypothesize that brain activity following HCL will 

show more between-group differences than following LCL, as we expect higher fatigue 

level for pwMS in the former. Additionally, we anticipate that these between-group 

differences will be modulated and exacerbated with task difficulty. Finally, this study 

will attempt to find a cerebral signature of MS related fatigue during the early stages of 

the disease. Namely, cerebral activity correlated to trait fatigue will be assessed and 

tested for between-group differences. We expect that trait fatigue will be associated to 

specific brain activity patterns depending on group, reflecting different underlying 

mechanisms of CF whether it is physiological or pathological.  

The last study, Study 6, will shortly explore the link between trait cognitive 

fatigue and brain microstructure integrity in pwMS and HC. Recently, advanced MRI 

technic provided exciting and promising results in the field of MS research. Hence, the 

study of brain’s microstructure seems to be highly relevant in the case of MS, as it can 

detect subtle alterations within lesions and normal appearing tissue that is not visible 

with conventional structural MRI (Lommers et al., 2019). In this thesis, we will apply a 

newly developed MRI technic, the Multi Parameter Mapping protocol, to investigate if 

several quantitative MRI parameters (Magnetization Transfer saturation, Proton 

Density, Transverse R2* and longitudinal R1 relaxation rates) reflecting tissue integrity 

(myelin, iron and free water content) are associated to trait CF in pwMS and HC. 

Identifying specific microstructural alterations relating to CF in this study would 

provide insight on fatigue pathophysiology from the early stages of the disease. To do 

so, we will investigate if a global measure of each parameters within the normal 

appearing cortical GM, DGM and WM are associated to fatigue score. We expect to find 

an association between cognitive fatigue and brain microstructure in pwMS, especially 
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in the normal appearing WM and DG. More precisely, we expect that magnetization 

transfer ratio within the WM and DGM nuclei will be particularly good predictors of 

CF, as a reflection of a diffuse decrease in myelin content and alteration of the structural 

connectome for the former (Lommers et al., 2021, 2019) and of abnormalities within 

regions that have been associated to fatigue for the latter (Palotai & Guttmann, 2020).   
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Methods 

 

Study 1: Determinants of cognition in pwMS 

A. General Procedure 

As above mentioned, the first study was conducted retrospectively on data collected for 

a previous research project (see Lommers et al., 2021, 2019). The aim of this study was 

to determine if scores at different cognitive domains were associated to depression, 

anxiety, cognitive fatigue, physical fatigue and disability, when including all these 

variables in a same model and when controlling for demographics.  

B. Population 

For this study, data from 30 pwMS and 28 HC matched on age, sex and education were 

analyzed. Patients in the MS group presented with diverse clinical courses and disease 

duration. All participants were free from neurological or psychiatric disease. Inclusion 

criteria were age between 18 and 65 years old in both groups, and in pwMS, inclusion 

criteria were an EDSS score below or equal to 6.5 and the absence of relapse within the 

last 4 weeks.  

C. Material and Methods 

Depression, anxiety and fatigue (both cognitive and physical) were assessed by means 

of questionnaires with the Hospital Anxiety and Depression scale (HADS, Zigmond & 

Snaith, 1983) and the Modified-Fatigue Impact Scale (MFIS, Ritvo et al., 1997), 

respectively. The EDSS (Kurtzke, 1983) was used a measure of disability in the pwMS 

group.  

Each participant underwent a standardized comprehensive neuropsychological 

assessment, and included tests of attention, verbal and visual memory, processing 

speed, working memory and executive functioning. Raw cognitive scores were first 

transformed in percentiles or Z-scores on the basis of the normative sample available 

for each task. Next, we summarized these values in six composite scores reflecting 

cognitive functions that are frequently impaired in MS disease course: processing 

speed, working memory, verbal learning, visual learning, executive functions and 
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attention (Bobko, Roth, & Buster, 2007; Chiaravalloti & DeLuca, 2008).  

For each composite cognitive score, a stepwise regression analyses were performed 

to determine if depression, anxiety, fatigue (cognitive and physical) as well as disability 

were predictive of cognition when entered in a same model. Analyses were performed 

in each group separately.  

 

Studies 2 to 6: The FCSEP research project 

A. General Procedure 

This study was approved by the local ethics committees of the University Hospital of 

Liège (B707201835630) and of the Psychology, Speech Therapy and Educational 

Sciences faculty of the University of Liège (ref. 1718-45). Participants received detailed 

information on the protocol and gave written informed consent prior their 

participation to this study. Participation to this study implied 5 appointments of 1 to 3 

hours (Figure 12) and was completed within 7 weeks, with each appointment from 2 to 

14 days apart. The study was presented as investigating the effect of MS on attentional 

functioning, to avoid expectancies about fatigue occurrence (the real aim was explained 

at the end of the last appointment). Participants were asked to observe a stable sleep-

wake cycle during their participation, with a sleep duration of at least 7 hours per night, 

to wear an actigraph device and to fill in a fatigue & sleep diary daily until the last 

appointment. Stimulating beverages (such as coffee, tea and energy drinks) were 

prohibited during the 24 hours preceding an appointment. To limit circadian 

confounds, appointments for a single participant were scheduled at the same time of 

the day, according to her/his preference.  

The first session consisted in administering several questionnaires, explaining the 

fatigue and sleepiness diary, and handing in the actigraph device. The D15 panel test 

(Farnsworth, 1947) was administered in order to exclude volunteers presenting color 

blindness. Finally, participants performed a first training on the Time Load Dual-Back 

(TLDB; Borragán, Slama, Destrebecqz, & Peigneux, 2016). The TLDB was administered 

in session 3 & 4 to assess the effect of cognitive load on the induction of cognitive 

fatigue. 
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Figure 12. General timeline of the FCSEP study 

Content of the 5 sessions of the FCSEP study. TLDB: Time Load Dual Back; KSS: Karolinska Sleepiness 
Scale; VAS: Visual Analog Scale; STD: Stimulus Time Duration (maximal load level assessed during task 
calibration).  

 

Appointments 2 to 4 were counterbalanced across participants for the next three 

visits. During session 2, an off-scanner computerized version of the Stroop task (Stroop, 

1935) was administered during 96 minutes to assess the effect of a long-lasting cognitive 

task on cognitive fatigue. Subjective states were recorded at the beginning of the task 

and every 32 minutes. MRI acquisitions were then performed following the Multi 

Parameter Mapping protocol (MPM) to obtain quantitative MRI measures. Sessions 3 

and 4 started by a short training to the TLDB, followed by a pre-test session for task’s 

calibration. The TLDB task was then administered in either the High Cognitive Load 

(HCL) or the Low Cognitive Load (LCL) condition to induce CF, while eye metrics were 

recorded. Several subjective states were assessed at the beginning and the end of the 

task. Following fatigue induction, fMRI acquisitions were conducted while participants 

performed an N-Back task with three levels of difficulty. Subjective states were assessed 

again, and a 7 minutes fMRI acquisition was performed during rest. Finally, structural 

(T1w & Fluid-attenuated Inversion Recovery: FLAIR) or diffusion (Neurite Orientation 
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Dispersion and Density Imaging: NODDI) sequences were acquired.  Unfortunately, 

resting-state fMRI and NODDI data will not be presented and discussed in this thesis. 

For sessions 2 to 4, participants were tested in the same room, with no visual or auditory 

disturbance. Temperature and light set were kept constant for all participants. Finally, 

a last appointment was dedicated to a full comprehensive neuropsychological 

assessment.   

B. Participants 

Twenty-five pwMS and 25 HC were recruited for this study. Patients were recruited at 

the specialized outpatient clinic for MS of the university hospital of Liège and presented 

either a RRMS or CIS course of the disease, according to the 2017 McDonald criteria 

(Thompson et al., 2018). HC were recruited to match each volunteer in the pwMS group 

on age, gender and years of education. Inclusion criteria for pwMS were an absence of 

relapse in the last 6 months, disease duration below or equal to 5 years and a score at 

the EDSS (Kurtzke, 1983) under 4. Exclusion criteria for both groups comprised the 

existence of other neurological or psychiatric diseases, a history of mild or severe 

traumatic brain injury, the use of medication affecting fatigue state and/or alertness8, 

substance abuse, color blindness, native language other than French and age above 45 

years old. In the pwMS group, six participants dropped out of the study due to the 

COVDI-19 pandemic (n=4) or personal reasons and disease management (n=2). In the 

HC group, three participants were excluded from the study for not meeting inclusion 

criteria or not following study protocol (one participant showed white matter hyper-

intensities in T2 FLAIR image, one participant experienced minor head injury with 

concussion between two sessions and one participant could not observe the 

recommendation for interruption of stimulants prior to the study due to a high 

consumption of energy drinks). Additionally, three participants in the HC group 

dropped out from the study due to personal reasons or high anxiety triggered by the 

                                                           

8 The following medications were considered as an exclusion criteria if they were not stopped 
at least 5 half-life prior participation to the study: benzodiazepine, neuroleptic, tricyclic 
antidepressant, beta blocker, anticholinergic and antiepileptic drugs. 
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MRI environment. Consequently, 19 pwMS and 19 matched HC participated to the full 

protocol. 

Regarding fMRI data, one participant in the pwMS group felt asleep during the N-

Back task and was therefore excluded from fMRI analysis. Data from four participants 

(2 pwMS, 2 HC) were also removed from task fMRI analysis due to poor quality of 

images acquired.  

C. Material and Design 

Questionnaires 

Participants were asked to fill in several questionnaires assessing depression (Beck 

Depression Inventory: BDI-II; Beck, Ward, Mendelson, Mock, & Erbaugh, 1961), anxiety 

(State-Trait anxiety inventory: STAI; Spielberger, Gorsuch, Ushene, Vagg, & Jacobs, 

1983), sleep quality (Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index: PSQI; Buysse, Reynolds, Monk, 

Berman, & Kupfer, 1998), daytime sleepiness (Epworth Sleepiness Scale: ESS; Johns, 

1991), fatigue (Fatigue Scale for Motor and Cognitive Function: FSMC; Penner et al., 

2009 - Fatigue Severity Scale: FSS; Krupp, LaRocca, Muir-Nash, & Steinberg, 1989 - 

Brugmann Fatigue Scale: BFS; Mairesse et al., 2019) as well as personality traits (NEO-

Five Factor Inventory: NEO-FFI; Costa & McCrae, 1992). 

The Beck Depression Inventory (Beck et al., 1961) is a 23-item Likert scale assessing 

the intensity of depressive symptoms and attitudes during the two preceding weeks. 

Items score range from 0 to 3, and total score from 0 to 63. As recommended by the 

authors, a final score of 10 or above is usually indicative of a mild depression, score 

above 29 suggest severe depression. Yet, several cutoff values have been proposed over 

the years, with the optimal score depending on the population studied (Y. P. Wang & 

Gorenstein, 2013).  

The State-Trait anxiety inventory Y1 and Y2 (Spielberger et al., 1983) are two scales 

measuring anxiety. While the Y1 form assess state anxiety (current feeling, at the 

moment of assessment), the Y2 form refers to trait anxiety (anxiety in the everyday life, 

rather stable personality trait). Each scale is comprised of 20 items on a 4-point Likert 

scales, with a final score ranging from 20 to 80.  
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The Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (Buysse et al., 1998) is a 19-item questionnaire 

assessing subjective sleep quality over the previous month. Rating is performed across 

7 components which are clinically relevant (for example, sleep duration and sleep 

disorders).  The total score varies from 0 to 21, with a score above 5 suggestive of sleep 

disorder.  

The Epworth Sleepiness Scale (Johns, 1991) is an 8-item of 4-point Likert scale (each 

ranging from 0 to 3) assessing the propensity of falling asleep during daily activities 

(while watching TV for example). Final score ranges from 0 to 24 and values above 10 

are suggestive of excessive daytime sleepiness.  

The Fatigue Scale for Motor and Cognitive Function (Penner et al., 2009) is a 20-

item scale designed to assess fatigue symptom in MS population with a score ranging 

from 20 to 100. Each item reflects on daily-life situations associated with fatigue, with 

a 5-point Likert scale. Based on several fatigue questionnaires as well as on interviews 

conducted with neurologists, physiotherapists and pwMS, this scale is one of the most 

recommended tools to assess fatigue in MS (Elbers et al., 2012) and show a great 

reliability and validity (Penner et al., 2009). Two sub scores can be calculated from this 

questionnaire, in order to assess physical and cognitive fatigue. Several cutoff values are 

proposed for the total score as well as for sub-scales to detect normal, mild, moderate 

and severe fatigue.  

The Fatigue Severity Scale (Krupp et al., 1989) is a 9-item fatigue scale assessing 

fatigue severity during the preceding week. The global score corresponds to the mean 

score obtained at the 9 questions and varies between 1 and 7, with a high score 

suggesting severe fatigue. A global score of 4 or above is usually considered as indicative 

of severe fatigue symptoms.  

The Brugmann Fatigue Scale (Mairesse et al., 2019) is a scale measuring the 

propensity to rest during the day, in the same way as the ESS scale.  This scale assesses 

cognitive and physical fatigue by means of two scales of 4 items each, ranging from 0 

to 3. Total score for each sub-scale varies from 0 to 12. For each scale, a cutoff value of 

6 is recommended by the authors.  
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The NEO-Five Factor Inventory (P. T. Costa & McCrae, 1992) quantifies the five 

domains of personality (known as the “big five” in the field of psychology), namely: 

neuroticism, extraversion, openness, agreeableness and conscientiousness. This scale is 

comprised of 60 affirmations prompting an answer on a 5-point Likert scale ranging 

from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”.  

Assessment of Subjective State 

In order to assess the evolution of subjective states during our protocol, a sleepiness 

scale (Karolinska Sleepiness Scale: KSS; Åkerstedt & Gillberg, 1990) and several Visual 

Analog Scales (VAS; Lee, Hicks, & Nino-Murcia, 1991) were administered at several time 

points (see below and Figure 12). The KSS Likert scale ranged from 1 (very alert) to 9 

(very sleepy) and the VAS scales comprised assessment of seven states on a scale from 

0 to 100 (Motivation, Happiness, Fatigue, Openness, Stress, Anxiety, Effort).   

Stroop Task – Effects of Task Duration on CF 

In order to assess the effect of a long-lasting cognitive task on CF, we administered a 

computerized modified version of the Stroop task (Stroop, 1935) during 96 minutes 

(Session 2). Stimuli were displayed on a computer screen (the words “BLUE”, “RED”, 

“YELLOW” or “GREEN”, or the symbol “XXXX”), with the color font varying in one of 

the following: blue, red, yellow or green. In this task, participants were instructed to 

determine the color of the font of each stimulus by pressing one of the four keyboard 

keys identified by white stickers. This task comprised three kinds of items: Congruent 

items (C), in which the color of the font matched the word displayed (for instance, the 

word “BLUE” written in blue); Incongruent items (I), in which the color and the word 

differed (“BLUE” written in red), and Neutral items (N) corresponding to the “XXXX” 

symbol printed in one of the four colors. Every second item, a neutral item was 

presented. When following an incongruent item, neutral items were considered as 

“Buffer Neutrals” and were excluded from analysis in order to avoid negative priming 

effect (i.e. a delay in answer due to the previous incongruent item). Stimuli were 

presented one by one, every 3000ms. As soon as participants gave an answer, the 

stimulus was replaced by a fixation cross lasting until the 3000ms trial duration was 

elapsed, with a maximum presentation duration of 2500ms. In this procedure, the same 

number of items was presented to each participant. Task duration was determined 
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according to previous work from Gilsoul & Collette (2018) using the same protocol in 

healthy adults. In their study, performance decrement (increase in reaction time) due 

to cognitive fatigue was observed after 80 minutes of performing the task for young 

adults and 60 minutes for middle-aged participants. Subjective state (KSS and VAS) 

were assessed at the beginning of the task and every 32 minutes until the end.  

Time Load Dual Back – Effects of Cognitive Load on CF 

The TLDB (Borragán et al., 2016, Figure 13) is a computerized dual task during which 

letters and digits are presented alternatively on a computer screen, combining a 

number parity judgment task and a classical N-Back working memory task. For each 

digit, participants were instructed to determine if it was either odd or even by pressing 

the appropriate key from the numeric pad (2 = even; 3 = odd). For each letter, 

participants had to detect when the letter presented was the same as the previous one 

(the letter presented before the digit) by pressing the space bar.  

By adjusting the time available to process stimuli (i.e. the Stimulus Time Duration, 

STD), cognitive load induced during the task can be manipulated, while maintaining 

the same task complexity. Practically, individual STD was recorded during calibration9, 

corresponding to the shortest STD at which participant’s performance remained above 

85%. This STD thus corresponds to the maximal load level for each participant 

(Borragán et al., 2017, 2016) and was used during the High Cognitive Load condition of 

the task (HCL). In the Low Cognitive Load condition (LCL), the STD was 50% slower 

(STD + ½ STD). Consequently, the pace of the task was tailored for each participant, 

thus inducing the same level of cognitive load for every subject.  

                                                           

9 Individual STD were recorded prior to each experimental session (HCL and LCL) to take 

into account daily variation in vigilance and fatigue state. In its original version, the calibration 
of the task can last about 15 minutes if final STD is very short (every 60 trials, if performance 
remained above 85%, STD is reduced by 100ms starting from 1700ms). This is problematic since 
fatigue might be already induced during a long calibration (even though breaks were provided 
regularly). To avoid this problem, a calibration of the task was performed on Session 1 to get a 
first individual measure. 300ms were added to the STD measured on Session 1, and the result 
obtained was used in further calibration as a reference starting point (instead of the 1700ms 
starting point). 
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In this study we used an extended version of the TLDB which lasts 16 minutes in its 

original version (Borragán et al., 2016). Results from a previous study in a MS suggest 

that cognitive fatigue starts to arise at the end of the original task (Borragán et al., 2018). 

In the present study we therefore decided to double task length in order to investigate 

the effects of a more prolonged cognitive effort. Consequently, participants performed 

the TLDB task for 32 min.  

Eye metrics 

During the TLDB task (Sessions 3 & 4), eyelids gap and pupil size of the right eye were 

recorded by a portable device: the Drowsimeter R100 from Phasya© (Phasya s.a., 

Belgium https://www.phasya.com/en/drowsimeter-r100). By using images recorded 

with a camera positioned on glasses, this device provides objective measures of eye 

metrics (in pixels) at a frequency of 120 Hz. Corrective lenses were available and could 

be integrated to the device for participants wearing glasses.  
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N-Back Task - fMRI 

On sessions 3 & 4, participants underwent an fMRI session following fatigue induction 

(Figure 13). The task used to assess the effects of cognitive fatigue on cognition and 

associated functional brain activity was a computerized N-Back task (Kirchner, 1958) 

with three levels of difficulty (1 to 3-Back). During the N-Back task, participants are 

presented letters (consonants of high and low frequencies in French language) and had 

to detect if the current letter matched the one presented N-position(s) before. Namely, 

if the letter is the same as the last one (1-Back), the second last one (2-Back), or the 

third last one (3-Back). For each letter, participants had to provide an answer by 

pressing the appropriate response button (Left = “Yes, it is the same letter”; Right = “No, 

it is not the same”). The task was composed of 18 successive blocks of 16 stimuli, with 6 

blocks per difficulty. The order of the 18 blocks was pseudorandomized. Among the 16 

letters presented, 5 trials corresponded to a target trial, during which the “Yes” answer 

was expected, and the first one-to-three letters were considered as “buffer” trials, during 

which no answer was expected (1 buffer at the beginning of “1-Back” blocks, 2 for the 

“2-Back”, and 3 buffers for the “3-Back”). Stimuli were displayed in large white font on 

a black background. Each block started with instructions displayed during 5000ms on 

the screen regarding the upcoming block difficulty (1-Back, 2-Back or 3-Back) and a 

reminder of the corresponding response button.  In each block, letters were presented 

with a time presentation interval of 1700ms followed by an inter-stimulus fixation cross 

of 500ms. At the end of the block, a fixation cross of 12000ms was displayed before the 

beginning of the next block. The total task duration was of approximately 15 minutes. 

The task was displayed on a screen visible to participants through a mirror attached to 

the head coil. After the experimenter explained the task to the participant, a training 

session outside of the scanner was performed, and repeated until the participant felt 

comfortable with the task. A last training session was performed inside the scanner to 

ensure participants were able to use the MRI keypads correctly.   

Resting State - fMRI 

A resting state acquisition of 7 minutes was performed on session 3 & 4 following the 

N-Back task. Participants were asked to keep their eyes open and stare at a withe 

fixation cross displayed on a black background. Live video of the eyes enabled the 
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experimenter to ensure that the participant was not sleeping. This method was chosen 

instead to eye-closed resting state acquisition since fatigue induced during the protocol 

increased the risk of participants falling asleep.  

MRI Data Acquisition and Sequences 

All MRI data were acquired on a 3T scanner (Magnetom PRISMA, Siemens Medical 

Solution, Erlangen, Germany) with a 64-channel head coil.  

In order to extract structural and quantitative maps of T1, T2*, proton density (PD) 

and magnetization transfer (MT) at 1 mm resolution, a multi-parameter protocol based 

on a 3D multi-echo fast low angle shot (FLASH) sequence was performed during 

Session 2 (N. Weiskopf & Helms, 2008). Three co-localised 3D multi-echo FLASH data 

sets were acquired with predominantly proton density weighting (PDw: Repetition 

Time: TR =24.5 ms, Flip Angle: FA = 6°), T1 weighting (T1w: 24.5 ms/21°), and MT 

weighting (MTw: 24.5 ms/6°; excitation preceded by an off-resonance Gaussian MT 

pulse of 4 ms duration, 220° nominal FA, 2 kHz frequency offset) in a total acquisition 

time of approximately 19 min. 

During Sessions 3 & 4,  T2*-weighted functional images were acquired with the 

multi-band gradient-echo echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (CMRR, University of 

Minnesota) using axial slice orientation and covering the whole brain/most of the brain 

(36 slices, multiband factor = 2, Field of View: FoV = 216x216 mm², voxel size 3x3x3 

mm³, 25% interslice gap, matrix size 72x72x36, TR = 1170 ms, Echo Time: TE = 30 ms, 

FA = 90). The three initial volumes were discarded to avoid T1 saturation effects. 

Additional identical multiband-EPI volumes were performed before the main fMRI 

time series with identical orientation but opposite phase encoding direction to derive 

deformation maps to be applied to the whole fMRI series for distortion correction. 

Respiration and pulse signals were recorded during fMRI time series in order to derive 

physiological regressors and correct for physiological noise in the BOLD signal. The 

same settings were used for resting state fMRI. 

For anatomical reference, a high-resolution T1-weighted image was acquired for 

each subject (Session 4, T1-weighted 3D magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo 

(MPRAGE) sequence, TR = 1900 ms, TE = 2.19 ms, inversion time (TI) = 900 ms, FoV = 
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256x240 mm², matrix size = 256x240x224, voxel size = 1x1x1 mm³, acceleration factor 

in phase-encoding direction R=2). An additional T2 FLAIR sequence was acquired and 

used for lesion segmentation (Session 4, TR = 5000 ms, TE = 5.16 ms, inversion time 

(TI) = 1800 ms, FoV = 256x240 mm², matrix size = 256x240x224, voxel size = 1x1x1 mm³, 

acceleration factor in phase-encoding direction R=2). 

Finally, diffusion-weighted (DW) data were acquired (Session 3, following fMRI 

acquisitions) using a multiband SE-EPI sequence (Center for Magnetic Resonance 

Research (CMRR), University of Minnesota), with 2mm isotropic spatial resolution. 

Acquisition parameters include: TR = 4070 ms, TE = 70.20 ms, 70 transverse slices, 

slice thickness = 2 mm and slice acceleration factor = 2, in-plane resolution 2x2 mm² 

(FoV = 192x216 mm², matrix = 96x108) and acceleration factor 2, bandwidth per pixel = 

2264 Hz/Px. The multi-shell diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) scheme included 118 

volumes. The first volume was discarded to avoid T1 saturation effect. The remaining 

117 volumes correspond to a total of 105 DW images interleaved with 12 b=0 images. 

The set of diffusion directions was created using electrostatic repulsion (Slater et al., 

2019) is defined over three shells (b = 650, 1000 & 2000). Susceptibility-induced and 

eddy current-induced distortions, as well as movements, were estimated and corrected 

using topup (Andersson, Skare, & Ashburner, 2003) and eddy (Andersson & 

Sotiropoulos, 2016) in FSL 5.0.9. The estimation of susceptibility-induced distortions 

relied on the acquisition of 5 additional b=0 volumes with the same acquisition 

parameters as above, but inverted phase encoding direction (Andersson et al., 2003). 

Images quality was systematically controlled during the scanning session in order 

to re-run a sequence (if applicable) in case of poor quality. Moreover, FLAIR images of 

participants in the HC group were examined by a neurologist in order to detect any 

neurological anomaly incompatible with participation to this study. 

MRI Data Management 

MRI data were organized according to the Brain Imaging Data Structure format 

(Gorgolewski et al., 2016, BIDS version 1.2, https://bids.neuroimaging.io/) using the 

BIDSme tool  developed in our lab by Nikita Beliy (version 1.3.5r5):     

https://gitlab.uliege.be/CyclotronResearchCentre/Public/bidstools/bidsme.  
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Preprocessing of all images was carried out using SPM12 (Statistical Parametric 

Mapping, Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, 

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm).  

Neuropsychological Assessment 

The last session was dedicated to neuropsychological assessment performed by a 

trained neuropsychologist (Figure 14). Session started and ended by an assessment of 

subjective state with the KSS and several VAS. The flexibility test from the Test of 

Attentional Performance (TAP, version 2.3, Zimmermann & Fimm, 2010) was also 

administered twice in order to explore the effects of fatigue state induced by 

neuropsychological assessment on reaction times and number of errors. Composition 

of the full assessment was carefully designed in order to reflect on cognitive domains 

that are frequently impaired in MS, namely memory, attention executive functioning, 

working memory and visual processing (Chiaravalloti & DeLuca, 2008). 

Flexibility from the TAP: This computerized test evaluates set shifting abilities 

(Zimmermann & Fimm, 2010). In the version administered in this study, subjects were 

prompted with letters and digits, presented on the right and the left side of the screen 

simultaneously. For each trial, participants had to detect as quickly as possible the side 

where the letter was presented by pressing the right or the left key, accordingly.  

California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT): The CVLT (Deweer, Poitrenaud, 

Kalafat, & Van Der Linden, 2008) is a verbal memory test during which subjects are 

first prompted with a grocery shopping list of 16 items read aloud by the experimenter 

(List A). Participants are told to memorize the list and retrieve as many items as 

possible, in any order. The list is presented 5 successive times in the same order and 

comprises items belonging to 4 categories (tools, clothing, herbs & spices, fruits). 

Following the 5 learning trials, an interfering list is presented to the subject (List B) of 

16 new items from 4 categories (kitchen utensils, fish, herbs & spices, fruits).  After 

retrieval of the List B, subjects are asked about the List A again, without any recall of 

the list from experimenter (short delay free recall). A cued recall is then performed, 

with the experimenter asking the subject to recall the items belonging to each category. 

Long delay free and cued recalls are achieved after 20 minutes. Finally, a recognition 

task is performed. Subjects have to detect which items read by the experimenter belong 

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
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to List A in a list of 44 items comprising different kinds of distractors among the 16 

targets.   

D2 Test of Attention: The D2 (Brickenkamp & Zillmer, 1998) is a test of selective 

attention during which subjects are asked to cross target items as fast as possible. 

Targets are the letter “d” in lower case and surrounded by 2 dots and are presented 

among distractors such as the letter “p” or letter “d” with 1 or 3 dots. Participants have 

to complete each line of the paper sheet from left to right and are asked to go to the 

next line every 20 seconds, with 14 lines completed in total.  

Alertness form the TAP: In this computerized task, subjects had to respond as 

quickly as possible to a fixation cross appearing at the center of the screen by pressing 

a key. The cross was always presented at the same location but with varying delay. The 

task is administered in two conditions: with or without preceding auditory stimulus to 

warn the upcoming appearance of the cross. Four sessions are administered following 

an ABBA experimental design and starting with the “without warning stimulation” 

condition.  

Brief Visuospatial Memory Test – Revised (BVMT-R): The BVMT-R (R. H. B. 

Benedict, Groninger, Schretlen, Dobraski, & Shpritz, 1996) is a visual memory test 

during which the experimenter shows a stimuli page with 6 geometric figures for 10 

seconds. The subject is asked to draw from recall the different figures as accurately as 

possible and in their right position. Three learning recall are performed, along with a 

25-minutes delayed recall.  

Digit Span from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale – III (WAIS-III): In the 

digit span test from the WAIS-III (Wechsler, 2000), subjects have to repeat series of 

digits read aloud by the experimenter. The series increase in length every two trials and 

the test is stopped after two consecutive errors at trials of same length. The task is 

administered in two retrieval conditions forward (subjects have to repeat digits in the 

order they have been provided) and backward (subjects have to repeat digits starting 

from the last one and finishing with the first one provided).   

Verbal Fluency: In the present version of the verbal fluency test (Université de 

Liège, 2017), subjects had to provide as many words as possible within 2 minutes 
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avoiding words from the same family and proper names. This was done in two 

conditions: words starting with the letter “P” (phonemic fluency) and names of animals 

(semantic fluency). Number of words provided after 15 second, 1 minute and 2 minutes 

were recorded.  

Random Number Generation (RNG): Subjects were asked to provide a random 

series of 100 digits between 1 and 9, as if they were rolling a nine-sided dice. Participants 

had to provide a digit every second and were helped by a metronome set at 60 bpm. 

Answers were analyzed using the RGcalc software (Towse & Neil, 1998).  

Sustained attention from the Batterie d’Attention William Lennox (BAWL): 

The sustained attention task from the BAWL (Leclercq, 2007) follows a Go-no-Go 

protocol. Subjects had to react to letters of variable size presented on the screen by 

pressing a key, while inhibiting responding to the digit “3” when it appeared. 

Participants were frequently prompted by letter items, while the appearance of the “3” 

item was very rare.  

Double Binary RT from the BAWL: In the first step of this task, participant had 

to react to two target items (red cross and blue circle) and inhibit answer to 2 distractor 

items (blue cross and red circle) in a series of 32 items. Then, the task was repeated 

while the participant had to repeat series of digits read aloud by the experimenter (dual-

task). Finally, the same amount of digit series was administered again for comparison 

(simple-task).  

Symbol Digit Modalities Test (SDMT): The SDMT (Smith, 1982) is a substitution 

task during which participants have to provide digits corresponding to symbols 

according to a reference key. Subjects have to provide as many digits as possible within 

90 seconds and are required to process each item from left to right. In this study, the 

written mode was administered, though an oral version also exists.  

Judgment of Line Orientation (JLO): The JLO (Benton, 1978) is a visual 

perception test. Subjects are asked to match two lines of different orientations with a 

reference panel composed of 11 lines of orientations ranging from 0 to 180 degrees. The 

version administered was comprised of 5 practice items and 30 trials of 2 lines. 
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Figure 14. Timeline of the neuropsychological assessment (Session 5) 
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The purpose of this thesis was the exploration of cognitive fatigue in the early stages of 

MS. This was achieved using several methods, including the examination of the effects 

of time on task and/or a probe task on subjective states, cognitive performance, eye-

metrics and brain activity (assessed with fMRI). Trait fatigue, which reflects the 

persistence of fatigue in everyday life, was also studied through cognition and brain 

measures (at the functional and microstructure levels).  

In this Discussion, the results which we have obtained thanks to six studies will be 

brought together and we will address our initial research questions: 

- Is there a link between fatigue and cognition in MS? 

- What are the effects of long-lasting procedures and cognitive load on cognitive 

fatigue? Which procedure triggers fatigue the most?   

- Can eye metrics provide an objective measure of fatigue state? 

- What are the cerebral substrates of cognitive fatigue in the early stages of the 

disease?  

In this section, we will also clarify the current limitations of this thesis and we will 

make proposals for further investigations, which could complete and expand our 

findings. We will start by addressing the limit due to sample size and extensive 

statistical testing of a same population. Indeed, this limit applies to the present work as 

a whole and have to be kept in mind when interpreting our results. 

 

I. Sample Size and Multiple Testing 

Due to our strict inclusion criteria, the sample studied in this thesis is, indeed, quite 

small. Since the primary aim of this work was to focus on the very early stages of the 

disease, recruiting newly diagnosed patients was needed, but finding participants with 

enough resilience to volunteer was challenging. Moreover, the administered protocol 

was dense and the statistical analyses were performed on the same sample for studies 

2 to 6. Choosing between (i) administering an extensive protocol in a single sample of 

participants and (ii) recruiting a new sample for each study is a methodological 

question that raised many concerns when developing our research project. Due to the 
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lack of data in the literature in our research field, the first option was preferred in order 

to fully characterize fatigue in our volunteers and be able to easily and reliably confront 

findings from each study. Hence, the objective of this thesis was greatly exploratory and 

further work would be needed to confirm some of our results. 

Given our sample size, our statistical power was small, and several effects might 

not have been detected if not strong. Whenever possible, Bayesian inference, rather 

than frequentist analysis, was preferred in our statistical design to mitigate this issue. 

One of the great advantages of Bayesian statistical inference is that the Bayes Factor 

(BF) computed provides the grade of evidence not only for an effect, but also for an 

absence of effect. This is particularly relevant in studies with low statistical power, 

because it clearly indicates whether an absence of effect is due to the sample studied 

(i.e. with an inconclusive result) or if the effect is not present at all (Keysers et al., 2020). 

Consequently, Bayesian statistics are particularly appropriate to small sample sizes (van 

de Schoot, Winter, Ryan, Zondervan-Zwijnenburg, & Depaoli, 2017). With regard to 

this thesis, several effects studied yield inconclusive results, especially group effects. 

This is unfortunate, as it limits our interpretations, but it provides valuable information 

for further studies that might be interested in similar research questions. Hence, a BF10 

of 2.5 is much more informative and easily interpretable than p > .05 (Jarosz & Wiley, 

2014). Of course, information about effect size and its confidence interval in frequentist 

analyses are also useful to determine the reason behind a negative result (Nakagawa & 

Cuthill, 2007), but BF factor is more straightforward by providing the grade of evidence 

supporting a hypothesis according to the data studied (Dienes, 2014).  

If a limited sample size can lead to false negative, multiple testing can in turn 

provide false positive results. Again, Bayesian inference is useful here, as it does not 

require correction for multiple comparisons when different hypotheses are tested 

(Ryan, Brock, Gates, & Slade, 2020; Sjölander & Vansteelandt, 2019). Indeed, the 

concept of Type I error does not make much sense in Bayesian theory, because this 

statistical method provides an estimation for both hypotheses and it does not depend 

on a hypothetical Gaussian distribution. Nevertheless, it seems probable that repeated 

testing may randomly lead to false positive. Concerning that matter, it has been 
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suggested that Bayesian statistics are more robust than classical frequentist analyses 

when it comes to false-positive rate (Kelter, 2021). 

Yet, the extensive protocol used in our sample comes with an important limitation. 

The similarity of effects observed across studies could, in fact, be inherent to the unicity 

of the sample used. For instance, the observation that early pwMS did not display 

increased sensitivity to fatigue compared to control in several of our studies can be due 

to idiosyncratic characteristics of our set of volunteers. Consequently, we cannot 

conclude with enough confidence that patients in the early stages of the disease do not 

show fatigue susceptibility despite our consistent observations across studies. These 

findings could simply relate to the fact that our specific small sample of patients was 

not particularly sensitive to fatigue and the reproducibility of our results should be 

verified.  

Overall, we acknowledge that the results provided by this work should be taken with 

caution. Nevertheless, they provide a unique broad picture of cognitive fatigue in early 

MS.  

 

II. Fatigue and Cognition: Two Closely Related Symptoms of Multiple Sclerosis 

The first two studies aimed at exploring the link between CF and cognition in two 

samples of pwMS with different disease duration. In Study 1, we found that in pwMS, 

trait CF is linked to executive function and processing speed, while trait physical fatigue 

is associated to working memory. In healthy subjects, only an association between 

executive functioning and depression was observed. In Study 2, we found additional 

support suggesting that cognitive deficits are frequent in the early stages of the disease 

and that they might also be subtle. We did not find evidence for an association between 

cognition and fatigue except for visual memory performance, which was negatively 

correlated to subjective fatigue induced by neuropsychological assessment. However, 

several tests yield inconclusive results, including tests that are frequently used in 

neuropsychological assessment in the context of MS.  
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A. About the Nature of the Link between Fatigue and Cognition 

Together, these studies (and more particularly Study 1) provide additional support for 

an association between fatigue and cognition in MS (Andreasen et al., 2019; Heesen et 

al., 2010). Importantly, our results were obtained after controlling for several 

confounding factors, namely age, sex, education, depression, anxiety and disability 

level. But what can be said about the directionality of the link observed? Does fatigue 

prevent pwMS to perform at their best during cognitive assessment? Do cognitive 

deficits trigger fatigue symptom, for instance throughout maladaptive compensatory 

mechanisms? Alternatively, is there another confounding factor that independently 

contributes to both cognitive impairment and fatigue sensation? Unfortunately, our 

methodology does not allow to answer those questions. However, these hypotheses are 

not mutually exclusive and all could very likely be true to some extent. Since state 

fatigue can have a deleterious impact on cognitive performance (for instance during 

prolonged cognitive tasks as in Sandry, Genova, Dobryakova, DeLuca, & Wylie, 2014), 

it is reasonable to speculate that trait fatigue alters cognition as well. In turn, the effects 

of cognitive deficits on fatigue sensation have also been proposed. Namely, it has been 

suggested that fatigue arises from cognitive impairments as a consequence of an extra-

effort provided to accomplish a cognitive task (DeLuca et al., 2008). Accordingly, 

Borragán and colleagues (2018) suggested that, when cognitive load is adjusted to 

cognitive deficits, pwMS may not exhibit an increased fatigue susceptibility compared 

to healthy subjects. Surprisingly, the rare longitudinal studies assessing cognitive 

deficits and fatigue in MS suggest that the two symptoms are independent. In a study 

from Hildebrandt and Eling (2014), cognitive scores at an extensive neuropsychological 

battery did not predict trait fatigue evolution at one year in pwMS. Similarly, baseline 

fatigue did not significantly predict cognition in a study from Morrow and colleagues 

(2009). These are the only two studies, which specifically explored the directionality of 

the fatigue/cognition association, and both assessed fatigue by means of the FSS which 

is a scale for global fatigue severity. However, in a study from McNicholas and 

colleagues (2021), treating pwMS for obstructive sleep apnea was effective in reducing 

fatigue and improving verbal memory performance, suggesting that alleviating trait 

fatigue was beneficial to cognitive performance and that the two constructs are, indeed, 

related. Consequently, more longitudinal studies are needed to better specify the 
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interaction of these symptoms, especially studies specifically assessing cognitive and 

not global fatigue, as we found that fatigue relates differently to cognition depending 

on its modality.  

Alternatively, the association observed between cognitive deficits and fatigue in cross-

sectional studies could be due to a common underlying mechanism. If we control for 

several confounding variables in our studies, other factors might partly explain our 

observations, especially cerebral alterations. Indeed, both cognitive deficits and CF are 

linked to structural and functional alterations within the CNS (see for instance ARM, 

Ribbons, Lechner-Scott, & Ramadan, 2019; Bonnet et al., 2010; Calabrese et al., 2012). 

In study 5, we found that fatigue in early MS is linked to specific patterns of brain 

activity, yet group effects on cognitive performances were mainly inconclusive. 

However, previous works did evidence fatigue-related brain activity in association with 

lower performance in pwMS (see for example DeLuca et al., 2008). In Study 6, the 

association between cognition and integrity of normal appearing brain tissues were not 

investigated, but we found that fatigue is associated to white matter alterations. 

Numerous studies demonstrated that cognitively impaired patients show 

microstructural alterations within the global white matter (A. Pokryszko-Dragan et al., 

2018; Yu et al., 2012) and in specific tracts (including posterior thalamic radiation and 

corpus callosum) which were found to relate to fatigue by others (ARM et al., 2019; 

Bonnier et al., 2014). In a longitudinal study from Fleischer and colleagues (2020), 

increased effective connectivity between frontal areas and the cerebellum was 

predictive for lesser fatigue level in patients, suggesting that brain plasticity and 

functional reserve protects again fatigue. Unfortunately, no cognitive variable was 

included in the analyses.  

In conclusion, all these hypotheses found support to some extent, but further 

studies are needed to better characterize the association between cognition and fatigue. 

More precisely, mediation studies could be very useful in this case. Modeling fatigue 

and cognition determinants in pwMS with its associated factors to determine their 

specific direct and indirect contributions could be of great interest. The models should 

include well-known causes for secondary fatigue, such as depression, anxiety, pain, and 

sleep disorders, as well as confounding demographic variables, and global measures of 
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brain integrity. For instance, median values of qMRI parameters associated to fatigue 

in Study 6 could be easily integrated in such model. Mediating models were already 

applied to the field of MS symptomatology. This kind of analysis was used to specify the 

determining factors of quality of life (Young et al., 2021) or to investigate the effects of 

sleep disorder, depression and disease severity on fatigue symptom (Lauren B. Strober 

& Arnett, 2005). Using this method to characterize the association between fatigue and 

cognition by including measures of cerebral integrity would be an exciting innovation. 

B. The Effect of Disease Duration 

While our results strongly suggest that fatigue relates to cognition in the latter stages 

of the disease (Study 1), we express reservations regarding early MS (Study2). As we 

hypothesized, fatigue in early pwMS was not a high predictor of cognitive performance, 

and this might be due to their ability to compensate from the deleterious impact of 

fatigue during cognitive assessment. Similar conclusions were drawn by Berard and 

colleagues (2018), in a study assessing the diagnosis sensitivity of the PASAT for CF in 

early pwMS. In this study, between-group differences were observed for fatigue, but 

only subtle and qualitative differences in cognitive scores were noted. Accordingly, they 

suggested that pwMS maintained performance throughout compensation and that CF 

might be a more sensitive measure of cognitive difficulties than performance per se, 

especially in the early stages of the disease (Berard et al., 2018). Yet, such brain 

compensatory mechanisms triggering fatigue in early MS have not been demonstrated 

so far.  

One of the aims of this work was to investigate if such compensatory mechanism 

could be observed. In Study 5, we have found specific patterns of fatigue-dependent 

brain activity in patients, while effect of task’s difficulty on performance was similar to 

controls. This provides preliminary evidences for a compensatory mechanism in early 

pwMS. However, since our control task also induced fatigue state, the effects of fatigue 

induction could not be explored. Replicating the present study with a more appropriate 

control task (i.e. session of rest, watching videos…) instead of the Low Cognitive Load 

condition of the TLDB task would be interesting. By doing so, we could determine if 

trait fatigue has a differentiated effect on cerebral substrates depending on fatigue state 

(i.e. following fatigue induction vs rest). Additionally, with such design, it would be 
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interesting to examine the effects of disease duration. For instance, we could apply this 

protocol in three different groups of patients: early pwMS with fatigue complaint, early 

pwMS without fatigue complaint and late pwMS with fatigue complaint. By doing so, 

we could verify whether early pwMS with fatigue have a similar cognitive performance 

compared to non-fatigued patients, while exhibiting different patterns of brain activity 

in relation to state and trait fatigue. This would suggest an effective, but costly, 

cognitive compensation. In turn, comparing early and late patients with a fatigue 

complaint would provide a better understanding of the effects of disease duration on 

the association between fatigue and cognition. In particular, we might observe that late 

pwMS are not able to compensate from the disease (i.e. cerebral alterations, but maybe 

also fatigue symptom) and display a decreased performance compared to early pwMS. 

Confronting cerebral activity in both groups of fatigued patients and non-fatigue early 

patients would also provide further information about the cerebral substrates of MS-

fatigue. This point will be discussed in the section V.  

C. Fatigue, Cognition & Neuropsychological Assessment 

Several recommendations for cognitive assessment can be derived from our results. 

Firstly, as fatigue can have an impact on cognitive scores (especially in the later stages 

of the disease), we recommend to systematically assess this symptom during 

neuropsychological assessment, preferably with validated trait fatigue scales (rather 

than VAS). Hence, in Study 1, trait fatigue was strongly associated to cognitive scores. 

As it seems that fatigue has a differentiated impact on cognition depending on its 

modality (see Study 1), it is relevant to assess both cognitive and physical fatigue using 

appropriate trait scales (e.g. the FSMC) in order to provide a fine-grained evaluation of 

fatigue complaint. Additionally, in Study 2, most correlations between cognitive scores 

and VAS measures of fatigue evolution have displayed evidence for an absence of effect. 

Taken together, results from Studies 1 & 2 suggest that fatigue elicited by cognitive 

assessment has less impact on cognition compared to trait fatigue. This strengthens our 

recommendation to favor trait scales. Yet further studies should appreciate if this 

observation remains accurate in the later stages of the disease, as patients may be more 

sensitive to fatigue induction.  
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One test, however, was significantly correlated to fatigue induced by assessment, 

from the early stages of the disease: The BVMT-R for visual memory. This result 

suggests that fatigue influences cognition in the very early stages of the disease (yet, 

probably to a lesser extent than later in the disease). What is more, it suggests that 

cognitive tests which are widely used for cognitive screening in this population might 

be sensitive to fatigue. As discussed in Study 2, further studies focusing on tests that 

are frequently employed (such as from the BICAMS) are greatly needed in order to 

clearly specify the extent to which fatigue alters neuropsychological performance, at 

different disease stages. Until then, we recommend clinicians to remain particularly 

cautious in the interpretation of cognitive profile in patients with a fatigue complaint.  

In conclusion, fatigue measures may provide valuable information in the 

interpretation of neuropsychological assessment, especially regarding scores at visual 

memory tests (Study 2), executive functioning, processing speed and working memory 

(Study 1).  

 

III. Duration vs Load: Which one matters the most?  

In Studies 3 & 4, fatigue was induced by means of different protocols. In the former, 

we were interested in observing the effect of cognitive load on subjective and objective 

fatigue. In the latter, we have examined the effects of a prolonged cognitive task. 

Additionally, the effect of tasks’ characteristics (i.e. cognitive load and duration) on 

subjective state was confronted in Study 4. This last analysis was performed in order to 

determine which frequently used CF induction protocol is more prone to be effective: 

a task of short duration but inducing a high cognitive demand, or a relatively less 

demanding and monotonous task of long duration. We hypothesized that the former 

would induce a higher fatigue sensation, as it requires more cognitive effort. 

Results from Study 3 show that, when cognitive load is individually adjusted for 

their cognitive abilities, newly diagnosed pwMS and HC behave similarly during fatigue 

induction. This was the case both in terms of performance decrement and of accrued 

fatigue sensation. Performance at the task was lower when cognitive load was high, and 

decreased with ToT, regardless of cognitive load and group.  In Study 4, early pwMS 
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showed decreased accuracy at the Stroop task compared to healthy subjects, which was 

suggestive of an alteration of cognitive control or attentional processes. Performance 

(accuracy and RTs) also decreased with ToT. The interaction between group and time 

on RTs showed evidence for an absence of effect (similar increase of RTs with ToT in 

both groups) but analysis on accuracy yield inconclusive results. As in Study 3, patients 

and HC exhibited a similar increase of subjective fatigue across the task. Concerning 

the effect of task’s characteristics, task of long duration seems to be more effective in 

inducing subjective fatigue in our sample. However, we suggested that this result might 

be driven by a confounding effect of motivation.    

A. Objective Performance Fatigability 

First, it is worth noting that performance decreased with ToT in every procedure. 

Regarding the TLDB, ToT had an effect on accuracy, but the interaction with cognitive 

load was inconclusive. Thus, in our study, whether a HCL exacerbates performance 

fatigability by comparison to a LCL condition is unclear. The effect of cognitive load 

was often suggested and was observed in some studies (Borragán et al., 2018, 2017; 

Guastello et al., 2012), but not other (Chatain et al., 2019). In a recent study from Luna 

and colleagues (2022), cognitive load modulated the effects of ToT on performance 

fatigability for accuracy but not reaction times. The authors suggested that cognitive 

load affects the executive (signal detection) but not the arousal (fast RTs without 

control) component of vigilance tasks. Variability in measures of performance for 

fatigability may at least partially explain the lack of consistency across studies, with 

such measures being more or less sensitive to fatigue induction (Walker, Berard, 

Berrigan, Rees, & Freedman, 2012). Hence, accuracy at the TLDB remained quite high 

during the task, and it is likely that the interaction effect between ToT and cognitive 

load did not yield significant results due to a poor sensitivity of our measure. Besides, 

we suggest that doubling task’s duration in Study 3 compared to its original version 

(Borragán et al., 2017) led to performance fatigability even if cognitive load was low, 

due to prolonged ToT. Consequently, we might have found an interaction with 

cognitive load if the task would have been shorter (as in Borragán et al., 2018, 2017), as 

using a longer task might have masked the effect of cognitive load on performance 

decrement. 
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Regarding group-related performance fatigability, we found evidence suggesting 

that pwMS do not exhibit an increased vulnerability to fatigue compared to controls, 

for all measures of the TLDB and for RTs during the Stroop. Effects on accuracy at the 

Stroop were inconclusive, thus we cannot exclude that early pwMS exhibit a subtle 

vulnerability to fatigue induction on this measure. Interestingly, this is also the only 

measure of performance that exhibited evidence for an effect of group in Studies 3 & 

4, with pwMS showing lower accuracy compared to HC. Consequently, we could 

hypothesize that pwMS display a steeper performance decrement compared to controls 

only in tasks where a cognitive deficit is observed. In other words, fatigue induction 

may exacerbate cognitive deficits in early pwMS, thus leading to increased performance 

fatigability, possibly due to the additional effort provided by patients to perform the 

task. This hypothesis is close to the one proposed by Borragán and colleagues (2018), 

according to which pwMS may not exhibit increased fatigability of performance when 

the task is adjusted to individual abilities. One possible way to test this hypothesis 

would be to use the TLDB in a different setting: administering the classical HCL 

condition with adjusted stimulus time presentation, and a modified version of the task 

with a fixed time constraint for every participant.  Alternatively, results from the 

classical TLDB could be compared to performance obtained at a task that is known to 

be altered in pwMS, as for example the PASAT administered for the same duration, 

which was previously shown to be a sensitive tool for cognitive fatigue in MS (Walker 

et al., 2012).  

To conclude on objective fatigability, both cognitive load and prolonged ToT lead 

to performance decrement. However, it is not clear whether early pwMS are more 

vulnerable to fatigue induction, and this might depend on the sensitivity of the 

measures used, the characteristics of the task, and patients’ cognitive abilities. More 

studies with stronger statistical power are needed.  

B. Subjective Feeling of Fatigue 

Concerning subjective state, pwMS and HC experienced a similar increase in fatigue 

sensation due to fatigue induction in both studies. This is quite an encouraging result, 

as it suggests that pwMS in the early stages of the disease do not exhibit a severe 

vulnerability to fatigue induction, even if the ongoing task is not adjusted for cognitive 
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deficits (Study 4). When exploring the task’s characteristics that are more likely to 

induce a high fatigue sensation, we observed that long-lasting protocols are very 

effective in inducing subjective fatigue, even if they are not time-constrained.  

On this topic, one important limitation must be addressed. In both studies, 

participants were not aware of task duration. However, as subjective states in Study 3 

were assessed only at the beginning and the end of the task, participants could guess 

that they fully completed the task at the moment of the last assessment. This was not 

the case in Study 4, as several assessments of subjective state were performed during 

the task, and participants could not be aware that the task was over when filling the last 

scales. If we believe that this design did not affect performance, it might have biased 

results obtained in subjective scales. Hence, it has been shown that reported fatigue is 

higher if the end of the task is unknown. When we have to keep aside competing goals 

for an unknown duration, theSir pressure may be reflected in the fatigue sensation 

(Katzir, Emanuel, & Liberman, 2020). Consequently, interpretation of results on 

behavioral scales from Studies 3 & 4 requires particular caution, and the higher fatigue 

level observed in Study 4 might relate to participants being not aware of the end point. 

This limitation could have been alleviated by applying a consistent methodology to 

assess subjective feelings across studies. Nevertheless, the present design was preferred 

in order to (i) avoid task interruption during the TLDB task due to subjective 

assessment, which may  lead to fatigue recovery10 and (ii) obtain a measure of subjective 

state following 32 minutes of Stroop (for comparison with the TLDB).  

This observation regarding reported fatigue at the end of a task relates to another 

aforementioned limit: The confounding effect of motivation loss. Hence, in our 

supplemental analyses, we found that motivation was drastically decreased at the end 

of the Stroop task. Again, this might be due to the unpredictable end of this task. Yet, 

as a similar decrease in motivation was observed following the 32-min Stroop and the 

                                                           

10 A recent study from our lab found that 5 minutes breaks provided every 40 minutes during 

a Stroop task alleviate the effects of ToT in RTs (Gilsoul et al., 2021). In our protocol, brief task 
interruptions (~1/2 minutes) could be considered as short breaks. Assessing fatigue following 
each block of the TLDB might have been problematic, as task would have been interrupted every 
10 minutes.   
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TLDB of same duration (but with acknowledged end), there might be more than just 

an effect of end expectancy. In Study 4, we interpreted this motivational drop as 

relating to the long duration of the task and its repetitive and monotonous nature. The 

relationships between lack of motivation and fatigue are discussed in the next section. 

C. Fatigue and Motivation 

Motivation is a core feature of fatigue and this notion is present in every model of 

cognitive fatigue described in this thesis (see Chapter III). Hence, in the Motivation 

Control Model of Hockey (2013), motivation to pursue the ongoing goal is a major 

determinant of effort regulation. In the Costs vs Benefits model of Boksem & Tops 

(2008), the balance between expected reward and aversive event determines fatigue 

state and it is clear that dopamine is highly involved in fatigue genesis (Dobryakova et 

al., 2015). Consequently, one could ask if there is such a thing as fatigue without 

motivation drop. Form a behavioral point of view, we could easily conceptualize the 

difference between not wanting to perform (lack of motivation) and not being able to 

perform (excessive effort, in relation to the energy depletion hypothesis of fatigue). But 

what does this mean from a subjective perspective? How can we differentiate subjective 

fatigue from subjective lack of motivation? Is fatigue just a matter of lack of reward? If 

it does, what can be said about trait fatigue? Is it a symptom of a general loss of 

motivation? Those questions are still under debate. If we keep on with Hockey’s 

definition of fatigue, all those propositions might be true. Hence, if we consider fatigue 

as an emotion, as a signal from the body to stop the ongoing task due to competing 

goals and effort provided, then, fatigue and low motivation might be indissociable. 

Several authors attempted to uncover this mystery of fatigue and motivation in 

healthy subjects. In a study from Hopstaken and colleagues (Hopstaken et al., 2015b), 

boosting motivation following fatigue induction was effective to completely restore 

performance and stimulus-evoked pupil dilation. Yet, subjective fatigue decreased but 

did not reach initial state (Hopstaken et al., 2015b). Similarly, Herlambang and 

colleagues (Herlambang et al., 2019) found that reward incentives favor performance 

maintenance, but does not prevent from increased fatigue sensation. Interestingly, 

performance recovery during fatigue state was proportionate to reward amount, with 

higher performance recovery when a higher reward could be obtained, but again, 
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reward was not linked to fatigue sensation (Gergelyfi, Jacob, Olivier, & Zénon, 2015). 

Moreover, in a study from Gergelyfi and colleagues (2021), adding a control group not 

subject to fatigue induction demonstrated that the effects of reward on performance 

did not depend on fatigue induction. Hence, reward will always boost performance, 

whatever the fatigue state. Additionally, they observed that fatigue state did not affect 

brain activity in the reward circuit, but in task-related activations and in the DMN 

(Gergelyfi et al., 2021). Taken together, these results strongly support that fatigue and 

motivational drop are two distinct but interacting phenomena. As proposed by Müller 

and Apps (2018); we suggest that when fatigue arises, motivation will decrease as a 

consequence of increased effort. Yet, restoration of motivation may not fully suppress 

the deleterious impacts of fatigue. Results of subjective scales are especially in favor of 

this hypothesis, as manipulation of motivation does not allow to decrease fatigue 

reports to its baseline measure (Hopstaken, 2015). Interestingly, subjective scales seem 

to capture something, which escapes from objective measures of performance 

fatigability, because pserformance seems more sensitive to motivation fluctuations.  

Coming back to MS, only a few studies have investigated the effects of motivation 

on fatigue. In a study from Pardini and colleagues, fatigued RRMS patients displayed 

lower reward responsiveness (as measured by a scale assessing reward activation) in 

comparison to non-fatigued pwMS (Pardini et al., 2013). Dobryakova and colleagues 

(2018) found that subjective fatigue is lower when a reward could be obtained during a 

fatigue induction protocol, both in pwMS and in HC. However, and in accordance with 

Pardini et al. (2013), trait fatigue was negatively correlated to motivational tendencies, 

also in both groups. As pwMS demonstrated significantly higher trait fatigue in 

comparison to controls, the authors suggest that pwMS might be less sensitive to 

reward. In healthy subjects, it has been show that dopamine is linked to reward-related 

effort, as levodopa intake leads to stronger grasping force than placebo when a reward 

can be obtained, suggesting that dopamine modulates perception of reward value 

(Zénon, Devesse, & Olivier, 2016). Hence, it would be interesting to investigate if 

decreased reward responsiveness could partly explain fatigue vulnerability in pwMS 

(both in terms of performance decrement and subjective state), due to an alteration of 

the reward network and a dopamine imbalance (Dobryakova et al., 2015). For instance, 
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we could develop a PET study to explore if dopamine pre-synaptic synthesis (with 

FDOPA or FMT) or D2 receptors (with D2 binding tracers) are reduced in fatigued 

patients compared to non-fatigued pwMS and healthy controls, which could suggest a 

decreased sensitivity to reward (Hatano, Ishiwata, & Elsinga, 2006). Many PET studies 

assessing the effects of dopamine metabolism on motivation were conducted in the 

field of Parkinson’s disease, substance abuse and eating disorders, but this method has 

not been applied to Multiple Sclerosis so far (Hommer, Bjork, & Gilman, 2011; Val-

Laillet et al., 2015; Volkow, Fowler, & Wang, 1999). Additionally, we could conduct an 

fMRI study in a similar sample to explore the effects of fatigue induction with 

manipulation of reward incentives. Rewards with different salience levels (e.g. low, 

medium and low) during a cognitive task in a block design could be administered in 

order to observe if pwMS need a larger reward to obtain a similar brain activity and 

behavioral reward responsiveness to HC. 

To conclude this section, we cannot state with confidence that task’s length is more 

relevant than cognitive load in fatigue induction protocols. Both methods led to 

performance decrement and subjective state of fatigue, and both groups mostly 

displayed a similar sensitivity to fatigue induction. Motivation is a major cofound of 

cognitive fatigue and more attention should be allocated to this psychological state.  

 

IV. Seeking a Sensitive and Objective Measure of Cognitive Fatigue in MS 

Clearly, subjective scales for state fatigue imply serval limits. Firstly, they are unspecific 

and can reflect (or be “contaminated” by) other psychological states, such as 

motivation, sleepiness and depression. Secondly, as they are subjective by nature, we 

observe a high variability across subjects regarding fatigue reports. This type of 

measures is essential, because fatigue is a subjective symptom. Yet, to obtain reliable 

observations in fatigue studies, an objective tool to assess this symptom is required. 

Unfortunately, performance decrement is not always sensitive to fatigue induction and 

does not correlate well with subjective state. This is why, in Study 3, we have 

investigated the objectivity and sensitivity of eye-metrics for MS-fatigue measurements.   
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Several eye-metrics were examined in Study 3: Pupil size, pupil response speed and 

frequency of long blinks (> 300 ms). Pupil diameter was larger in condition of high 

cognitive load, as previously reported (Joshi & Gold, 2020; Kahneman & Beatty, 1966; 

Zénon, 2019). However, no effect of ToT was observed. In turn, pupil response speed 

was faster during dilation compared to constriction, decreased with ToT in patients 

only, especially in the HCL condition and regardless of response type (constriction vs 

dilation). We observed that number of long blinks increased during the HCL condition 

for HC, and in the LCL condition for pwMS, and patients seemed to display more blinks 

than controls. Taken together, results from Study 3 suggest that eye metrics data reveal 

a susceptibility to CF in pwMS, which can be objectively measured, despite similar 

behavioral measures (performance and subjective state) observed in pwMS and HC.   

Concerning eye blinks, we suggested that the increased need for blinking in the 

patient group could reflect a larger induction of fatigue and sleepiness. As pwMS 

displayed more numerous long blinks during the LCL, we have tentatively proposed 

that both conditions produced a high cognitive demand in this group, yet that the slow 

pace of stimulus presentation during the LCL condition offered the opportunity to 

produce more numerous long blinks without missing items. In turn, analyses on pupil 

data produced novel insights on the mechanisms of MS-fatigue. However, noting that 

ToT did not affect pupil size was a rather surprising observation. Hence, several studies 

found that pupil diameter tends to decrease with fatigue induction (see Bafna & 

Hansen, 2021 for a review). If this absence of result might be attributable to our small 

sample, it may also be due to the duration of the task, which was rather short in 

comparison to other studies (for instance 2H in Hopstaken et al., 2015 and 50min in 

McGarrigle, Dawes, Stewart, Kuchinsky, & Munro, 2017). Accordingly, it is possible that 

the decrease in pupil size observed in previous studies relates to decreased arousal 

rather than fatigue per se (Benoit et al., 2018).   

In Study 3, we included a measure of pupil response speed because we were 

interested in distinguishing the effects of the sympathetic nervous system from those 

of the parasympathetic nervous system. Indeed, pupillary response results from the 

sympathetic/parasympathetic balance, respectively inducing pupil dilation and 

constriction (Gibbons, 2019). Interestingly, a link between MS-fatigue and alterations 
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of the ANS have been proposed (de Rodez Benavent et al., 2017; Niepel et al., 2013). For 

instance, de Rodez Benavent and colleagues (de Rodez Benavent et al., 2017), have 

found that fatigued pwMS display a slower and reduced pupillary response to problem 

solving compared to controls. In the same vein, it was also proposed that the effects of 

modafinil on fatigue are due to its sympathomimetic effect (Niepel et al., 2013). These 

observations taken together suggest that alterations of the ANS may relate to fatigue 

symptom in MS, and that such alterations could be objectively measured with 

pupillometry.  

The exact nature of ANS impairments in MS is still debated, with some authors 

suggesting that only the parasympathetic system is altered (J. de Seze et al., 2001; 

Pozzessere et al., 1997) and others observing evidences for altered sympathetic activity 

(de Rodez Benavent et al., 2017; Niepel et al., 2013) or suggesting that both systems 

might be affected (Surakka et al., 2008). In Study 3, we have found evidences 

suggesting that the two systems might be impaired in MS, as both constriction and 

dilation were slowed-down. Consequently, we have proposed that a decreased PRS 

could indicate increased fatigue susceptibility in patients compared to controls.  

Alterations of the sympathetic system may relate to a dysfunction within the Locus 

Coeruleus (LC) norepinephrine system, which has a crucial role in arousal maintenance 

(Samuels & Szabadi, 2008). According to de Rodez Benaven and colleagues (2017), 

alterations of the LC function in MS could lead to a dysregulation of modulatory 

neurotransmitters prior to any network collapse, and could explain early cognitive 

impairments and fatigue sensation. Hence, neuronal damage within the LC and 

reduced level of norepinephrine were observed both in animal models of MS and 

postmortem histological study of patients (Polak, Kalinin, & Feinstein, 2011). 

Additionally, disruptions of brainstem monoaminergic fiber tracts were observed in 

MS, and CF is associated to the integrity of tracts projecting from both the LC and the 

ventral tegmental area (which is highly implicated in reward throughout dopamine) to 

the prefrontal cortex (Carandini et al., 2021). In turn, the association between MS-

fatigue and alteration of the parasympathetic system is much more intriguing. In 

cardiovascular studies in healthy subjects, blunted parasympathetic drives was 

associated to fatigue sensation and interpreted as reflecting cognitive control or 
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cognitive challenge (Melo, Nascimento, Alves, Walz, & Takase, 2021; Mizuno, Tajima, 

Watanabe, & Kuratsune, 2014). Interestingly, parasympathetic activation also fosters 

long term recovery following physical exertion (Ihsan, Watson, & Abbiss, 2016), and a 

reduction in parasympathetic recovery was recently observed in chronic fatigue 

syndrome (Van Oosterwijck et al., 2021). In the case of pwMS, we tentatively propose 

that an alteration of the parasympathetic system could be associated to an 

overestimation of cognitive challenge, leading to fatigue sensation. Alternatively (or 

additionally) this could lead to diminished recovery following sustained effort. To note, 

the concept of increased effort perception as a cause of fatigue in neurological disease 

has also been suggested in relation to dysfunctions within the central nervous system. 

In particular, it has been proposed that impaired retroactive loops predicting sensory 

inputs (in the sensorimotor network) lead to inappropriate over-estimation of the effort 

that have to be provided to achieve a goal (Kuppuswamy, 2017).  

Therefore, it appears that pupil measures are highly promising in unrevealing 

fatigue mechanisms in MS. The measure obtained in Study 3, pupil response speed 

during cognitive task and with a block design, is quite unusual. Hence, as much as we 

are aware of, this is the first time that such measure is employed to assess CF. Whether 

it can provide a robust and reliable measure of fatigue should be further investigated. 

Traditionally, the distinction between activity of the sympathetic and parasympathetic 

drives have been studied using analysis of frequency bands leading to the notion of 

sympathovagal balance (Goldberger, 1999). Indeed, it was shown that the sympathetic 

nervous system oscillates in lower frequency than the parasympathetic one, although 

studies yield conflicting results regarding the exact ranges of pupillary signal 

oscillations (Franco et al., 2014; Ramírez-Moreno et al., 2021). If our measure of PRS 

happens to be validated, it would be a major step in fatigue investigation. Nowadays, 

pupillometry devices are very accessible (affordable, portable and non-invasive), and 

PRS is a raw measure of pupil state variation that can be easily obtained. In fine, we 

hope that this measure will be applied in clinical settings for an objective and sensitive 

assessment of CF in neurodegenerative diseases.  

To further investigate the reliability of this measure, we could imagine a research 

protocol dedicated to pupillometric data in pwMS. For instance, we could administer a 
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task that is known to induce CF, preferably of short duration to mitigate the impact of 

sleepiness and boredom on data acquired. The HCL condition of the TLDB would be a 

good candidate here. This task could be administered in HC and pwMS in later stages 

of the disease to observe the effects of fatigue on pupil variables. As this domain has 

not been deeply investigated so far, enrolling participants with a high fatigue complaint 

and cognitive deficits may favor the detection of fatigue effects, since they might not 

be as subtle as in the early stages of the disease. Then, several measures could be 

computed and confronted, including measure of raw pupil diameter, PRS and low vs 

high frequencies ratio (Duchowski, Krejtz, Gehrer, Bafna, & Bækgaard, 2020), to 

determine which one displays the best prediction of CF. Additionally, it would be 

interesting to include measures from eye-tracking, such as amplitude and speed of 

saccades and distraction form stimuli, as these measures may also be sensitive to fatigue 

induction (Bafna & Hansen, 2021). Importantly, if such hypothetical study may focus 

on pupil data, a rigorous account for circadian rhythm and sleep homeostasis should 

be provided. Hence, if pupil variations may be primarily related to affective and 

subjective states, steady-state and baseline pupil size is affected by circadian phase and 

sleep pressure (Daguet, Bouhassira, & Gronfier, 2019; Van Egroo, Gaggioni, Cespedes-

Ortiz, Ly, & Vandewalle, 2019). In Study 3, we did not control for those variables, 

though we paid particular attention to this issue. Each participant was tested at the 

same time of the day, according to her/his preferences, and we emphasized on the fact 

that she/he should feel fresh and alert when coming to the lab. Besides, post-lunch 

testing was avoided and we asked participant to keep a stable sleep/wake cycle until 

the end of their participation and to observe a night of at least 7H of sleep prior to any 

testing session. Consequently, we consider that circadian and homeostatic factors may 

have a limited impact on our results, but should be strongly controlled in studies 

focusing on eye-variables. One possible way would be to test participants based on their 

chronotype (assessed with a questionnaire) or, preferably, their circadian rhythm 

(assessed with melatonin or cortisol during a constant routine) and repeating the 

protocol at different times of the day (for instance, during cortisol peak, 3H after peak, 

6H…). In order to control for sleep pressure, participants could be asked to observe 

fixed sleeping times for the three days preceding the experiment, which could be 

verified from actimetry recording. By doing so, we could determine which eye-metric 
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measure is the most sensitive to fatigue and if it provides robust outcomes 

independently from circadian confounds.  

  

V. The Cerebral Substrates of Fatigue in Early MS 

The last objective of this thesis was to explore the functional and structural cerebral 

substrates of fatigue in the early stages of the disease. Two main findings resulted from 

our analysis: both the functional integrity of the STC circuity and early microstructural 

brain alterations are linked to fatigue complaint in the very early stages of the disease. 

In Study 5, we have found that cerebral activity was associated to trait fatigue, 

throughout negative correlations in pwMS, and positive correlations in HC. We have 

also observed group-specific patterns of brain activity when the 2-back and 3-back 

conditions of the task were compared to the 1-back, with interaction effects in regions 

belonging to the STC network: the thalami, the cingulate cortex, the basal ganglia (right 

caudate) and the fronto-parietal cortex. We have concluded that STC networks are 

involved in fatigue pathophysiology, from the early stages of the disease. The presence 

of negative associations in pwMS was interpreted as an alteration of automated 

strategies leading to a reorganized pattern of activation in pwMS, and that this cerebral 

reorganization could trigger fatigue.   

In Study 6, microstructural alterations of normal appearing brain tissues were 

investigated using a MPM protocol. Cognitive fatigue was associated to PD measure in 

every tissue class and to MT in the NAWM, regardless of group. However, disease-

specific (in patients only) negative correlations were found in the NAWM (R1 and R2*) 

and the NACGM (R1). We have concluded that fatigue in the general population may 

relate to brain reserve and neuronal plasticity, while in pwMS, additional 

microstructure alterations (e.g. demyelination) may lead to disease-specific CF.  

Reaching the end of this thesis, several determinants of cognitive fatigue in MS 

have been discussed and can be reported: Cognitive impairments, decreased 

motivation due to underappreciated reward value, increased perception of effort, low 

arousal due to blunted sympathetic system, and costly network reorganization. But can 
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we reunite these observations under a same, unifying model of cerebral substrate of 

MS-fatigue? Can the STC model of CF explain those findings? 

A reminder of Chaudhuri & Behan’s model of fatigue (2000) might be useful here. 

According to the authors, fatigue may arise from a dysfunction of the basal ganglia. The 

BG comprises the caudate nucleus, the putamen, the pallidum, the substantia nigra, the 

subthalamic nucleus and the amygdala (Chaudhuri & Behan, 2000). All these 

structures are highly interconnected and receive numerous afferents and send efferent 

from/to the cortex throughout the thalamus. These complex circuits together are 

forming feedback loops (or STC loops). Numerous STC loops have been identified. 

Among them, the most described circuits are the motor loop, with inputs from the 

sensorimotor cortex, the associative (or cognitive) loop, with main inputs from the 

dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex, and the limbic (or affective/motivational) loop, 

involving the anterior cingulate cortex, medial orbitofrontal cortex, the hippocampus 

and amygdala (DeLong & Wichmann, 2010; Posner et al., 2014). Based on evidences 

showing that the BG are highly implicated in motivation and in motor, cognitive and 

emotional processing, as well as on the observation that fatigue is a symptom associated 

with neurological conditions affecting the BG (for instance, Parkinson’s Disease), 

Chaudhuri & Behan proposed that an alteration of the STC circuity is a primary cause 

of central fatigue (Chaudhuri & Behan, 2000). Accordingly, they proposed that an 

interruption of the STC circuity throughout neurodegeneration or changes in 

neurotransmitter balance will lead to an increased inhibition of thalamic activity. This 

is consistent with the negative associations found in Study 5 for the MS group (higher 

fatigue is associated with decreased activity within the STC). However, in their 

innovative model, they only suggested that the associative loop (cognitive loop) might 

be involved in fatigue genesis. Herein, we propose that all STC loops might be related 

to fatigue. Hence, in Study 5, we have found evidences suggesting that the sensorimotor 

loop might be affected as well. We also suggest that the limbic/reward loop could likely 

be implicated, though we did not find evidences supporting this hypothesis (see also, 

Finke et al., 2015)).  

Consequently, we could consider that MS-fatigue is linked to different STC loop 

functional alterations, which may depend on the localization of structural alterations, 
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and could lead to several causes of increased fatigue sensitivity. Hence, alteration 

within the associative loop could explain the link between fatigue and cognition, as it 

modulates the activity of the prefrontal cortex (Boberg et al., 2021; Borragán et al., 2018; 

DeLong & Wichmann, 2010). Alterations of the sensorimotor loop could induce an 

increased effort and exhaustion perception mediated by outputs on the precuneus and 

the precentral gyrus (Finke et al., 2015; Fontes et al., 2015). Finally, alterations within 

the limbic loop could explain decreased reward sensitivity and may be associated to 

fatigue as well (Finke et al., 2015; Zénon et al., 2016). Overall, alterations within the 

thalamus could lead to every scenario, depending on the nucleus affected (Capone et 

al., 2020).  

In turn, we could suggest that structural alterations leading to functional 

reorganization might also trigger cognitive fatigue, independently from STC loops 

integrity, and as a consequence of compensatory mechanisms to preserve network 

efficiency (ARM et al., 2019). Finally, decreased arousal might be a consequence of a 

decreased dopaminergic activity and alterations within the LC, as discussed in the 

previous section (Niepel et al., 2013).  

The effects of the different STC loops and the thalamus are particularly puzzling, 

as conflicting results have been observed regarding how its activity and connectivity 

relates to fatigue in MS (ARM et al., 2019; Capone et al., 2020). Further functional 

studies focusing on the deep grey matter should provide insights regarding their 

implication. As the circuity of STC loops is made of inhibitory and excitatory 

connections, it might be possible that some regions show hyper and hypo activity in 

relation to fatigue, depending on the nature of the disruption within the loop. However, 

alterations of functional connectivity might be more informative. High field MRI could 

detect with more precision the nature of such functional alterations of the DGM in early 

MS (Puckett et al., 2018). More specifically, it would be interesting to pay attention to 

functional connectivity of the different BG structures and thalamic nuclei during a 

cognitive task. Ideally, a protocol similar to ours could be employed, with an fMRI task 

encompassing several levels of difficulty (thus requiring several amounts of cognitive 

effort). Two groups of early pwMS could be recruited, with or without fatigue 

complaint, and additional variables of reward responsiveness, cognitive deficits and 
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effort perception during the task could be added as covariate of interest to see if they 

relate to abnormalities within specific STC loops in fatigued compared to fatigue free 

patients.  

From a structural point of view, Study 6 has shown that microstructural alterations 

within the NAWM and the NACGM relates to MS-fatigue, from the early stages of the 

disease. Concerning NACGM alterations, Voxel Based Quantitative analyses would be 

relevant in order to better specify the nature of such alterations. Those analyses are 

currently ongoing in our lab, but according to what was already discussed in this thesis, 

we can hypothesize that demyelination within the prefrontal and the sensorimotor 

cortices might particularly be linked to fatigue symptoms in early MS. However, 

following the discussion on the implication of the STC circuity, we were quite surprised 

to find that NADGM integrity was not associated to fatigue. As discussed in Study 6, 

we suggested that DGM alterations occurs gradually with disease duration and are 

preferably linked to fatigue in the later stages of MS. Hence, the probability to observe 

atrophy within the BG and the thalamus increases with disease duration, as those 

regions are highly vulnerable to Wallerian neurodegeneration and local damages 

(Eshaghi, Prados, et al., 2018; M.M. Schoonheim & Geurts, 2019). Tentatively, we could 

propose that in the early stages of the disease, structural alterations within the NADGM 

are not sufficiently massive to be related to fatigue. Alternatively, a demyelination 

within white matter tracks connecting the different stakeholders of the STC circuity 

(BG, thalamus and cortical regions) may already disrupt these loops and be involved in 

fatigue genesis. Later on, this demyelination may lead to neuronal losses, leading to BG 

and thalamus shrinkage. Accordingly, tractography studies evidenced that, among 

other tracts, cortico-striatal and thalamic radiation WM fibers alterations are linked to 

fatigue symptom in MS (see Palotai & Guttmann, 2020 for a review).  

To investigate this hypothesis, DTI studies, as for instance NODDI protocol, would 

be of great interest. Hence, NODDI is a technique that provides voxelwise information 

about neurite density (a proxy for neuroaxonal damage) and neurite orientation 

dispersion (reflecting structural integrity), two measures that are altered in pwMS 

(Collorone et al., 2021). Associating results provided by MPM and NODDI technics 

would be an innovative way to detect specific WM tracks alterations in early pwMS in 
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relation to fatigue. Additionally, this kind of analysis could bridge the gap that we 

observe between fMRI results from Study 5 and quantitative results raised by Study 6. 

Accordingly, we could expect to observe that CF is linked to a concomitant decrease in 

neurite density and myelin content (as mostly reflected by MT and R1) within white 

matter tracts connecting different hubs of STC loops.  

 

VI. Fatigue in Early MS: Paving the Way for Further Investigations  

Hopefully, the physiopathological mechanisms of CF in the early stages of MS should 

be clearer when reaching the end of this thesis. Despite our small sample size, some 

answers could be provided. Yet, several question remained unresolved, and many new 

were raised.  

For a neuropsychologist, how CF relates to cognitive deficits is an essential 

question. Clearly, CF and cognitive abilities (especially executive functioning and 

processing speed) are related beyond the confounding effects of depression, anxiety and 

disability. The extent and the nature of such relationship in each stage of the disease 

remain to be elucidated. Particularly, the effects of CF during cognitive assessment 

deserve better attention. Hence, our results suggest that neuropsychological outcomes 

could be affected by fatigue. Additionally, the deleterious impact of fatigue on QoL, 

occupations and employment, stresses the need to systematically and meticulously 

assess this symptom in clinical settings. Many secondary causes of CF in MS can be 

treated, such as depression and sleep disorders, and doing so could clearly improve 

well-being in pwMS.  Moreover, we suggest that fatigue should also be assessed in 

research settings. In fact, if depression is assessed in almost every MS study, fatigue 

remains somewhat underappreciated and is not systematically included in research 

protocols. Yet, as it is the case for depression, it is a major symptom of the disease 

leading to a plethora of deleterious events. A systematic inclusion of fatigue scales in 

research protocols would be beneficial. 

Which of cognitive load or task duration is primarily relevant in inducing fatigue 

in early pwMS is a question not clearly answered in this thesis. However, we have 

demonstrated that both methods effectively induce performance fatigability and 
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increase subjective state of fatigue. Importantly, our results raised concerns about the 

confounding effect of motivation in our research protocol, and we hypothesized that 

pwMS may show a decreased sensitivity to reward, which could, in turn, favor fatigue 

sensation.  

Seeking for an objective and reliable measure of CF is a topic that raised many 

discussions and concerns in the fatigue literature. In this thesis, it was proposed that 

pupil response speed can be a relevant measure of fatigue state, while offering the 

benefits sought of being easily computed and discriminating between sympathetic and 

parasympathetic effects. Further studies are needed to validate this measure and to 

determine its robustness.  

Finally, this thesis aimed to explore the cerebral substrates of CF in early pwMS. 

We have demonstrated that alterations of the STC circuity, as often proposed in the 

literature, is implicated in fatigue genesis from the early stages of the disease. This 

thesis has proposed that early alterations (demyelination and axonal loss) of white 

matter tracts connecting the BG, thalamus and cortical regions might be responsible 

for the primary causes of CF in early MS.  

Overall, five specific, but not mutually exclusive, causes of CF in early MS were 

proposed in this work: decrease in motivation, increased perception of effort, decreased 

arousal, extra effort due to cognitive deficits and costly functional brain reorganization 

due to structural alterations. Our results are in line with what has been observed 

regarding fatigue in the later stages of the disease, and suggest that many mechanisms 

are already at play following the first clinical episode, including brain microstructure 

and STC functional alterations. The impact of fatigue during the first stages of the 

disease might be subtle at first, but should be considered carefully as it is a major 

determinant of quality of life. For instance, fatigue predicts future employment and is 

associated to a deterioration of professional duties from the early stages of the disease 

(Jaworski et al., 2020; Sainz de la Maza et al., 2022). Some secondary causes of fatigue 

in MS have been identified (see Chapter III) and should be screened and treated in 

clinical routine. Further studies are needed to better understand the primary causes of 

MS-fatigue in order to developp effective therapies and adjustment of environment, 

thus improving quality of life throught, for instance, social and occupational 
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engagments. For example, if CF is due to an extra effort produced to compensate from 

cognitive defictis, environmental changes could be implemented in the work place, 

when applicable. If both long lasting procedures and high cognitive load are 

detrimential, proposing breaks more freqently and spliting the different work-

objectives into smaller tasks might be beneficial to improve both fatigue sensation and 

work productivity. The motivational and arousal aspects of fatigue can also be 

considered as targets for psychological intervations, for instance in insisiting on the 

importance of rewarding activities to reduce fatigue and to learn the specific times of 

the day when alertness is at its best to complete challenging and low-rewarding tasks. 

We have recently developped a study in our laboratory testing the effects of a 

psychological intervention focusing on psychoeducation and cognitivie rehabilitation 

in post-COVID patients presenting a persisting cognitive complaint. As one of the 

target objective is cognitive fatigue, we have developped a serie of tips and 

recommandations to improve fatigue management in everyday life (psychoeducation 

on the causes of fatigue, how to explain this symptom to relatives, how to recognize 

fatigue to protect against after-effects, the importance of pleasant activity to boost 

motivation, how to improve sleep quality…). Data acquisition is ongoing, but if this 

protocol proves to be effective in reducing fatigue complaint in the studied population, 

it could be implemented in pwMS as well. 
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Fatigue is one of the most frequent and disabling symptom of Multiple Sclerosis 

(MS).  Despite its incidence, the underlying mechanisms of MS-related fatigue are 

not completely elucidated. This is particularly the case of cognitive fatigue (i.e.  

interfering with mental work) occurring in the early stages of the disease, even in 

patients showing mild lesion load and disability. The theoretical part of the thesis 

start with a description of MS disease, with a particular emphasis on cognitive 

symptoms. The concept of fatigue is introduced and defined. Several models of 

cognitive fatigue in healthy subjects and in neurological populations are developed, 

as well as the different methods used to study cognitive fatigue. Finally, the 

introduction of this work ends with a focus on cognitive fatigue in the context of MS. 

In the experimental section, the objectives and hypotheses of this thesis are 

described, before moving forward with the six studies carried out in this framework, 

which explores cognitive fatigue in the early stages of MS and in healthy controls 

from a cognitive, physiological (eye metrics) and cerebral perspectives. Namely, four 

research questions are considered across the studies:  

(i) Is there a link between fatigue and cognition in MS?  (Studies 1 & 2) 

(ii) What are the effects of long-lasting procedures and cognitive load on cognitive 

fatigue and which procedure triggers fatigue the most?  (Studies 3 & 4) 

(iii) Can eye metrics provide an objective measure of fatigue state? (Study 3) 

(iv) What are the functional and structural cerebral substrates of cognitive fatigue in 

the early stages of the disease? (Studies 5 & 6) 

Results obtained are further discussed addressing these main questions, the 

limitations of this work, and future directions that could be taken to expand our 

findings. Overall, five specific, but not mutually exclusive, causes of cognitive fatigue 

in early MS were proposed and discussed in the light of our results: decrease in 

motivation, increased perception of effort, decreased arousal, extra effort due to 

cognitive deficits and costly brain functional reorganization due to structural 

alterations. 

 

 


